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Abstract 

“I would encourage social work students to search their hearts and minds to form a 

working relationship with terrorism1.” 

Searching hearts and minds is a complex business at the best of times; in combination 

with a subject matter like terrorism it becomes fraught with complexity and 

contradiction. This thesis charts a pathway through this complexity and contradiction by 

seeking out the thoughts and feelings of experienced social work practitioners from a 

variety of settings. These practitioners tell rich and powerful narratives that are marked 

by despair, joy, hope and death. They are all inspiring and convoluted journeys that 

provide important revelations about the future direction of social work knowledge and 

practice.  

This qualitative research project, which seeks to understand how social workers are 

responding to terrorism, begins with a series of unstructured interviews with social 

workers in the suburbs of Western Australia and social/community workers in Dili, the 

capital of Timor Lesté. Over the same time period a thematic analysis of discursive 

practices and artefacts was undertaken. From these researches, six social work 

discourses were identified including; the International, Crisis, Community, Human 

Rights, Risk, and Ecological. The research then turns to gently interrogate each of the 

six discourses, using a post structural analysis called a critical “social dialogue” 

(Falzon, 1998).  

The research concludes by highlighting examples where practitioners have drawn upon 

new ways of thinking and feeling about social work practice that both challenge and 

expand more normative approaches. These are gathered together in a framework for 

practice that acknowledges the complexities and challenges of the contemporary 

international context. For social work students who are beginning to search their hearts 

and minds, it offers unique insights and understandings that have emerged directly from 

experienced practitioners. 

 

                                                        
1 Leonie Jones, Interview transcript, 12th January 2004 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Introduction 

Impetus for the research 

Coincidence and Curiosity 

In 2001, two events significantly influenced the way I thought about my life and the 

way I perceived the world. The first was hard won. Years of juggling part-time study, 

work, and child rearing culminated in an immensely satisfying graduation ceremony at 

the University of Western Australia, where I was awarded a Bachelor of Social Work. 

The attack on the twin towers in the United States of America was the second, an 

unexpected and profoundly disturbing event. The coincidence of these events and my 

curiosity about them has, over time, coalesced and become the impetus for this thesis. 

The working title for this thesis is ‘Social Work[er] responses to Terrorism.’ I did 

imagine a more catchy title with a clever hyphen somewhere, but have come to realise 

that less is better. This is what it says it is, an exploration of social work responses to 

terrorism.  

Graduation 

I began my social work undergraduate degree with some hesitation. My understanding 

of social work was limited, informed by stereotyped television portrayals and do-gooder 

discourses that frequently appeared in newspapers’ letters to the editors. As I progressed 

through the social work course, I embraced its underlying value base, which sought to 

overcome inequity, advocate for human rights and social justice. The possibilities and 

explanations afforded by differing theoretical positions provided me with new lenses 

with which to make sense of the world. Critical theories in particular resonated with me 

and provided some explanations for my own dislocation and sense of powerlessness. 

My Honours project (Bailey, 2001) explored the relationship between gender and space 

and highlighted the power and importance of research. In September 2001, I was 

looking forward to leaving the academy with newly acquired skills and knowledge, 

armed with a commitment to social justice, and determined to make some small 

difference to the world which I was about to enter.  
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The events of September 11th 2001, however, brought me to an abrupt halt. When the 

twin towers and the Pentagon were attacked, and the attacks attributed to terrorists, I 

had a sense of a world ‘out there’ of which I was unaware. I had given only a cursory 

attention to global social circumstances. My initial feelings of shock and sadness were 

joined by curiosity. Who were these people who had committed this act? What had the 

United States done to be targeted in such a way? Images of Middle Eastern people 

apparently cheering the deaths of thousands of people both perplexed and frightened 

me. The easiest and most compelling explanations coalesced into simplistic binaries that 

divided the world into good and evil. This was fuelled by President Bush’s 

proclamation, “Either you are with us, or you are with the terrorists” (President George 

W Bush, 2001).  My response alternated, sometimes within minutes, from deep and 

profound sadness to paralysing fear then doubtful cynicism. I struggled to make sense 

of it all and began this research in order to try to understand both my own reactions, and 

to comprehend a seemingly unfamiliar world.  

Defining terrorism 

Terrorism is a concept replete with complexities and attempts to define it elusive and 

complicated. As Wright-Neville points out below, these complexities occur primarily as 

a result of epistemological differences.  

The complexity of terrorism as both an act of individual human agency and 

at the same time a social phenomenon means that explanations grounded in 

just one analytical tradition … are unlikely to yield anything more than 

overly generalized models of terrorist behaviour (Wright-Neville, 2004). 

A realist perspective asserts that terrorism is easily defined and responses like counter-

terrorism, the war on terror, and anti-terrorism are appropriate as a response 

(Dhanapala, 2005; Shavit, 2002). On the other hand, a constructivist account considers 

the use of the word terrorism to be bound to the perspective of the speaker and more 

than likely reveals whom they believe to be an enemy (Dedeoglu, 2004). These 

differences are well documented in the literature and illustrate the controversial and 

contested nature of discourses of terrorism (Dhanapala, 2005; Golder & Williams, 2004; 

Leunig, 2005; Primoratz, 2004; Thomas & Standley, 1988; Weinberg, Pedahzur, & 

Hirsch-Hoefler, 2005).  
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It is not the intention of this work to explore in detail particular acts of terrorism, but 

rather it considers social work responses that highlight the contested and partial nature 

of discourses of terrorism. These contestations are considered throughout this thesis and 

in detail in Chapter Four, which describes the lived experience of community workers 

in Timor Lestè. The Timorese were viewed by some as resistance fighters, constructed 

by others as terrorists but have now come to occupy leadership positions in the current 

Timorese Government.   

A changed world? 

In the years immediately after the September 11 attacks when Bali (2002), Jakarta, 

Madrid (2004) and then London (2005) were attacked, the refrain across the Western 

world was that the world had changed. Terrorism emerged as a new threat and joined 

car accidents, cancer, and crime as another risk for individuals to manage. Clearly, this 

is very much a Western view as poorer people have always dealt with terrorism of one 

kind or another. Sara McDonald’s book, ‘Holy Cow: An Indian Adventure’ (2004) 

highlights how the lives of poverty stricken Indians did not change after the terrorist 

attacks. They continued to battle to survive, searching for food, seeking shelter and 

fighting for their lives as disease rampaged through their bodies.  

In the West, anxieties about an unexpected terrorist attack were joined by concern for 

democracy and human rights, as legislation that appeared to infringe the rights of 

citizens and non-citizens in many countries throughout the world, was hastily enacted 

(Wright-Neville, 2004). Governments worldwide responded to the attacks by joining 

and supporting the United States’ “War on Terror” (President George W Bush, 2001). 

The Australian Government’s reaction to terrorism troubled many Australian human 

rights advocates and lawyers (Bronitt, 2003; Hocking, 2004; Kirby, 2001; Williams, 

2002). Legislative changes2, increased security spending, stricter border control, and 

technological surveillance were introduced in order to reduce the likelihood of a 

terrorist attack. These increased security measures give more power to the State, and the 

                                                        
2 These include but are not limited to: the Anti-Terrorism Act (No. 2) 2005, the Anti-Terrorism Act 2004, 
The Anti-Terrorism Act (No. 2) 2004, the Anti-Terrorism Act (No. 3) 2004, The Australian Security 
Intelligence Organisation Legislation Amendment (Terrorism) Act 2003, the Border Security Legislation 
Amendment Act 2002, The Criminal Code Amendment (Espionage and Related Matters) Act 2002 For 
more detail see http://www.ag.gov.au/agd/www/nationalsecurity.nsf/AllDocs/826190776D49EA9 
0CA256FAB001BA5EA?OpenDocument 
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carefully established balance between the State and its citizens was lost in a 

frighteningly short time3. 

For some commentators the terrorist attacks have changed the world, but only because 

they have acted as a  “Trojan horse” (McCulloch, 2003) convenient to both the state and 

markets in increasing their influence and power. This position highlights how the twin 

pressures of neo-liberalism and the prioritisation of national security over social security 

(Giroux, 2002), have led to a changing practice context for social workers. This 

changing practice context has been foreshadowed by social work writers and is 

highlighted in numerous texts (Cox, 1995; Cox & Pawar, 2006; Giroux, 2002; Ife, 1997; 

Lovelock, Lyons, & Powell, 2004; Lyons, 1999; Nuttman-Shwartz & Hantman, 2003; 

Sandy, 2002). Whilst the sense of danger from terrorists has appeared to diminish over 

time since 2001, the changes to legislation that alters the balance of power between 

citizens and the state remain.  

Social work identity 

A core aspect of this research encompasses my active construction of a social work 

identity in this international context. From the outset, I have been vigilant for any 

mention of social workers in the public sphere. There are the usual derogatory 

comments and newspaper articles where social workers are ‘damned if they do and 

damned if they don’t’. For example “…a departmental bungle… baby's death came after 

two complaints to the department and an assessment by a government social worker” 

(K. MacDonald, 2004) and  “Helpers ‘got it wrong’ as baby boy left to die” (Stolley, 

2009). Other more discouraging moments include the assertion by a prominent 

qualitative researcher during a workshop, that my research is unimportant and that, 

“What social workers say won’t be particularly interesting!” (Prominent researcher, 

personal communication, April 27th, 2003). A second incident is captured in a research 

journal4 entry below, 

Today I had an appointment with a shoulder surgeon. 

He asked what I did and when I answered 

I am a social worker, 
                                                        
3 The shift in the relationship between the state and its citizens is complex and too large to be considered 
in detail in this thesis. 
4 This research journal is discussed in more detail in the Locations chapter. 
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He paused and then said grinning, 

“My colleagues and I tell jokes about social workers!” 

He then proceeded to ask me, 

“What is the difference between a Rottweiler and a social worker?” 

As I felt myself slowly sink, He answered grinning widely, 

“A Rottweiler gives you some of your baby back!” 

(Journal Entry, March 2009) 

I am curious about these incidents, but too wounded to explore them further. I choose 

instead, to seek out stories of courageous social workers across the world that challenge 

injustice and make changes.  I experience moments of enormous professional pride 

when I find these, and newspaper articles which detail stories of courageous individual 

social workers take pride of place on my pin-up board.  

 

 

 

 

 

The United States of America Congresswoman Barbara Lee’s call for thought, 

deliberation, and dialogue as well as the importance of maintaining checks and balances 

between the branches of government was a voice of reason in a time of fear and 

uncertainty. “…she was the only member of Congress to vote against giving President 

Bush a blank check [sic] to wage war after the September 11th attacks” (Savage, 2002, 

p. 2). She has a Masters in Social Work. 

United States Congresswoman Barbara Lee 
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Malalai Joya was a 25 year old delegate from an isolated province of Farah in 

Afghanistan, who broke many rules and was temporarily suspended when she spoke up 

in 2003 about crimes against the poor and women, at the traditional grand assembly, the 

loya jirga (Joya, 2009; Los Angelas Times, 2003). She is a social worker. 

 

 

 

As this research progressed it very quickly foregrounded social work as I came to 

understand that terrorism is another in a long line of social ills located in the 

And finally Anthony Hopkins,  

famous Oscar winning Welsh 

actor, paid tribute to the value 

of doctors, nurses and social 

workers in a newspaper article 

in 2003 when he said, “There 

are millions of doctors, nurses 

and social workers who ought 

to get Oscars for what they 

do” (Unknown, 2003a). 
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international context. As I began the interviews with social and community workers5 in 

Western Australia and Timor Lestè, I was inspired and encouraged by their stories. For 

some a commitment to social justice and human rights placed not only their lives but 

also the lives of family and loved ones in danger. Others found strength every morning 

to enter worlds filled with despair, sadness, and desperation, and worked hard to make a 

difference. In considering these as possibilities for my own social work identity, I am 

uncertain if I have the courage to put my life on the line for a principle or belief, and 

wonder how I would behave in the same circumstances. Whilst my preference is not to 

work ‘adjusting’ people (Guild, 1931), I understand that there may come a time when 

this work will be a very necessary and an important task to undertake. At the heart of all 

these approaches are aspirations to make the world a better place. I have come to realise 

that there are many ways to ‘be’ a social worker. 

Thesis Structure 

Organisation 

Once the Locations of the research are outlined, this thesis moves to a consideration of 

six discourses. Using the work of systems theorists Brofenbrenner (1979) and Galtung 

(2004) as an organisational guide, it  considers the micro, meso, macro, mega spheres, 

and adds a fifth; the biosphere.  

Chapters as Discourses6 

Each chapter considers one of six social work discourses. These discourses emerged out 

of the interviews, data, and literature and provide a useful way of making sense of both 

the experiences and understanding of the participants, as well as other observations I 

make as a reflective practitioner. This research highlights social work discourses that 

dominate as well as those that hover unacknowledged beneath the voracious chatter of 

reactive responses to social problems like terrorism. Whilst six discourses were 

identified in this research process, this is by no means a definitive list. Nor are they 

discrete discourses, for the boundaries are fluid, dynamic, and interactive. Using an 

                                                        
5 The inclusion of both social and community workers is explained in more detail in the Locations 
Chapter.  
6 A more in-depth exploration of the concept of discourse is carried out in Chapter One.  
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analytical lens of a critical “social dialogue” (Falzon, 1998) which comprises a series of 

guiding questions, each of these discourses is gently interrogated. 

I do note this task represents an enormous undertaking. My intention is to honour the 

range of participant’s experiences through providing a primer to some of the difficulties 

they describe. Terrorism is complicated and this work reflects the participants’ 

engagement with these complexities. It provides an introduction for social workers who 

can then make decisions about how they want to engage with, and consider the bigger 

world outside of the welfare state.  

Social work is generally framed using the knowledge, values, and practice triad (Hare, 

2004, p. 419; Ife, 1997, p. 11) – the three-legged stool. However, over the years there 

has been an increasing emphasis on the importance of reflective processes in social 

work (Davys & Beddoe, 2009; Fook, 1999; Harrison, 1987). This is not to say that this 

has not been a feature of social work processes in the past, but more that it has moved 

from the background to the foreground.  The three-legged stool becomes a more 

comfortable and stable chair from which to stage this consideration of social work 

discourses. Whilst this provides a useful structural form for my purposes, it is important 

to point out that there is not a clear boundary between knowledge, values, practice and 

reflection.  Again they are not discrete, but rather fluidly interact, overlay and inform 

one another. 

Knowledge 

The knowledge section in each chapter provides a summary of the epistemological 

orientation of the discourse. As Fraser and Taylor (1991, p. 13) highlight, “No single 

way of knowing dominates the [social work] profession…”. Some writers consider this 

epistemological eclecticism to be problematic (Gambrill, 2001) and suggest that this can 

lead to subjective and ineffective decision making (Sheldon & Macdonald cited Webb, 

2002, p. 48). Others highlight the possibilities this eclecticism offers (Walker, 2001). 

This research takes the position that considers “…social understanding as pluralistic 

where a range of explanations can co-exist, and be part of a larger chain of enquiry that 

challenges discrimination in all its manifestations (McLennan, 1996). It offers a 

both/and position avoiding either/or sterility” (Walker, 2001, p. 37). It is with this 

approach in mind that the following question is directed at each of the discourses, 
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1. What are the epistemological origins of the discourse? 

Values 

The Values section in each chapter teases out, and makes explicit the values that are 

connected or commonly associated with the epistemological orientation of the 

discourse. Each epistemology will have a different perception of and way of defining 

values that range from understanding values as absolute and definitive to considering 

them to be fluid and relative dependent on context. Alongside of this is the prioritisation 

and privileging of particular values above others. As an example, therapeutic discourses, 

which emerge out of scientific epistemologies, hold objectivity to be an important 

value. This exploration of values is facilitated by the following guiding question. 

2. What understanding of values is prioritised in this discourse? 

Social work values  

Social work is unique as a profession, in outlining a commitment to a values informed 

practice (Ife, 1997). However, there are some concerns that a commitment to values has 

been subjugated by an over-emphasis on social work knowledge and practice (Bisman, 

2004). Shardlow (1998, 2002) makes the point that the scope of social work values is 

significantly affected by the epistemological locations in which they are embedded. He 

goes on to make a distinction between narrow (professional ethics), mid-range (narrow 

plus organisational culture) and broad (connected to the nature and form of social work 

epistemology) understandings of social work values.  

Social work values are generally framed and discussed within Western contexts with 

particular attention given to “nineteenth century individualism” (Jordan, 2004, p. 5). 

Not surprisingly, there are a number of debates about the relevance of these values for 

non-Western countries and whether exportation of these values to other countries is 

appropriate (Briskman & Noble, 1999). There is, however, a general understanding that 

universal social work values do exist and are grounded in humanitarian values 

(Chathapuram S Ramanathan & Rosemary J Link, 1999). They include; social justice, 

the worth of the individual, dignity and service to humanity (Bisman, 2004, p. 112; Ife, 

1997, p. 11).  
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This thesis, of necessity, takes a pragmatic approach to the question of universal social 

work values and uses the values outlined in the Australian Association of Social 

Workers (AASW) Code of Ethics as a guide. Whilst there are five values outlined in the 

Code of Ethics which include; “…human dignity and worth; social justice; service to 

humanity; integrity; and competence” (Australian Association of Social Workers, 1999, 

2004, pp. 8-10), they will be interpreted differently dependent on the epistemological 

location.  

3. Are the values connected to the discourse consistent with social work values? 

Practice 

The AASW consider the practice of social work to include “… community work, 

casework, group work, social planning and social action, research, social policy analysis 

and development, and management” (Australian Association of Social Workers, 2008, 

p. 11). The practice section of each chapter in this thesis considers how social workers 

enact these epistemological perspectives and values through an exploration of practice 

location, the social work role and change strategies developed and then utilised. 

4. How are social workers applying epistemological and value positions in their 

practice? 

5. What change strategies are utilised? 

Reflection 

In this section I reflect on the discourse considered in each chapter. Haigh (1998, p. 1) 

acknowledges the complexities of defining reflection and proffers this broad definition; 

reflection is  “…thinking about an experience with the intention of deciding what it 

means, how it can be explained and what the meaning and explanations might imply for 

the future”.  In this case this reflection process provides a space for me to outline and 

make sense of the different discourses and then, in the conclusion, I outline my own 

development as a social worker in a ‘post September 11’ world. 

During the research process I occupied a number of employment and volunteer 

positions. These include; working with families in the Health Department, teaching and 

tutoring social policy and community development units at the University of Western 
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Australia7, policy work in the Western Australian Department of Corrective Services, 

advocacy work as an Education Officer at the student Guild at the University of 

Western Australia and community work in my local community. All of these roles have 

provided me with a range of experiences that I use to reflect upon and inform this thesis.   

Outline of Chapters 

Chapter One  Locations 

Chapter one outlines the methodological and theoretical location of this research. This 

naturalistic inquiry (Guba & Lincoln, 1985) uses a qualitative methodology which 

utilises a number of methods of data collection including; a review of literature, artefact 

reviews of relevant policy documents, reports, and legislation, as well as un-structured 

interviews and research journaling processes. An in-depth analysis of interview data 

involved extensive coding from which emerged six social work discourses. Whilst some 

social work discourses are vociferously dominant, others are quietly present and 

persistent. Once identified these discourses were augmented as well as challenged by a 

secondary analysis of literature and artefacts. Each chapter considers one discourse and 

undertakes a critical social dialogue with each of them.  

Chapter Two  International Discourses “A Loss of Ignorance” 

Chapter two begins the thesis with a consideration of the impact of the September 11, 

2001 terrorist attacks and the 2002 Bali bombings on Australians through the eyes of 

Michael8, a research participant. He suggests that these attacks instigated a loss of 

ignorance in Australians who had until then, framed the rest of the world on their terms. 

This is also relevant for Western social workers whose attachment to the modernist 

project makes them complicit in the processes of globalisation. This unacknowledged 

and under theorised international aspect of social work is steeped in contradictions and a 

lack of clarity. However there is a small but committed group of Western social work 

academics and practitioners actively engaged in working to raise awareness and draw 

                                                        
7 Thanks to the staff at the Discipline of Social Work and Social Policy at the University of Western 
Australia, especially Dr. Susan Young. 
8 This is a pseudonym. 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attention to the key debates connected to international discourses. Central to this is the 

importance of both acknowledging local conditions and respectfully learning through a 

“reverse mission” (Abram & Cruce, 2007; Abram, Slosar, & Walls, 2005).  

Chapter Three  “On Attention” Crisis Discourses 

This chapter is based upon the experiences of two social workers who are concerned 

with providing attention to individuals affected by violence. The first is Mary who 

worked with the families of the victims of the Bali Bombings, and the second is Jeremy 

who works in a non-government agency with survivors of torture and trauma. Mary and 

Jeremy’s responses are based upon the most frequent Western social work practice and 

responses to terrorism that focus on traumatised individuals within a crisis framework 

(Levy, 2002; Straussner & Phillips, 2004; Tumelty, 1990; Ursano, Fullerton, & 

Norwood, 2003). Social work has a long-standing connection to crisis discourses, 

however over the last fifty years the rise of therapeutic discourses has led to a shift to a 

more individualised approach.  

Chapter Four Community Discourses “Flexible Resistance” 

In this chapter we meet Maria who negotiates complexity, contradiction and controversy 

in her many roles in East Timorese society. She is astutely aware of the importance of a 

vibrant and informed civil society in responding to oppression and discrimination as 

well as contributing to the development of a healthy democracy. Freire’s 

conscientização (1970, 1972) provided a framework for the Timorese struggle for 

Independence and self-determination against a violent and oppressive state. Community 

discourses are presented as providing the means for participation for diverse groups in 

decision-making processes. There is however, a trend in Western contexts for 

community discourses to be coopted by government and used to support neoliberal 

agendas. 

Chapter Five  Human Rights: A failure to thrive? 

Whilst human rights are often referenced in social work discourses, on the whole they 

have failed to thrive (Albert, 2000; Ife, 2001; Miller, 2002b). This is in stark contrast to 

the dominant human rights discourses that envisage human rights as central in 

countering terrorism. In this chapter I turn to social work writers and academics who are 
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engaging with human rights and undertake a critical social dialogue with them. They 

point out that, on the whole, there is a paucity of attention to the 2nd and 3rd generation 

of human rights which consider economic, social, cultural and communitarian rights in 

wider society. And although social workers are engaged in this work on a daily basis, it 

is not connected to human rights frameworks. A capabilities approach (Nussbaum, 

2003; Sen, 2005) is then considered as a means to connect this work to a human rights 

framework that are not constrained by the borders of nation-states. Human rights offer a 

clear moral framework from which to establish local dialogic conversations. 

Chapter Six  “Conversations on Risk” 

In this chapter I expand the family of critical theories considered in the Locations 

chapter and introduce the concept of reflexive modernisation and risk society (Beck, 

2002; Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 2002; Beck, Giddens, & Lash, 1994). Many interview 

participants used frameworks for understanding the post 9-11 context that fall easily 

within a risk society analysis. For this reason, chapter six deviates from the structure of 

earlier ones instead engaging participants in a conversation with risk society theorists. 

These conversations elucidate the dominance of risk in the formulation of policy and in 

doing so expose the vested interests in the construction and maintenance of risk/s. Most 

importantly this highlights the importance of directing careful attention to critical 

analysis of the policy contexts in which social work practice takes place. 

Chapter Seven Ecological Discourses “Beyond Modernity” 

In this chapter Tom (a participant) strongly articulates a view that modernity has created 

a psychotic and suicidal way of life. He then goes on to say that it is increasingly 

evident that humans can no longer pretend that they are separate from each other and 

nature (Coates, 2003a; Cox, 2000). This chapter then moves to consider Ecological 

discourses that draw upon ‘pre-modern’ Indigenous and related eco-feminist 

epistemologies. Both have their roots in narratives begun thousands of years ago and 

offer alternative ways of thinking about humans’ relationship with both the Earth and 

with each other. Eco-social work emphasises global responses to poverty, conflict and 

ecological degradation. 
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Conclusion 
This thesis has emerged out of a coincidence and my curiosity. It asks social and 

community workers about their responses to terrorism, and then identifies six discourses 

from these researches. Whilst I have connected these discourses to participants, this 

does not mean they are unique to that individual: rather each discourse winds its way in 

and out of participants’ transcripts, artefacts, policy documents, and academic literature. 

These discourses are not rigid frameworks, but wax and wane according to discursive 

processes and the nature of the contexts in which they are formulated.  

The following chapter outlines the Locations of this research. It considers the 

ontological position, turns to the epistemological location and then discusses the 

methodological means by which I have identified the discourses that form the core of 

this research. It then outlines the theoretical lens that is used to scrutinise and analyse 

each of the discourses. 
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Chapter One 

 Locations 

The introduction outlined the impetus for this research and articulated this research as a 

journey where I search for a way to ‘be’ a social worker in a context that appeared to 

shift and change dramatically just as I stepped out from the doors of the academy in 

2001. Terrorism appeared to have ushered in a newly international context in which I 

was to ‘be’ a social worker. This research asks social workers in Western Australia and 

community workers in East Timor how they are making sense of terrorism and then 

considers a range of social work discourses, before concluding with a framework for 

practice. This chapter provides an outline of the ontological perspective, as well as the 

epistemological, methodological and theoretical locations of this research.  

Introduction 

Philosophical, sociological and psychological theories explore and theorise the 

relationship between subjectivity/individual agency and social systems (structures) and 

how these relationships influence the behaviour of humans. Attributions vary according 

to the theoretical perspective, thus symbolic interactionists place the emphasis on the 

agency of the individual, whilst Marxists believe that the concept of class constrains and 

limits the free agency of individual. A third perspective moves away from an either/or 

configuration and considers concepts such as discourse that moves between the two. 

Common to all of these perspectives is a striving to understand and explain the way in 

which humans interact with the world and each other; and then to improve it.  This 

chapter begins with a consideration of ontology; the nature of being and flags the 

philosophical grounding of this thesis.   

Philosophical Grounding –the nature of being 

Ontology is, “…the study of being. It is concerned with ‘what is’… with the nature of 

existence, with the structure of reality” (Crotty, 1998, p. 10). Crotty goes on to argue 
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that discussions about ontology are often discussions about epistemology and that the 

two are linked. This is distinct from his explanation of epistemology as a “…theory of 

knowledge; it presents a view and a justification for what can be regarded as 

knowledge”. 

In Western philosophical thought, three ontological positions are commonly discussed. 

Whilst these discussions are complex and fascinating, here I can provide only a 

superficial outline. In brief then, the first two perspectives represent humans’ attempt to 

provide a foundation on which to make sense of the world and are described as 

metaphysical (Falzon, 1998). The third, postmodernism or post-structuralism, 

challenges these metaphysical ontological orientations. It is important to emphasise that 

these positions are not mutually exclusive but rather coexist and inform one another. 

This research engages with a number of epistemological and theoretical perspectives 

that emerge out of, and are informed by Western philosophical views.  

The Medieval World View 

The first ontological position is what Falzon calls the “medieval world view” (1998, p. 

2), and comprises the notion that there is an invisible, higher truth with a clear cosmic 

order; or God. This perspective is commonly understood to comprise superstition, ritual, 

pantheism and magical thinking. In the 16th and 17th centuries these worldviews were 

challenged and undermined by Western philosophers who believed that reasoned and 

rational humans provided a more sophisticated and accurate way of understanding 

reality. By the end of the 19th century, with the Enlightenment well established, 

Nietzsche famously declared God to be dead (Nietzsche, 1882,1974). The following 

passage, taken from the novel ‘Knowledge of Angels’ (J. P. Walsh, 1994) captures the 

enormity of this shift for one of the main characters, the great theological scholar 

Beneditx.  

Once he had seen the world drawn very fine and thin, transfused with the 

presence of God, a bright immanence giving all things solidity and meaning. 

God did not merely exist but was present in every atom of his creation, so 

that every sight and sound was a sacrament; the flight of the smallest bird 

was a blessing. Now the world had come to seem a brutal and purposeless 
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chaos, wholly contingent, not a noble building, but a tumble of stones (J. P. 

Walsh, 1994, p. 276). 

There are echoes of this sense of chaos in the 21st century as humans (myself included) 

attempt to make sense of the motivations and implications of the ruins of the Twin 

Towers. 

The Enlightenment 

“…a light that illuminates the understanding and dispels the darkness of ignorance and 

superstition” (enlightenment, 2006). It is hardly surprising that a period in which there 

was an intense flurry of activity, creativity, discovery, change, and challenge has come 

to be called the Enlightenment. The period of the Enlightenment is broadly understood 

to have had its roots in the 17th century but is mostly associated with the 18th century. 

Falzon (1998) makes a distinction between the Enlightenment as a creative, imaginative 

period which challenged religious dogma and the authority of the Church, and the 

Enlightenment as a totalising project. In this thesis the term Enlightenment is reserved 

to describe the vibrant exchange and challenge of ideas, and the term modernity 

represents the totalising aspects. 

The Rise of Humanism: The ‘Death’ of God 

Humanism or “metaphysical subjectivism” (Falzon, 1998, p. 2) is posited, in Western 

philosophical theorising, to be the second ontological approach. At the heart of 

humanism is an absolute confidence in human’s intellectual endeavours. Here the 

“tumble of stones”, described in Beneditx’s narrative above, becomes reformulated into 

a foundation based upon human rationality and reason; a secular building as it were, 

rather than a “noble” one. In this perspective it is believed that the potential of the 

rational human mind to describe, explore, problem-solve and create is without limit. As 

Süskind’s protagonist, Jean-Baptist Grenouille outlines, this was an enormous shift for 

individuals to comprehend,  

The latest is that little animals never before seen are swimming about in a 

glass of water; they say syphilis is a completely normal disease and no 

longer the punishment of God. God didn’t make the world in seven days, 
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it’s said but over millions of years, if it was a He at all (Süskind, 1985, p. 

59). 

René Descartes’ philosophy was a response and counter to the idea of an all-knowing 

cosmic God. His famous assertion “Cogito, ergo sum” (I think, therefore I am) (cited 

Johnston, 2006, p. 76) places absolute confidence in the human mind’s capacity for 

reason and rational thought. Descartes asserts that knowledge which comes from the 

human mind is more reliable and ‘true’ than that which emanates from the senses or 

from cosmic beings. This separation disconnects the mind from the messy uncertainties 

of the body and nature with its contradictions and deceptions. The term Cartesian 

dualism is used to capture this splitting. Cartesian dualism has become a central tenet of 

Western thinking and is concerned with the splitting of the whole into parts. The whole 

is the sum of its parts. The legacy of Cartesian dualism, which endorses the separation 

of good from evil, humans from nature, the economic from social, and the secular from 

the sacred, has come to inform all aspects of Western life.  

Secular institutions, with rules and regulations developed by distinguished scholars, 

replace or lay alongside the authority of the Church and sacred laws. These secular 

institutions along with scientific discoveries of ‘facts’ form the foundation for the 

development of rational universal norms. Here “…‘Man’, the God-like transcendental 

subject or essential human nature [is] invoked to provide the ultimate grounds for 

knowledge and action” (Falzon, 1998, p. 2). Modernity emerges out of this knowledge 

and action and operationalises the defining philosophical location of the contemporary 

West. 

Modernity 

The term modernity is used to describe the Enlightenment as a totalising project. 

Epstein (1994, p. 3), identifies “four great governing faiths of modernism” as  

humanism, capitalism, democracy and technology (hereafter called the four faiths). 

These governing faiths she argues, provide the basis for a civilised society. Modernity 

includes Western style liberal democracies with capitalist economies that are lauded as 

the pinnacle of human development. Included are promises of a better life for all and an 
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ideological goal for all other civilisations (Fukuyama, 1992, p. 3). Shavit’s comments 

below capture both modernity’s promise and potential for totalisation. 

The West is at the zenith of its power, and the gap between it and other 

civilizations is huge. Western values such as individualism, liberalism, 

legalism, human rights, the rule of law, democracy, the free market and the 

separation of religion from the state, are alien to other societies which 

interpret them as the expressions of a modern version of imperialism 

(Shavit, 2002, p. 32). 

The faith placed in the ability of humans for reasoned judgement and action 

independent of superstition is linked into a belief in self-interest and the power of 

individual choice through capitalism.  

Capitalism 

As with many of the concepts discussed in this thesis, capitalism is used in a wide 

variety of contexts and has a long and contested history. As outlined previously the 

Enlightenment was a period where “bold and brilliant Enlightenment thinkers” (Sachs, 

2005, p. 347) offered new ways of thinking which they believed could improve the 

social well-being of all humans. One of those thinkers was Adam Smith whose book the 

‘The Wealth of Nations’ (A. Smith, 1904) written in 1776, posited that economic 

systems could be designed to meet human need. His elaboration of the potential for 

market forces to provide for and support a “self-organising division of labour” (Sachs, 

2005, p. 348) was prescient9. His articulation of the importance and centrality of the 

market, along with the thesis that capital has the potential to provide for the needs of all 

of humanity - capitalism - is the bedrock upon which Western countries across the 

world organise their economies. Capitalism has become an integral aspect of the project 

of modernity and a ‘faith’ whose global influence is unprecedented.  

More recent neo-liberal philosophies are based on the belief that the complete 

liberalisation of capital is more efficient and effective than earlier Keynesian capitalism.  

                                                        
9 Adam Smith also argued that the state should maintain responsibilities for a number of areas including 
defence, justice, infrastructure and education (Sachs, 2005, p. 348). However, over time, Smith’s 
recognition of the importance of the state maintaining responsibility for these important areas has been 
relegated to the fringes and his work used to urge for the global liberalisation of capital.   
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The doctrine of neo-liberalism  “…holds that the social good will be maximized by 

maximizing the reach and frequency of market transactions, and it seeks to bring all 

human action into the domain of the market” (Harvey, 2005, p. 3). This diminishes the 

social contract and leads to the removal of government regulations and rules that had 

limited the power of corporations. The World Bank and the International Monetary 

Fund (IMF) became instruments of neo-liberalism that engineered the structural 

readjustment of economies across the world. Unfettered capital was free to roam the 

world seeking the most efficient and effective way to make a profit with scant regard for 

rights of humans and the environment. From the 1970s to the present the doctrine of 

neo-liberalism had moved from an “ultra-minoritarian ghetto” (S. George, 1999) to 

become the dominant discourse it is today.  

Democracy  

Democracy emerges out of the Greek language and literally translates into “… 

dēmokratia, from dēmos ‘the people’ + -kratia ‘power, rule” (democracy, 2005). 

Democracy is lauded as the political system of the modern and civilised nation-state, 

and exported worldwide.  Understandings of and the practice of democracy are bounded 

by nation-states and generally include the right of citizens to vote in the electoral 

processes of particular governments. Representative democracy is a  “…form of 

democracy in which the people do not exercise power directly, but elect representatives 

to make decisions on their behalf” (representative democracy, 1988). Thus it is ‘given’ 

to citizens who act as “…atomized individuals” (Stringer, 2007, p. 551) and vote for a 

particular leader in a  political party to represent and make decisions on their behalf. 

However, more often than not, democratic societies are marked by complacency, 

inequality, discrimination and exclusion (Davidson, 1997). This discussion is expanded 

upon in Chapter Five in relation to the role of civil society in addressing the shortcomings 

of democracy. 

Technology 

We are men of science, gentlemen, students of nature. It is our purpose to 

tear down the veil of superstition, to pierce the very fabric of our living 
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being and elucidate the nature of the force which animates these shells we 

call bodies (Edwin Poll cited Bradley, 2006, p. 15).  

This passage is taken from the novel ‘The Resurrectionist’ set in the early 1800s. The 

character, Edwin Poll, is a famous anatomist in London who relies on grave robbers or 

body snatchers to supply him with bodies in order to further scientific knowledge about 

the human body. Both his procedures and his findings were controversial in his time, 

both for the illegality of the supply of bodies and for the direct challenge to the moral 

dominance of God. His discoveries were founded on the scientific revolution (1500-

1700) and built on the work of other scientists10. By the end of the 18th century it was 

generally accepted that the best way to understand and describe reality in the West was 

through the scientific process that involves a rational, empirical, methodical and 

objective description of reality.  

Scientific discoveries and technological innovations are increasingly considered to be 

the best way to provide solutions to problems and steadily improve living conditions of 

humans around the world. This resolute belief in the ‘faith’ of technology instigates a 

collective relocation of faith from Church clerics to scientists.  The predominance of 

this faith is highlighted by the term Cartesian anxiety which is, “…the fear of ending in 

relativism and nihilism when one departs from the analytical-rational scientific 

tradition” (Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 25). This is of particular relevance to social work practice 

with individuals and a more in-depth consideration is undertaken in Chapter Three 

which considers Crisis discourses.  

…and the Death of Nature 

In her seminal text ‘The Death of Nature: Women, Ecology and the Scientific 

Revolution’ (1983), Carolyn Merchant employs the philosophical concept “Death”, to 

describe the shift in philosophical understandings i.e. God is Dead (Nietzsche, 

1882,1974) and the Death of Man, to draw attention to the plight of Nature. However, 

whilst there is an element of a philosophical death here (in that Nature is absent in 

                                                        
10 These include: Copernicus (1473-1543) who was condemned by the Inquisition for his assertion that 
the sun was the centre of the solar system. Francis Bacon (1561-1626) who first argued for the scientific 
method of inductive reasoning that called for observation, measurement, experimentation, hypothesis and 
verification. John Locke (1634-1704) who supported and advocated for empiricism and Isaac Newton 
(1642-1727) whose theorising led to the discovery of the laws of gravity amongst others things. 
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humanism and only given life and value in relation to man), Merchant is also using 

death in its most literal sense. Nature, she argues, is dying and this is a direct 

consequence of modernism. The implications for humanity are profound. This is 

explored in more detail in Chapter Eight, which considers Ecological Discourses. 

The “Death of Man” and Disorder 

Falzon’s ‘Death of Man’ (1998) is a reference to the challenge to and crumbling of the 

foundational aspirations of humanism. “Birth and death, the entry of the new and the 

exit of the familiar, are two gaping holes in the pretence of order which no effort ever 

did or ever will plug” (Bauman, 1995, p. 14). [Emphasis added]. Bauman’s reference to 

the “pretence of order” provides an indication of the basis for the third philosophical 

perspective. Attempts to create and maintain order along with claims of universality, are 

challenged and revealed to be historically, socially, and culturally specific to Western 

white males and based on a “violent suppression of otherness and heterogeneity” 

(Falzon, 1998, p. 3; hooks, 1992).  

Postmodernism posits that reality is disorderly, fragmented and cannot be understood 

through one all encompassing framework. Instead the emphasis in postmodernism is on 

multiple truths and realities, which are in constant flux dependent on corporeality and 

context. Thus a core aspect of postmodernism is an acceptance of contradiction, 

complexity and paradox. So, what can we make of Beneditx’s tumble of stones here? 

Certainly the words purposeless, chaos, contingent and tumble included in his narrative 

have the flavour of postmodernism. There is no organising framework here and whilst 

Beneditx appears to take the view that this lack of a framework has led to “relativistic 

fragmentation”, there are others who highlight that this opens space for a dialogue 

(Falzon, 1998, p. 7). It is the viewer, or reader who is emphasised and it is they who 

actively engage with and construct individual meanings from their experiences of the 

text (external physical and social world) (Ife, 1997, p. 86). Both views, fragmentation 

and dialogue are considered in more detail in the section headed Post-structuralism 

below.  

This section has introduced three ontological perspectives, the Medieval World View, 

Humanism, and Disorder (Postmodernism). Whilst they are discussed separately and 
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sequentially here, it is not my intention to locate them temporally in isolation, as clearly 

they coexist and interact in individuals, groups, and communities. This thesis refers to 

and considers discourses that emerge out of and are informed by all three perspectives. 

However this thesis is grounded in Disorder, and thus this research is my active 

engagement with contradiction, complexity and paradox. It is firmly situated in the 

Constructionist epistemological location. The following section moves from an 

exploration of the underpinning philosophical locations to an exploration of the 

epistemological location of this research; constructionism /constructivism (Crotty, 1998, 

p. 57; Grbich, 1999, p. 7). 

From thinking to doing: the epistemological 
location of this research 

The central concept in this epistemological location is construct. There is a large body 

of work that seeks to theorise the relationship between the self and other in philosophy, 

agency and structure in sociology and nature and nurture in psychology. Concepts 

developed which capture this dynamic interplay between individuals and their worlds 

are described variously as; “reflexivity” (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000), “praxis” 

(Freire, 1970, p. 36), “dialogic imagination” (Beck & Willms, 2004, p. 41), “reciprocal 

conception” (Bauman cited Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 2002, p. xiv), “resistance” 

(Foucault, 1977), “double hermeneutic” (Giddens, 1993),“phronesis” (Flyvbjerg, 2001), 

and “embodiment” (Olesen, 1992). All these concepts move away from polarised 

thinking and provide for the possibility of fluidity, movement and negotiation. It is this 

that locates them within constructionist/constructivist epistemologies. Whilst I note that 

Crotty (1998) makes a distinction between constructionism and constructivism, in this 

work I take Patton’s (2002, p. 97) lead and use them interchangeably. 

Constructionism 

…the view that all knowledge, and therefore all meaningful reality as such, 

is contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and out of 

interaction between human beings and their world, and developed and 

transmitted within an essentially social context (Crotty, 1998, p. 42).  
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As Crotty (1998, p. 42) points out, meaningful reality is constructed “in and out of 

interaction between human beings and their world”, highlighting an active and dynamic 

relationship. The emphasis is on the process of construction - which by definition 

involves a coming together of two or more parts. A construction of knowledge 

suggests there is active engagement by individuals with the natural and social world. 

Moreover, because neither the world nor human beings are static, fluidity and 

negotiation are a hallmark of this position. “‘Constructed’ in this context, means 

produced in acts of interpretations” (Steedman cited Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000, p. 

246). 

This research can be understood as constructivist in that there is something to construct, 

a constructing subject (researcher-me), and a social context (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 

2000, p. 246). Here there is an acknowledgement that my lived body has a powerful and 

important impact on the research/ed and vice versa (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Grbich, 

1999; Guba & Lincoln, 1985; Kvale, 1996; Patton, 1990). This involves a dialogue 

which crosses epistemological divides and encompasses many forms of knowing which 

contribute to the development of a personal epistemology – a knowledge constructed 

unique. This is consistent with my striving and search for a way to ‘be’ a social worker 

in a post 9-11 context. 

Identity 

As highlighted in the introduction a primary motivation for this research was to 

construct a social work identity for my self, which was able to integrate the events of 

September 11.  I soon realised that in perceiving my task as a search for a particular 

social work identity I have fallen into the trap of ‘truth’ searching. There is not one 

social work identity I can wear like a cloak, instead there are a myriad of constructivist 

ways of knowing where identity is an ongoing, never-ending construction, multi-

faceted, and complex. Identity the noun, becomes a verb and thus a process. Sarup 

explains,  

Identity, in my view, is a mediating concept between the external and the 

internal, the individual and society, theory and practice. Identity is a 

convenient 'tool' through which to try and understand many aspects -
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personal, philosophical, political - of our lives…Identity is a process and 

that is why it is difficult to grasp (Sarup, 1996, p. 28). 

Indeed, Sarup’s conceptualisation of identity as a “convenient ‘tool’” provides me with 

some clarity in thinking about this research. To put it simply, identity as process 

provides the methodological underpinning for this research. The journal entry below 

provides an example of this process work.  

In some interviews I was an authority and interrogated participants on their knowledge 

of terrorism. This was a position which was difficult to concede as it located me as an 

expert (a position I loved and loathed simultaneously). In other interviews I became 

paralysed with relativist angst and, in uncomfortable silences, imagined empty thought 

bubbles hanging over my head. Still other interviews were a mixture of the two; 

couched in the language of relativism with the implicit overtones of an examination. It 

felt like the interviews were an uncomfortable mixture of interrogation and curiosity. A 

point reiterated by Collins (1998) when he describes interviews as “epistemologically 

ambiguous”. This ambiguity is present throughout the research process and, I have 

come to realise, reflective of the nature of a constructivist research location.  

(Journal Entry, October 2004).  

Gentle Curiosity 

From these experiences I developed the notion of curiosity to guide my research 

explorations. The addition of the word gentle is a reminder to my self to restrain my 

impatience and impetuousness, which can sometimes interfere with my capacity to truly 

hear an Other’s perspective. The following section details the theoretical lenses that are 

used to inform this research process.  

Theoretical perspectives 

A Critical “Social Dialogue” 

The theoretical perspective employed in this thesis draws together two fundamentally 

different ways of theorising: critical theory and post-structuralism. This combination, 
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which I call a critical social dialogue, combines the emancipatory project connected to 

critical theory with poststructuralism’s capacity to capture individual experiences. This 

builds upon the work of Pease & Fook (1999, p. 1), whose considerations of  

“postmodern critical theory” confronted the challenges of bringing these disparate 

theories together. These challenges are considered in the following sections. 

Critical Theory 

Critical theorists challenge the neutrality of that which exists and question 

“institutionalised relationships of domination” and call them to account (Alvesson & 

Sköldberg, 2000, p. 112). Through the development of a range of interpretive 

explanatory theories, critical theorists’ principal aims are to expose and do away with 

the myth that social phenomena exist independently outside of human relationships. For 

example Marxisms identify inequitable distribution of money and power (social 

location), feminisms emphasise patriarchy (Wilson, 1980), and whiteness theorists 

identify whiteness (hooks, 1995) as the cause of inequality and injustice.  These critical 

perspectives are not mutually exclusive but it could be said that they generally 

understand the nature of oppression to be universal and broadly applicable, although the 

uniqueness of place is acknowledged. They are often referred to as meta-narratives and 

associated with modernity. Whilst these theories have contributed much to counter and 

explain structural oppression and inequity, they cannot fully explain and capture the 

lived experience of many individuals. It is here that post-structuralism provides a way 

of theorising that captures the fragmented and individualised nature of interactions with 

social phenomena.   

Poststructuralism 

In this thesis I use the concepts post-structuralism and postmodernism interchangeably, 

drawing upon Jessup & Rogerson’s (1999, p. 163) understanding that 

“…poststructuralism can be conceptualised as the ‘face’ of postmodernism”. They 

consider post-structuralism to have grown out of the ideas of postmodernism. Wearing 

suggests that post-structuralism is 
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... a shift in focus from the ‘why’ questions, that is, why people are 

oppressed to questions of ‘how’, that is, what practices, power relations and 

discursive mechanisms constitute everyday reality in all its complexity 

(Wearing, 1996, p. 33). 

Broadly speaking, post-structuralisms challenge the notion that there is one reality and 

one truth and highlight multiple truths and realities that are grounded in individual 

experiences. Post-structuralisms recognise, “…that all our concepts of knowledge, truth 

and rights actions are ‘local’ or historically specific” (Falzon, 1998, p. 3). Whilst a 

number of difficulties are identified when considering a post-structural perspective, two 

are considered in detail in the following sections.  

On fragmentation and a principled thought 

Relativistic fragmentation is highlighted as one of the principal difficulties and 

weaknesses of poststructuralism (J. K. Smith & Deemer, 2003). Here it is argued that a 

rejection of grand narratives and overarching frameworks leaves one stranded in a 

relativistic morass. This is of particular importance for social work; in that it is argued 

that it hinders and weakens the emancipatory project by focusing attention on local and 

specific experiences of individuals. This can lead to a reduced capacity to theorise and 

call attention to the larger oppressions of class, race and gender (Noble, 2004), in short 

as MacDonald argues “…it provides the perfect rationalisation not to fight” (1996, p. 

51). Others contend that poststructuralism supports and tends to “…mirror the 

individualism of the New Right approaches they seek to challenge” (I. Ferguson & 

Lavalette, 2004, p. 297).  

The second difficulty often discussed in relation to poststructuralism is that it lacks 

guiding principles which articulate what is right and good, which then coalesces into a 

vision of a better world (Crotty, 1998). Poststructuralism exists only in relation to other 

ways of knowing and tends to  “…condemn everything and propose nothing” (Bauman 

cited Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2000, p. 176). Rorty (1989) suggests that this is indicative 

of the parasitic nature of poststructuralisms and highlights its episteme as 

deconstruction. Unless there is something to be deconstructed poststructuralism cannot 

exist.  
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Certainly these are valid concerns that have not gone unaddressed.  For example 

Habermas (1987), whilst rejecting of totalising principles connected to modernity, 

considers fragmentation to be problematic and proposes an alternative universal 

framework.  He posits a theory called “communicative rationality”, where language and 

dialogue provide the means by which a “unified form of life based on social norms” is 

achieved (cited Falzon, 1998, p. 8). This Habermasian notion of dialogue is rejected by 

a number of poststructural theorists who argue that a striving for consensus inevitably 

leads to domination and control (Bauman, 1991). Falzon (1998) suggests that the 

concept of social dialogue is a more useful way of thinking about poststructuralism and 

postmodernism.  

A Turn to Dialogue 

To sum up, the ethical and critical task of postmodernity, which is a 

permanent and ongoing task, is that of ensuring that in all circumstances that 

particular forms of life are not absolutised and that the other has room to 

speak, and in doing so to promote continuing social dialogue (Falzon, 1998, 

p. 98). 

Falzon’s (1998) work, which theorises the work of Foucault, rejects the argument that 

postmodern theorising inevitably leads to fragmentation and instead takes the position 

that postmodernism instigates and facilitates what he calls a “social dialogue”. This is a 

very different type of dialogue to that proposed by Habermas and is considered in more 

detail here.  

At the centre of the concept of social dialogue is a reimagining of power from a 

negative one-dimensional totalising influence, to a Foucauldian understanding where it 

is seen as comprising “shifting, mobile, open-ended interplays of forces” (Falzon, 1998, 

p. 44). This conception of power activates the compliant subject into an alert and active 

participant who is historically, spatially and temporally located. This shift is powerfully 

captured by Foucault’s shift from the concept of “docile bodies” (Foucault, 1977, p. 

135) to their transformation to active and self-determining agents “...capable of 

challenging and resisting the structures of domination in modern society” (McNay, 

1992, p. 4).  
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In Falzon’s work, acts of challenge and resistance form the basis for a thin dialogic 

exchange or “social dialogue” when two conditions are met. The first, openness to 

others involves “…an abandonment of the security, the comfort, that comes with an all-

embracing view of the world where the other is completely mastered and predictable” 

(Falzon, 1998, p. 61). The second is the provision or creation of a space for social 

dialogue to occur. It is the absence of these, Falzon argues, that can lead to domination 

and immoral ethical decisions.  

Haugaard (2000) points out that “social dialogue” is similar to Piaget’s psychological 

concept of  “cognitive disequilibrium” (Piaget, 1975/1977). Briefly, this concept is used 

to describe what happens when children cannot make sense of an experience or social 

reality using their existing frameworks. There is a period of time where there is 

disequilibrium that continues until they find a new framework that provides an adequate 

way of comprehending and then integrating the experience. You could say that a 

Falzonian social dialogue is the ‘adult’ version of Piaget’s work where disequilibrium 

has the potential to lead to reflective curiosity and openness to others.  

A social dialogue provides a means with which to bridge the space between a “lived 

body” (I. M. Young, 2002) and an Other. Here the lived body is understood to be,  

… a distinctive body with specific features, capacities and desires that are 

similar to and different from those of others in determinate respects. She is 

born in a particular place and time, is raised in a particular family setting, 

and all these have specific socio-cultural histories that stand in relation to 

the history of others in particular ways (I. M. Young, 2002, p. 417). 

The Other is anything that exists beyond this lived body, however this is a shifting 

boundary and the characterisation of the space between body and Other is dependent on 

the epistemological lens with which it is viewed. This flexibility and the shifting 

epistemological perspectives highlight the complexity involved in discussing social 

realities. It is this that Freud refers to when he states, "I always envy the physicists and 

mathematicians who can stand on firm ground. …I hover, so to speak, in the air. Mental 

events seem to be immeasurable and probably always will be so" (Freud cited 

Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 27). It is here that the concept of double hermeneutic can provide 

some clarification. 
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Double Hermeneutic 

Whilst there is some debate about the firm ground on which natural scientists stand, 

Freud’s frustration with the complexity of studying and researching social realities is 

acknowledged. These difficulties are captured by Giddens’ concept of the “double 

hermeneutic” (Giddens, 1993), and centre on the idea that there is a double 

interpretation, one that builds on the other. The two interpretive levels include an 

interpretation of the social reality or context (in this research the post 9-11 context) and 

then my interpretation of the way/s in which social workers are making sense of this 

context. If you add to this, the participants’ processes, this double becomes quadrupled 

and beyond. It becomes like mirrors that are reflected infinitely. Foucault’s concept of 

discourses is useful in understanding the processes that lead to the predominance of one 

explanation of social reality over another. 

Discourse 

Foucault (1972) explains how social mechanisms work to privilege a particular 

epistemological position through the use of the concept of discourse. Discourse 

comprises practices which are the “…means by which particular meanings are 

produced, reproduced and transformed in interaction” (Grbich, 1999, p. 153). These 

social mechanisms comprise a variety of discursive practices that include but are not 

limited to, the mass media (print and visual), government policy, legislation, and 

academic literature as well as individual, professional and historical narratives by which 

a particular perspective is legitimised and perpetuated. Foucault argues that discursive 

practices impact on as well as arise from individual selves (Foucault cited Armstrong, 

2005). The participants in this research evidence this dynamic through their histories, 

experiences and roles. Six social work discourses are identified through the processes 

outlined in more detail in the methodological section below. 

Methodological location 

….not all the calculators of the National Debt can tell me the capacity for 

good or evil, for love or hatred, for patriotism or discontent, for the 

decomposition of virtue into vice, or the reverse, at any single moment in 
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the soul of one of these its quiet servants, with the composed faces and the 

regulated actions (Dickens, 1989, p. 91). 

Qualitative Naturalistic Inquiry 

Dickens’s words highlight the importance of qualitative inquiry in understanding the 

lived world of individuals. Qualitative research emphasises the collection of data that 

captures individual perspectives, understandings and experiences. This, coupled with an 

“emergent design flexibility” (Patton, 2002, p. 40), provides a research design most 

suited to the main aim of my research, which is to explore how some social workers are 

responding to terrorism. 

Methods 

Stage One 

The first stage of this research process combines a number of methods that considered 

literature, broader community responses and an exploration of how social workers are 

responding to terrorism.  

Literature search and review 

There were two distinct phases in the literature search and review process.  

Phase One 

In the first phase, which took place in the early stages of the project (2002-2005), the 

key words ‘social work and terrorism’ and ‘terrorism’, were entered into a number of 

library and Internet databases and catalogues11. These were heavily drawn from Western 

sources and limited to published works. The search revealed a small amount of 

literature that dealt mainly with trauma (Bride, 2007; Fraidlin & Rabin, 2006) and 

emergency management (Dekel, Hantman, Ginzburg, & Solomon, 2006; Wallace, 2003; 

Yanay & Benjamin, 2005). Similarly, only a small number of social work texts made 

reference to terrorism in their indexes (Sarri, 1997). In stark contrast when entering the 

                                                        
11 This literature search was reactivated every two to three months over the course of the entire research 
in order to monitor any new literature.  
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term ‘terrorism’, the amount of literature available was overwhelming, building 

exponentially after 2001 (Bunyan, 2002; Golder & Williams, 2004; Herman, 1982; 

Rhodes & Tscherne-Lempidainenuan, 2002; Stern, 2003; Wieviorka, 1993; P. 

Wilkinson, 1986). The initial review sought to define terrorism, identify themes and 

provide a basis for understanding the post 9-1112 context.  

Phase Two 

The second phase of the literature search and review took place after some analysis of 

data had occurred. In this analysis, discussed in detail in the Analysis of Data section 

below, six distinct social work discourses were identified. Phase Two of the literature 

search and review thus focused on social work literature related to a particular 

discourse. For example when considering crisis discourses the search focused on 

finding literature using the search terms ‘crisis’ and ‘social work’. Similarly a search 

using the terms ‘human rights’ and ‘social work’ was undertaken when considering the 

human rights discourse. Literature was identified using a process outlined at Appendix 

i. 

Data collection 

Documents and Artefacts 

Over the period of the research (2002-2010) I subscribed to government, media and a 

range of organisations email lists. These were scanned regularly for any relevant 

information on terrorism and included newspaper articles, State and Federal government 

policy and legislative documents, radio transcripts, television broadcasts, Senate 

submissions. A broader search led to the inclusion of school newsletters, works of 

fiction and newspaper cartoons (Appendix ii).  All these documents and artefacts were 

reviewed and very loosely categorised according to the epistemological positioning of 

the author. For example a large proportion of newspaper articles understood terrorism to 

be an undisputed fact (Unknown, 2004), whilst some Australian Broadcasting 

                                                        
12The term post 9-11 is used to describe the period after the attacks on the Twin Towers and the Pentagon 
in North America on the 11th September 2001. I note that the North American convention for date 
abbreviation differs from the Australian convention that would represent the date September 11th 2001 as 
11/09/2001 which would then shorten to 11-9.   
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Corporation radio programme transcripts (Cathcart, 2003) took a more constructivist 

approach to understanding terrorism. 

Interviews  

This phase of data collection involved conducting semi-structured interviews with 

social and community workers in Western Australia and Timor Lesté13. In all, 

eighteen14 participants contributed; ten from Western Australia and eight from Timor 

Lesté. Prior to meeting with the participants an information sheet was provided 

(Appendix iii) and once they agreed to participate, a consent form was given at the 

initial meeting (Appendix iv). As there are two distinct participant populations, different 

recruitment and interview processes were used. These are outlined below. 

Where direct quotations from participants are included in this work they are italicised in 

order to distinguish them from the body of the text. 

Recruitment 

Western Australia 

The recruitment method for the Western Australian social workers involved placing 

advertisements in newsletters and email lists of government and non- government 

agencies which employ large numbers of social workers.  Both Western Australian 

social work professional bodies, the Australian Association of Social Workers (AASW) 

and the Society of Professional Social Workers (SPSW)15 were contacted and 

advertisements placed in their newsletters (Appendix v). Of the twenty-five that 

responded to the advertisements, three participants were selected using purposeful16 

sampling as they had direct experience of terrorism, and seven were selected through a 

random draw. The remaining fifteen were notified later in the process that I had enough 

participants and were thanked for their interest.  

                                                        
13East Timor and Timor Lesté are used interchangeably. 
14The sample size is reflective of the in-depth nature of qualitative research. Some participants are 
interviewed up to four times and this provides copious amounts of information rich data. 
15 This organisation no longer exists and members have transferred to the AASW. 
16 Purposeful sampling provides a way for the researcher to learn about issues of central importance to the 
purpose of the research (Patton, 1990).  
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East Timor 

I considered it extremely important to hear the voices of ‘others’ and included 

participants from Timor Lesté because of the country’s long history with political 

violence. Timor Lesté is also Australia’s closest international neighbour. The 

recruitment process for Timor Lesté implemented a “snowballing or chain sampling” 

approach (Patton, 1990, p. 176) where participants were recruited through contact with 

individuals in Perth who knew people in Timor Lesté. Some difficulties with recruiting 

trained social workers in Timor Lesté led to the sample being expanded to include 

teachers, activists, and other community workers. One of the participants was an 

Australian social worker who was working for AusAid.  Once I arrived in East Timor I 

was able to recruit more participants through the networks I was introduced to. This 

sample was limited to eight as my time in Timor Lesté was limited to three weeks due 

to financial constraints.  

Interview Process 

All the interviews began with one question, “When someone says the word terrorism, 

what is your initial response?” and then followed the flow of the participant’s responses. 

This “informal conversational interview” (Patton, 2002, p. 342) allows for flexibility in 

the interview journey and leads to a unique interview for each participant.  All 

interviews were recorded on a tape recorder. The process for the East Timorese 

interviews was slightly different to the Western Australian interviews and this is 

considered in more detail below. 

Western Australia 

The first round of interviews in Western Australia took place over the time period 

spanning 2003 and 2004. The interviews were conducted in a range of locations 

including the work place, home, coffee shop, or University offices according to the 

participants’ request. These interviews were transcribed and participants sent a copy for 

an accuracy check (Appendix vi). Some participants were interviewed up to four times 

and others once or twice (Appendix vii), depending on their willingness to continue 

participation. One participant was particularly interested in continuing to meet and 

discuss ideas that had emerged from the interview process. This example highlights the 
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emergent nature of the interviews and the re/iteration processes which were informed by 

worldviews and practice experiences. This process led to a total of nineteen interviews. 

East Timor 

Prior to my arrival in East Timor I made contact with an English lecturer from the Dili 

University who translated the information sheet (Appendix viii) and consent form 

(Appendix ix) into Indonesian. The first round of interviews in East Timor took place 

during May 200417 when eight people were interviewed. I met all participants prior to 

the interview in pre-interview meetings. This provided me with an opportunity to meet 

the participants, clarify that they understood what the research was about, as well as 

build rapport. I was also able to check if there were any special requirements. This 

meeting also enabled the participants to meet me and to ask any questions. Three 

participants indicated that they would like an interpreter. As I did not speak any of their 

languages (Indonesian, Tetum, and Portuguese) I was unfamiliar with their accents, 

which meant that I used reflection and paraphrasing more often to make sure I fully 

understood the participants. On my return to Perth all the interviews were transcribed.  

In April 200518, I returned to East Timor with these transcripts for an accuracy check of 

the transcripts as well as a second round of interviews with the East Timorese 

participants. I was fortunate to be able to meet again with all eight East Timorese 

participants. Three participants asked for their transcripts to be translated into 

Indonesian and this was arranged whilst in Timor Lesté. In all, there were sixteen 

interviews with the Timorese participants.  

Journaling 

Throughout the research process I kept a journal that documents the research process as 

well as my personal responses and observations on the research journey. This serves as 

both an audit trail and provides important data that are included throughout the thesis 

and are differentiated from the rest of the text by being in a box. An excerpt from this 

journal is included below. 

                                                        
17 Travel costs generously funded by the Grace Vaughan Award. 
18 Sincere thanks to the AFUW(WA) Joyce Riley Bursary 2004 which provided travel costs. 
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Completed transcribing first interview and have printed off interview to send to 

participant for validity check19. Have also included p-166-173 of Steinar Kvale’s 

InterViews (Kvale, 1996, pp. 166-173) which looks at the difference in oral and written 

language and the ethics of transcription. Kvale’s article states that participants can get a 

shock when they read their own speech on paper and this section of Kvale’s book 

normalises the difference.  Have also included a covering letter. Will send out tomorrow 

(4th November 2003). 

Have begun using N-Vivo and entered transcript of first interview…however this is a 

very complex learning process and I need to spend a lot more time than I originally 

thought (5th November 2003). 

Analysis of Data 

The analysis of all data was ongoing and iterative and consequently utilised new 

conceptualisations, ideas and theories throughout the entire process. The following 

sections describe how each set of data was analysed and how these analyses combined 

and were then used to develop and identify six discourses. An example is included at 

Appendix (x). 

Documents and Artefacts 

A preliminary discourse analysis of documents and artefacts built on the early 

epistemological categorisation described earlier. This involved interrogating each 

document and artefact utilising questions developed by Flyvberg (2001, p. 144). These 

include; 

1. Where are we going? 2. Who gains, who loses, by which mechanisms of power? 

3. Is it desirable? 4. What should be done?  

Using this analytical process I identified three preliminary discourses. These were The 

World has Changed discourse, the Terror of Prevention20 discourse (McCulloch, 2006), 

and the Civil Squeeze21 discourse.   

                                                        
19 In this chapter I use the term accuracy check in accordance with Guba & Lincoln’s (1985) naturalistic 
enquiry model. 
20 This refers to the view that Government anti-terrorist responses across the world were violating the 
human rights of citizens and non-citizens. 
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Interviews 

The analysis of interviews was conducted in two stages. Once the interviews were 

transcribed, they were entered into N-Vivo22 (2002), where an analysis was undertaken 

using free coding – this involves coding text without creating categories (Appendix xi). 

These were then grouped into tree nodes according to preliminary themes that are 

outlined in detail in the Appendix (see Appendix xii).  

These themes were then considered in an iterative process with the three discourses 

identified in the analysis of documents and artefacts. I identified discourses that were 

dominant, discourses that were dissonant - by this I mean when discursive practices 

highlighted a particular discourse but the participants did not, as well as discourses that 

were marginal. For example human rights were commonly discussed in connection to 

terrorism in the broader community (in the Terror of Prevention discourse) but were 

rarely referred to by the participants. This combined iteration and analysis lead to the 

identification of six social work discourses. 

The second stage of the interview analysis process, which took place later in the 

research process, involved a manual coding process where the transcripts were re-

analysed using the discourses identified through the combination of the data analysis 

(Appendix xiii).  

The second stage of data analysis interrogates the discourses identified by the process 

described above and the next section considers this in detail.  

Stage Two: Discourse Analysis 

Alvesson & Sköldberg suggest that the aim of a discourse analysis is “…to break up and 

change a particular language game rather than expanding it” (2000, p. 246). As pointed 

out in the Theoretical perspectives section, this thesis undertakes a critical social 

dialogue. It is with this in mind that the guiding questions, outlined in the Introduction 

and repeated below, are asked of each of the discourses identified through the research 

process.  

                                                                                                                                                                   
21 This is a term that I coined to describe the sense that there is a reduced space for a vibrant civil society 
where ideas are exchanged and difference welcomed.  
22 N-Vivo is a software package that assists with qualitative data analysis. 
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Guiding questions 

1. What are the epistemological origins of the discourse? 

2. What understanding of values is prioritised in this discourse? 

3. Are the values connected to the discourse consistent with stated social work 

values? 

4. How are social workers applying these epistemological and value positions in 

their practice? 

5. What change strategies are utilised? 

These questions gently interrogate the discourses to break up and make explicit the 

“language game” which leads to the privileging of some social work discourses over 

others. Alongside this is attention to the impact of these language games on 

marginalised groups through the use of a critical analysis. My reflections on these 

discourses are included in the reflection section.  

Ethical Considerations 

There are a number of ethical considerations that arose during this research which are 

important to highlight. Many of these are related to the challenges of researching in East 

Timor.  

Anonymity 

The interviews in East Timor were all conducted in Dili, the capital city. As Dili has a 

small population of only 173,541 (see East Timor National Statistics Directorate 

(Direcção Nacional de Estatística), 2004) with a limited number of community workers 

and social workers, I was concerned that the participants’ anonymity may be 

compromised. In order to prevent this occurring I made a decision to anglicise the 

pseudonyms so that Timorese participants could not be identified easily in the research. 

When I explained to one of the participants that I had assigned the Western name 

Matthew Peters to protect his identity, he asked if this could be changed to his real 

name, as he wanted his voice to be heard in this research. When I explained the 
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University ethics process he said he would sign a consent form and offered me the use 

of a computer to type one up. We finally came to a compromise and agreed to use his 

birth name, which is known only to very close family.  

A further concern about anonymity was raised in respect to the gratuity I used to thank 

the East Timorese for participating. An experienced East Timorese researcher informed 

me that cash was inappropriate and so I substituted gifts. In the first series of interviews 

this was a number of UWA pens and did not present any problems. However in the 

second series of interviews I provided each of the participants with a t-shirt with the 

University of Western Australia logo. Upon my return to Australia I realised that these 

gifts may lead to participants identifying each other thus jeopardising anonymity. I 

contacted each of the participants to let them know of this and offered a substitute 

gratuity. All participants indicated they were not concerned and some told me that they 

had given their t-shirts to other family members and friends. 

Crosscultural issues 

Interpreters  

The use of interpreters in research interviews raises a number of ethical considerations. 

The first to be considered here concerns the relationship between the participant and the 

interpreter. Due to time constraints and the limited availability of interpreters, I was 

restricted in who I could employ to interpret the three interviews in East Timor. As a 

result, in one interview a participant’s supervisor was the interpreter, a less than ideal 

situation likely to have some impact on the participant’s willingness to speak freely. 

Certainly towards the end of the interview the interpreter began to dominate and put 

forward his own opinions.  In another interview the participant was concerned that the 

interpreter I had employed (an East Timorese University lecturer) may restrict her free 

expression due to her unstated political concerns.  

Researcher as a thief 

During my time in East Timor I was heavily aware of my privilege and felt my 

whiteness more than any other time in my life.  I struggled with a sense that I was the 
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latest in a long line of colonialists - first came the Portuguese, then the Japanese, 

followed by the Indonesians and then the researchers. The Timorese call white 

foreigners malae and I was one of a number of malae who were researching some aspect 

of the Timorese experience. I felt that I was taking from them for my own benefits. 

Added to this I narrate from a position of distance; temporally, physically, culturally – 

indeed the only claim I can make is that I have been there and I have listened (Tascon & 

Bailey, 2005). My sense of myself as thief was somewhat ameliorated when one of the 

participants took me out to lunch to thank me as I was the first malae to ask her opinion.  

Transcription 

The process of transcription is an act of interpretation (Kvale, 1996). Certainly this was 

made very clear to me whilst transcribing the interviews. For example the placement of 

punctuation can change the meaning quite significantly, pronunciations can be unclear 

and the pace of speech difficult to capture.  The absence of non-verbal cues makes it 

difficult to capture every nuance. Some of these difficulties were addressed to some 

extent by the accuracy checking process.   

Transcribing some of the East Timorese transcripts was extremely challenging as the 

accents were quite strong, in some interviews there were three voices (interviewer, 

interview participant, and interpreter) and in some the background noise was quite 

intrusive. For example, in one a bird was singing loudly, a fact I had not noticed during 

the interview. These problems were alleviated to some extent by the paraphrasing and 

clarification that I used during the interviews.  However there are some passages that 

were not possible to transcribe.  Where I have used the East Timorese interview 

excerpts, I have excluded some extraneous comments and phrases, and included some 

words in order to represent their perspectives more clearly, adding another layer of 

interpretation to the process. 

Limitations of the research 

The events that triggered this research occurred nine years ago and since that time I 

have been immersed in researching this area within the Australian context. The 

importance of cross-cultural interactions that expose the distinct social milieu was made 
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clear to me when I presented a conference paper at an international conference in 2006. 

Other conference delegates expressed surprise at the extent of the Australian 

government’s public information campaigns on terrorism. This feedback and comments 

raised my awareness of the ease with which the unusual or outlier can become the 

taken-for-granted norm.  

As an iterative process this research has involved developing ongoing understandings 

and interpretations of interviews that are embedded in time and space. The participants 

may have shifted in their views and indeed will have had time to reflect back on the past 

with the insight of retrospectivity. Ideally with more time, I would involve the 

participants further and ask for their input on my representations to this point. 

The next chapter considers the first of the discourses – the International - identified 

through the thematic analysis. Michael (a participant) begins this chapter by 

highlighting how he believes that the September 11 attacks and the Bali bombings have 

contributed to Australia’s loss of ignorance about the rest of the world. 
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Chapter Two 

 International Discourses 

A loss of ignorance 

The previous chapter provided a summary of the ontological influences of this research 

and then moved to outline the methodological and theoretical location of this thesis. An 

outline of the research methodology and methods was followed by a discussion on a 

critical social dialogue – the analytical lens which informs this work. 

This chapter begins with an outline of the nature of Australia’s relationship with the rest 

of the world through attention to international discourses. It then moves to locate social 

work within these debates and notes the paucity of understanding of the international in 

all of its forms. Given social work is an inherently international activity, a point often 

overlooked and unacknowledged, this paucity is of concern. The presence of a small but 

resolute group of Western writers engaged in raising awareness of international social 

work debates and contradictions is noted, and the chapter concludes with an 

acknowledgment of the importance of learning from the experiences of the East 

Timorese participants.  

Introduction 

Yeah I hear that [that the Bali Bombings have shattered Australia’s 

innocence] and I think Australia is probably shattered…. I don’t know if I’m 

on the right track but my initial reaction is [that] it’s shattered Australia’s 

sense of ignorance. You know innocence is a nice way of saying ignorant. 

Most Australians are ignorant of world events. 

(Michael Fletcher, interview, 13th October 2003). 

Michael’s reference to a loss of ignorance mirrors my own experience and thoughts. As 

highlighted in the introduction to this thesis, when I left the academe in 2001, it felt like 

I had entered a newly international world. It wasn’t that I hadn’t travelled; it was that 
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my engagement with the international had always been on my terms. Most of my life I, 

like many other Australians, lived, played and worked in a “bubble of safety” (S. 

McDonald, 2004), protected from the responsibility of global citizenship by the wealth 

and privilege of our nation-state (Singer & Gregg, 2004).  The attacks in New York City 

in 2001 and Bali in 200223, made previously distant, and compliant, international 

subjects fully active and dangerous. These were stateless actors who had violently 

penetrated our territory and made their presence felt. For many Australians, Bali is their 

territory as it is an extremely cheap and popular holiday destination. When President 

George W. Bush (2001) rhetorically asked “…why do they hate us?”, he mirrored the 

sense of bewilderment and vulnerability that many in Australia reported 

(Commonwealth of Australia, 2003, 2004). Joanne discusses her own sense of 

bewilderment.  

Because I remember when the Bali bombings happened…, I’ve never really 

been that good with my history and with my social studies and with 

understandings of countries and stuff like that, I remember when the Bali 

bombings happened …and September 11. I remember asking, “Why is it 

happening?”And no-one could really answer. And it took a lot of pushing 

from different people to find out some sort of answer that made me a bit 

more comfortable.  And people were quite angry…  

Some were like, “It’s nothing to do with us.” Some were grumbling about 

the Americans. Some were saying, “It’s an old historical thing between two 

religions. It’s a religious thing.” Others said “American treated other 

countries so badly this is their way of getting back.” And I’m like… well 

what have they done? Why would they be getting back so strongly? And 

people would be not really wanting to talk about it. But they’d all have a 

different opinion about it. And every time I’d challenge and say, “Did they 

not have… Is there not a reason why this is happening? Is there a justified 

reason?” And they were putting it… pushing it under the carpet a lot of the 

time. 

(Joanne Lewis, interview, 5th January 2003). 

                                                        
23 Whilst there were many terrorist attacks over the last nine years, I refer only to the attacks on the Twin 
Towers and the Bali Bombings as they profoundly affected Australians. They also provided the impetus 
for this research. 
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This shared ignorance and confusion was reassuring in one respect, as it confirmed my 

own perspective, but it was also disturbing as it revealed Australia’s insularity. How had 

it come to this? Why weren’t we told about the international and encouraged to explore 

beyond our borders? Reynolds (1999) asks similar questions in his powerful book about 

Australian Indigenous history, and then undertakes research to understand the silence. I 

take both Reynolds and Joanne’s lead, and begin searching to find out some sort of 

answer. This search employs a critical social dialogue. It begins with a consideration of 

the epistemological underpinnings of international discourses and then draws upon the 

participants’ interviews and international social work authors to outline how Western 

social work engages with these discourses. 

Knowledge 

I just thought if family can’t see eye to eye, what hope have countries?  

(Joanne Lewis, interview, 5th January 2003). 

As Joanne points out, it is enough for individuals to think about and manage 

relationships in their immediate proximity, without expanding the context beyond 

national borders.  Thinking about the international can be overwhelming, complicated 

and contradictory. Consequently an important task is to provide the parameters with 

which to contain this discussion. For this I turn to the work of Lyons (2006, p. 370) who 

identifies two broad aspects that she considers to be important for social work. The first 

is an engagement with “…some knowledge about international perspectives” and here I 

emphasise the connections to modernity in the Thinking Internationally section below. 

The second is the “development of international activity” and this is considered in more 

detail in the International Activity section. 

On language 

Before I go any further, some clarification of terms is necessary. A range of terms are 

used to describe the international or mega context in social work (Galtung, 2004). These 

include but are not limited to the global, cosmopolitanism, development studies, social 

development, intra-national, and cross-national. There is not the space to consider all of 

these in depth, however most can be considered to fall within a continuum bounded by 

two concepts – the global (holistic) and inter-national (the sum of parts).  
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Global 

One way of conceptualising the Global is considered by Coates as a holistic approach 

where “…the Earth’s destiny is humanity’s destiny” (2003a, p. 155).  This places 

interconnectedness at the forefront such that the notion of borders becomes obsolete. 

Central to this perspective is an understanding that both the Global North24 and Global 

South have important contributions to make to social work values, knowledge and 

practice. Whilst I use the term Global here to reference a holistic perspective, it is often 

used in non-holistic ways. In this chapter I differentiate between the two by capitalising 

Global when it refers to the holistic. A more in-depth exploration of the Global 

perspective is undertaken in Chapter Seven, which looks at Ecological Discourses. 

Thinking Internationally 

International …between or among two or more nations, of or pertaining to 

two or more nations or their citizens, pertaining to the relations between 

nations, having members or activities in several nations, or transcending 

national boundaries or viewpoints (Healy, 2001, p. 5).  

Healy’s definition provides a useful understanding of the international.  The centrality 

of the term nation in this definition, gives an indication that the emphasis is on the 

relationship between separate and self-governing entities or nation-states. This is 

connected to modernist constructions and the splitting of the whole into parts. Here the 

‘part’ is the nation-state, which is explored in the following section, whilst the 

relationships between these parts are considered in the Theorising Relationships section 

later.  

The Nationstate 

Whilst there are a number of ways to define nation-state, here I draw upon one provided 

by the World of Sociology text (2001) which considers that a “Nation-state refers to a 

centrally organized (sic) political unity that operates independently from other 

                                                        
24 I use the terms global North and global South as an alternative to the more common terminologies 
connected to the nation-state. Whilst I acknowledge there are some difficulties with these terms, for 
example Australia and New Zealand are not located in the global North but are considered to be a part of 
it, nevertheless it moves away from the problematic concepts of the first and third world and developed 
and developing. 
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governmental powers.”  This is a modernist construct that has become the foundation or 

unit of study on which all international legal, security, economic, social, and 

environmental exchanges are built (nation-state, 1999; Pollack, 2007). Generally nation-

states are understood to consist of two concepts – the state and a nation. In broad terms 

the state is understood as comprising territory and coercive power whilst the nation is 

concerned with historical and cultural aspects. This is a very simplistic 

conceptualisation, and whilst adequate for my purposes here, does not capture the 

complexities and variety of understandings. A more nuanced discussion and 

consideration of these complexities is covered in the work of Daniel Chernilo (2007). 

Western nationstates 

A distinction is commonly made between Western nation-states (“the West”) and other 

nation-states (“non-West”) that are constructed as uncivilised because they maintain 

traditions and values connected to the medieval worldview. Mapp (2008, p. 11) coins 

the term “modernization theory” to describe the idea that undeveloped and/or 

uncivilised societies evolve into developed modern nation-states along paths charted by 

the civilised West (Bankoff, 2003). Western nation-states are those that have embraced, 

to some extent, the four faiths of modernity - humanism, capitalism, democracy and 

technology (Epstein, 1994).  These are Western-style liberal democracies with capitalist 

economies like Australia, United States of America, United Kingdom, Denmark etc. and 

are lauded by the West as the pinnacle of human development and an ideological goal 

for all other civilisations (Fukuyama, 1992, p. 3).  A significant feature of many modern 

Western states and closely associated with the capitalist trajectories is the welfare state 

with which social work is closely aligned (Briggs, 2000). 

The Welfare State 

The welfare state was intended to be the “…mechanism for a civilised society to meet 

the needs of its citizens…” (Ife, 1997, p. 6). Jamrozik (1991, p. xvi) points out that it 

does this by taking on two broad functions; a facilitating function and a maintenance 

function, and that they are not necessarily mutually exclusive. A facilitating function 

focuses on improving individuals’ capacities to produce and consume in a capitalist 

economy, whereas a maintenance function is concerned with “…maintaining the system 

under control and providing the means for physical survival of those individuals and 
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groups who do not obtain these means (or do not obtain sufficient means) through the 

market” (Jamrozik, 1991, p. xvi).  These functions act to ameliorate the contradictions 

between capitalism and the well-being of workers (J. Bryson, 2003). Social work, which 

was conceived in the “… Cartesian foundations of modernity” is engaged to perform 

these functions (Irving, 1999, p. 31).  

Social work 

However social policy responses to social problems are formulated in the welfare state, 

it is social workers (among others) who are engaged to work towards the “…elimination 

of want, ignorance, squalor, disease and idleness” (Graycar, 1983, p. 1). The “needs of 

strangers” model is understood to be the best way of attending to this task because this 

approach is considered impartial, socially just, accountable and preserves anonymity 

(Ife, 1995; Titmuss, 1970). Western social workers are caring secular ‘clergy’ who 

preserve belief in the four faiths of modernity by attending to and ameliorating the 

unintended consequences caused by modern living within the nation-state. Thus social 

work is intimately connected to the civilising agenda of modernity and complicit in the 

border projection (a concept I explain later) of the four faiths across nation-state 

borders.  

International activity 

Theorising Relationships 

The field of international relations is a discipline in and of itself and it is quite simply 

beyond this work to consider this in detail. However what can be said is that it is 

inevitable that each government’s self-interest will flavour the relationships between 

nation-states. Certainly it can be said that self-interest forms the cornerstone of 

Australia’s security, economic and aid policy formulations (Government of Australia, 

2004). As Mark observes, 

I think the AusAid’s mission, stated public mission is to support and supply 

aid to countries in the best interests of Australia.  That is their stated 

mission.  I think the public at large probably think AusAid and USAid and 

JapanAid and all the other international donors are there for humanitarian 
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reasons, but actually that is not true.  In most of the cases, their stated aim 

is to provide aid that is going to benefit the home country.  

(Mark Dawson, interview, 12th May 2004). 

This self-interest, in combination with colonialist history, means that relationships 

between nation-states are highly likely to be inequitable, with more powerful nation-

states dictating the terms of the relationship. I use Naveh’s work on proximity and the 

concept of border projection, to frame discussions of the relationships between nation-

states. This is a critical feminist lens that usefully theorises the Australian and American 

insularity discussed earlier and also provides a framework on which to base an analysis 

of international social work discourses.  

A powerful subject can determine the border between himself and the 

other—that is, he can decide where he “ends” and where the other “begins.” 

If powerful enough, he may push this frontier beyond his physical home 

and homeland, thus enlarging his territorial control by projecting 

himself over space outside of his physicality and infusing (infecting?) it 

with himself. This prerogative is one aspect of his power to map the world 

and to determine effective, if not formal, borders. One effect of these 

projected borders is to keep the other as distant as possible from home and 

what is regarded as the domestic body. Thus the proximity of the other is 

not felt at home (Naveh, 2002, p. 450). [Emphasis added]. 

This concept of border projection is also useful in theorising different ways of engaging 

with the international. While this is not a comparative study, there was a clear 

delineation in the way the East Timorese and Western Australian participants referred to 

the international context. For example, many of the West Australian participants made 

active choices to move beyond their homeland and engage with the international on 

their terms through travel, research, work and curiosity (and I include myself here); this 

is not to say that they were not aware of inequalities because most were. On the other 

hand, the East Timorese emphasised inequalities and stressed the importance of paying 

attention to the relationships between Western nation-states and less powerful non-

Western nation-states. As Astrid points out, 

…. terrorism is … arising when there is a policy taken by a big country and 

UN authority [that] is not giving its benefits to the minority country 
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...especially for third world  country. Second terrorist is arisen because of 

technology development and actually is caused by the third world country 

as a reaction of the policies taken. 

(Astrid Flores, interview, 13th May 2004). 

As a minority country East Timor has a long history of dealing with the consequences of 

policies developed by big countries. The East Timorese have had no choice but to 

manage these impacts as they do not have the power or resources to  “…keep the other 

as distant as possible” (Naveh, 2002).  

International Social Work 

Western international social work writers often preface their texts or articles with a 

comment about the lack of attention to the international in social work education, 

practice and theorising (Cox, 2000; Cox & Pawar, 2006; Estes, 1992; Healy, 2001; 

Lyons, Manion, & Carlsen, 2006; Mapp, 2008; Midgley, 2001; C.S. Ramanathan & R.J 

Link, 1999).  My own social work education in Australia provided little engagement 

with international discourses beyond a rudimentary acknowledgement of other welfare 

states such as Great Britain, Germany and Scandinavian countries such as Sweden, 

Finland and Norway (Mayadas, Watts, & Elliot, 1997). Other tentative explorations 

centred on the concept of globalisation and the impact of this on the poor and other 

countries; however my impression is that it was never really taken seriously by the 

AASW and in the University’s curriculum. It was tacitly understood that those of us 

who were interested in pursuing these broader injustices were to join Amnesty 

International or other human rights organisations. Real social work was positioned in 

our welfare state, self-consciously moving between caring and controlling the 

vulnerable in our community. This lack of attention to international social work in all its 

forms is troubling for a number of reasons but two are discussed in more detail below. 

The Amnesiacs 

The first bout of amnesia in respect to international social work is detailed earlier and 

refers to social work’s enabling of the civilising agenda of the four faiths of modernity. 

Whilst this is explored by a number of social work writers, for example Midgely (1981) 

and Haug, (2005), acknowledgment of the intimate relationship between social work 
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and the four faiths, in particular capitalism, has tended to be relegated to the fringes of 

social work. Baltra-Ulloa (2009) suggests that this is less amnesia and more an 

“unsustainable hypocrisy”. 

The second bout of amnesia is directly connected to the Australian context. A lack of 

attention to international social work discourses in the Australian context is perplexing 

given Australia was ‘civilised’ through a brutal act of border projection a mere 200 

years ago. This act of border projection has been extremely effective and Australia has 

developed from an ‘uncivilised’ land with a traditional culture to a ‘civilised’ and 

‘civilising’ Western nation-state. It is a testament to the power of the four faiths that 

Australian social workers do not consider this to be an ongoing international matter, 

instead framing it as something that was done to Indigenous people ‘back then’.  

These unacknowledged international foundations and underpinnings of Australian 

social work are just one of the contradictions and complexities connected to 

international social work discourses. It can be said that, in general  “...social work 

education and practitioners have been slow … to encourage international awareness in 

their students” (C.S. Ramanathan & R.J Link, 1999, p. 1). The following section details 

social work organisations and writers who are engaged in considering a range of aspects 

related to international social work.  

Recollecting 

To begin with, there are a number of professional social work organisations that 

actively promote international perspectives and understandings. Cox & Pawar (2006, 

pp. 17-19) and L. Healy (1995, p. 1505) provide good histories of these organisations. 

The International Association of Schools of Social Work (IASSW), the International 

Council of Social Welfare (ICSW) and the International Federation of Social Workers 

(IFSW) were founded in the 1920s. All of these organisations provide opportunities for 

information exchange, policy development and conferences. I experienced the benefits 

of this collegiality when I attended the IFSW “A World out of Balance” Conference in 

Munich in 2006. The sense of connection and comradeship I felt during this conference 

was reassuring. The role of the IASSW today is outlined below,  

…it is a global knowledge hub for social work education and providing 

resources on social work education, including training packages on 
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international social work, global social work standards, culturally-sensitive 

curriculum design, and practicum training (Yuen, 2009, p. 119). 

Midgely (1981) documents a rise of attention to international social work in the 1950s 

and 1960s, but is critical of the trend for these to focus on Western interventions in non-

Western countries. He goes on to outline the development of a more nuanced 

understanding of the impact of Western epistemologies on non-Western countries in the 

1970s where social development discourses were privileged. This coincided with a 

period of emphasis on community work and social development processes which were 

influenced by the work of Freire (1970) (Chapter Four will discuss Freire’s contribution 

in more detail). However it would seem that this brief period of attention to the local, 

rapidly gave way to international social work discourses that continued to prioritise and 

privilege Western social work that emerge out of Western nation-states (Haug, 2005).  

Moving Forward 

In the last fifteen years consideration of international social work has increased 

exponentially with attention to social work curricula (Cox, 2000; Dominelli, 2005; 

Johnson, 2004; C.S. Ramanathan & R.J Link, 1999), international practicum 

experiences available in social work programmes across the world (Abram et al., 2005; 

Lyons, 2006; Midgely, 2008; Midgley, 2001; Norman & Hintze, 2005) and renewed 

engagement with the key debates and controversies (Cox, 2000; Cox & Pawar, 2006; 

Gray, Coates, & Yellow Bird, 2008; Healy, 2007; Healy & Thomas, 2007; Razack, 

2009).  These key debates and controversies are considered next through a critical 

analysis of international social work discourses. 

Values and Practice 

There are many ways in which international social work is imagined and practiced (C. 

McDonald, 2006). Healy identifies four dimensions of international social work, 

“…international related domestic practice and advocacy, professional exchange, 

international practice, and international policy development and advocacy” (2001, p. 7). 

Each of these dimensions is approached very differently depending on the values that 

inform their praxis. The relationship between values and practice is complex and 

challenging. To facilitate an exploration of the value positions most commonly 
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discussed in international social work I have developed three categories using Naveh’s 

(2002) work highlighted earlier and reiterated here.  

A powerful subject can determine the border between himself and the 

other—that is, he can decide where he “ends” and where the other “begins.” 

If powerful enough, he may push this frontier beyond his physical home and 

homeland, thus enlarging his territorial control by projecting himself over 

space outside of his physicality and infusing (infecting?) it with himself 

(Naveh, 2002). 

These are metaphoric categories which provide a broad conceptualisation of the main 

debates and controversies connected to international social work (Gray, 2005). The 

notion of border projection is used to explore “professional imperialism”, border 

pushback considers the use of universalisms such as human rights and captures the 

debates connected to decolonisation, and finally osmosis is used to locate an 

international social work approach which is open to other. I have found these categories 

useful to guide my thinking in regards to international social work and personal 

interactions.   

Border Projection: professional imperialism 

In a border projection perspective, Western values connected to the four faiths are 

privileged. I do not make the claim that Western values are homogenous and monolithic 

as there is a wide range of value positions that can be considered to fall within a 

Western perspective. However, values like individualism, liberalism, equality, freedom, 

democracy, and rationality to name but a few, form the centrepiece of Western liberal 

democracies or civilised nations (Cohen, 2003).  Generally a border projection 

perspective is where Western social workers take the four faiths and carry them 

outwards from the welfare state and into the international context.   

This has become one of the most controversial aspects of international social work 

which Midgely (1981) calls “professional imperialism”. This understanding of 

international social work is connected to Mapp’s (2008) “modernization theory” 

highlighted earlier where Western social work knowledge, values and practice are 

uncritically exported to other nations. It involves a unidirectional transfer from the 

‘civilised’ West to traditional ‘uncivilised’ cultures. There is a lack of attention to, 
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understanding of, and respect for local processes. The following journal entry written 

whilst I was in East Timor documents an example of this type of approach.  

Today I visited the offices of the new mental health system in East Timor- the Saudé25 

Mental. One aspect of this work is to prepare and train mental health workers to work in 

a number of districts. They have eighteen months initial training comprising six 

intensive weeks with the rest [provided as] an on-going supervisory arrangement. Each 

mental health worker has 100 cases per person in rural districts, and in Dili there are 

three hundred cases between two.   

Initially patients are put on a low level of medication, and very low levels of medication 

have quite amazing results.  It stabilises and cures them. Relatives are usually the 

referral source and they say things like, “…she/he is going crazy.” Three Australian 

psychiatrists visit three times a month and go out to the districts. I am concerned about 

the boxes and boxes of medication stacked by the door. They are donated goods and 

some, I notice, have expired. Mark (an English trained social worker) tells me that 

because these are donations, there is no guarantee of supply. I wonder what will happen 

when these people have used up all their medication. Added to their mental health 

problems will be withdrawal symptoms. 

In another conversation he told me that [domestic] violence is endemic [in East Timor] 

and that some women are acting sort of psychotic because it prevents their husband 

touching them because they fear contamination by the crazy person.  We may be 

removing one of their only forms of defence and resistance through this delivery of 

‘Western wisdom’. Things are never as they seem. 

(Journal Entry, 5th May 2004). 

Another example I observed in East Timor was related to the formation of a social 

welfare department.  An Australian social worker was providing advice on how to set 

up a state-based child protection system, modelled on a Western case management 

model and utilising the needs of strangers approach. Whilst there is no doubt that some 

action is needed in order to protect children in East Timor (there are a range of very 

serious issues which require immediate attention), the adoption of a Western approach 

is likely to be problematic in a number of ways, not least, financially. 

                                                        
25 Hospital 
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The examples illustrated above highlight that  “…colonialism is well and truly alive, 

deeply rooted in social work’s Western birthplace; in how it continues to be taught, 

learned and practised; and, how it is packaged and exported to the rest of the world” 

(Baltra-Ulloa, 2009, p. 2). This is an international social work discourse that emerges 

out of Western epistemologies and is projected across nation-state borders. To return to 

Naveh’s work; Western social work has “infused (infected)” the worlds of the East 

Timorese and they are left with little alternative but to shape it to fit their context, albeit 

uncomfortably. This shaping is commonly called the indigenisation of social work 

practice.  

Indigenisation of social work practice 

The indigenisation of social work refers to the shaping of “…imported ideas to fit local 

needs” (Gray & Coates, 2008). I have always been uncomfortable with the term the 

indigenisation of social work practice, so am pleased to see that there is a move to end 

the use of it (Gray & Coates, 2008; Gray et al., 2008). A social work student provided 

me with a powerful example of this in action. She worked as a social worker in 

Singapore working with very marginalised families. Her department had purchased the 

rights to the Positive Parenting Programme (PPP) a Western programme developed in 

Australia ("Triple P for Parents," n.d.). It was expected that all social workers in this 

department would use the stepped programme to teach mothers (and sometimes fathers) 

how to parent effectively. The student commented that there were aspects in the 

programme that were not really relevant for Singaporean conditions and that she had 

had to make changes (social work student, personal communication, 7th October 2009). 

This is a very blatant example of the ‘shaping’ process.  

I wondered how we can speak of social work’s role in promoting global 

social justice, without first acknowledging social work’s shadow role in the 

perpetuation of injustice in the form of the colonialist project that has 

dismissed and displaced countless cultural systems around the world (Haug, 

2001, 2005, p. 127). 
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Pushing back the borders: decolonisation 

International social work includes any social work activity anywhere in the 

world, directed toward global social justice and human rights, in which local 

practice is dialectically linked to the global context (Haug, 2005). 

[Emphasis added]. 

International social work discourse is underpinned by universal morality positions like 

human rights and social justice, which provide frameworks to en/able decolonisation. 

Haug’s definition emphasises social work activity, rather than activity done by a social 

work professional. This is an important distinction as it shifts away from the reification 

of Western social work professional knowledge. The next two sections briefly consider 

the prospects and the illusions of decolonisation processes which draw upon these 

universals (Briskman, 2008a). 

Prospects 

Human rights and social justice are framed as a means to push back the borders 

resulting from border projection. As the East Timorese community workers attest, 

decolonisation processes are complex and challenging. They used a variety of processes 

to pushback the borders and depended upon the United Nations to provide institutional 

and legislative support for their efforts at decolonisation. José’s nuanced comments 

consider the pros and cons or the United Nations.  

There is good and also bad things as well from United Nations.   

First, I think they help us to prepare for the transition to be an independent 

country, I think this was very helpful for us.  Also they were here to prepare 

for referendum.  Of course then people were brave enough …[as this was] 

an international institution UN … that will be guaranteeing the rights 

of…[the East Timorese]. I think without the United Nations, possibly, I think 

it will be very difficult for us to achieve this country. 

(José Garcia, interview, 6th May 2004). 
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Illusions 

 [And then second] I think during the [19]75 up to [19]80s they always they 

put out the Security Council resolutions to withdraw Indonesian military out 

of East Timor, but they never did it, they never did it.  So I think some things 

that they stand… is not clear for us. 

(José Garcia, interview, 6th May 2004). 

Central to José’s ambivalence is the United Nations lack of action from 1975 onwards 

when Indonesia ignored both Security Council and General Assembly resolutions to 

withdraw from East Timor. If international structures built on universal human rights 

are unable or unwilling to actively pushback borders when there are (literally in this 

case) violent border projections, the alternatives are limited (Eric, 2005).  

To be truly pre-colonial, social workers must question their role within the 

constrictions of the nation state and work with others to discard previously 

sacrosanct notions of professionalism, knowledge and power (Briskman, 

2008a, p. 93). 

Another concern expressed in regard to morality universals, is that they are not neutral 

and the most dominant human rights discourses are those flavoured by Western 

epistemologies. Taylor (1999) urges caution when seeking a valid “culturally 

transferable core” and emphasises the importance of local knowledge. These 

complexities are considered in more detail in the Community and Human Rights 

chapters where a critical social dialogue with both is undertaken.  

Osmosis: a reverse mission 

“The passage of a solvent through a semi-permeable partition into a more 

concentrated solution” (Oxford University Press, 1995a, p. 965). I don’t want to get too 

caught up in explaining this metaphor, as my intent is to capture the “semi-permeable” 

aspect of the partition in combination with the concept of “reverse mission” (Abram & 

Cruce, 2007; Abram et al., 2005). While I consider the use of the term ‘mission’ to be 

somewhat problematic because it is connected to theological and religious missions and 

consequently linked to colonialism, it can also be seen to be subversive in this context.  

Instead of projecting borders outwards and beyond, Western social workers must stop, 
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shut up, take a step back, and listen. This is more than an anti-oppressive practice but 

an authentic engagement with other ways of knowing. 

We are called to “authentisation”, “to go back to one’s roots to seek 

direction” to co-create theory and practice from “the ground up” in an effort 

to learn from the wisdoms of those who have been there, those who know 

the context, the experiences of the community, the locals we often call the 

“victims” (Baltra-Ulloa, 2009, p. 1). 

Social Development26 

Social development is concerned with developing the social in contrast to an emphasis 

on developing the economic (Midgley, 1990, 1995). Social development emphasises 

poverty reduction and an improvement in food and human security.  Western social 

workers have   “…much to learn from those who work in conditions of severe resource 

constraint and who have formulated creative solutions to problems encountered in the 

developing world” (Abram & Cruce, 2007; Abram et al., 2005, p. 173).  Chapter Four 

explores some of these social development processes in more detail through a 

consideration of community discourses. Ecological discourses, which offer alternative 

ways of knowing, are scrutinised in Chapter Seven. 

I want to stress that while these categories have been useful for framing this discussion - 

it is not and should not be this straightforward. A social development approach can be 

complicit in the projection of borders and a ‘shaped’ border projection include authentic 

bottom-up and pre-colonial practice. This underscores the inherent contradictions and 

complications of international social work. It is a complex area with much more to be 

explored and considered.  

Reflection 

It is somewhat ironic that a country to which ‘civilisation’ was exported a mere two 

hundred years ago has little connection to its international origins.  Australia’s capacity 

to border projection has limited our awareness of international social problems such as 

poverty, conflict, and ecological degradation (Cox, 2000).  The decision on where one 

                                                        
26 The term development is controversial as it most often connected to economic development and has 
come to be connected to border projection and top-down processes (Cox & Pawar, 2006).  
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border ends and the other begin rests with the most powerful and there is no negotiation 

(Naveh, 2002).  There has, until now, been no urgency to think about the distant other.  

Western social work’s immersion in and connection to the civilised welfare state has 

limited and constrained engagement with international others. This normative view of 

social work has contributed to a reduced ability to theorise internationally. Whilst there 

are calls for Western social work to become more fully conversant with international 

debates and controversies, there are others who are cautious of an uncritical engagement 

that is unidirectional. Webb (2003) for example, suggests that social work has a 

minimal role to play in international perspectives and that the current reinvigoration of 

the international within social work discourses is a vanity. Whilst I agree it is important 

that social work be aware of its motivations in addressing these broader contexts in 

theory development and practice, it is to social works’ detriment to rule out the 

possibility of learning from Others. 

Either way there is an increasing urgency for social workers to engage with the 

contradictions and debates that international authors have flagged, as well as learn from 

those who have experience in dealing with the consequences of border projection. This 

involves working towards the decolonisation of  “… the pedagogy and practice of social 

work ” (Razack, 2009) as well as critically reflecting on their personal engagement with 

the international. An important aspect of this is truly listening to people who are 

engaged in social work activities across borders. 

It is my experience that we have much to learn from the East Timorese, beginning with 

their understanding of international processes. I want to be a social worker that has 

thrown off the cloak of colonialism, but I know that it is not that easy. As I try this 

approach in my own practice I have had to grapple with accusations of incompetence. I 

have come to see that, generally, people just want to be told what to do because they 

want certainty.  A willingness to take risks and to be creative is the exception rather 

than the rule in Western social work contexts. However I am encouraged and inspired 

by the East Timorese to take chances and to not be afraid. Their experiences and 

engagement with uncertainty provide powerful examples of alternative practice models. 

We in ‘the West’ would do well to listen and encourage the transfer of social work 

activities in a reverse mission through permeable borders. 
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The following chapter considers how Western social workers respond to terrorism at the 

individual level through an exploration of crisis discourses.  
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Chapter Three 

 Crisis Discourses 

Increasing Attention 

The previous chapter began with Michael’s observations about Australia’s 

comprehension of the international. It then undertook an exploration of the concept of 

the international and then moved to consider international social work discourses. 

In this chapter I introduce two Western Australian social workers, Mary and Jeremy, 

who both work with individuals who have suffered trauma connected to terrorism in 

some way. Their responses are predominantly informed by crisis discourses, which are 

underpinned by humanistic epistemologies. The dominant response from Western social 

work participants and in the Western academic literature was concerned with the impact 

of terrorism on individuals and the resultant trauma. This chapter undertakes a critical 

social dialogue with the underpinning epistemological base of this discourse, highlights 

some of the tensions these approaches evoke with social work’s stated value position 

and finally moves to articulate the associated practice/skills responses. The chapter 

concludes with a personal reflection. 

Introduction 

I work for the Department of Justice in a unit called the Victim Support 

Service and that sits within the court’s directorate. So the role that the 

Agency had was purely working with victims of crime. And the reason we 

worked with the Bali [terrorist] victims was because it was deemed to be 

victim… they were victims of a crime of terrorism. And that’s how we got 

involved. … The families are very, very, traumatised, as you would 

appreciate.  So you’re used to dealing with very intense feelings and loss 

and shock and so forth. 

(Mary Johnson, interview, 1st March 2004). 
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Mary is a social worker with over seventeen years of experience, and at the time of 

interview, was employed by a state government agency directly concerned with 

supporting victims of crime through significant crisis in their life. As she highlights, she 

is accustomed to working with people who are often significantly traumatised by violent 

attacks against them or their families. 

Well I am part of the Early Intervention Team and we work with newly 

arrived refugees to address their immediate health needs together with 

emotional health needs so they can deal with some of their burdens … [They 

have experienced] emotional and physical trauma in their countries of 

origin or on the journey here or in the detention or refugee camps they have 

come from in places like Kenya and Pakistan or wherever. …And in some 

instances you know it would be very clear that what they’ve experienced in 

[Australian] detention centres was worse than what they experienced in 

their countries of origin. And that was certainly stated to me by a number of 

people.  

(Jeremy Black, interview, 2nd March 2004). 

Jeremy also works with traumatised people, and is employed in a non-government 

agency funded by the Western Australia state and Australian federal governments and 

through donations. The primary work of this agency is concerned with assisting newly 

arrived refugees to adjust to their new home. Many of these refugees have been 

subjected to torture and trauma by governments; in some instances the Australian 

government.   

Whilst the contexts in which the individuals are traumatised are very different, Mary 

and Jeremy employ very similar processes in their work with them. This work is framed 

as crisis work, where the role of the social worker is to assist individuals through a 

period of crisis. In this chapter I identify and attend to two crisis discourses; the first, 

crisis intervention work is well known and documented in the literature (Ellis, 2006; 

Gammack, 1982; O'Hagan, 1994; Roberts, 2005a, 2005b; Yanay & Benjamin, 2005). 

The second discourse, crisis attention emerged out of this research and is informed by 

systems theorists. 
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Knowledge 

I also believe that psychoanalytic and related ideas about human nature and 

its frailties have much to contribute to sophisticated approaches to 

maintaining civilization. Moreover, psychodynamic ideas about groups, 

institutions and other social structures represent a huge advance over the 

rhetoric of good and evil, hate and revenge (Kaminsky, McCabe, Langlieb, 

& Everly, 2007).  

The ‘problem’ of human suffering was once the responsibility of God and the Church, 

which responded in the language of souls. Western philosophers also concerned with 

this suffering, included rational considerations from and of the mind as ways to greater 

understanding and resolution of these problems. One of the problems researched and 

theorised in detail is concerned with understanding the best way to assist individuals 

who have experienced crisis. This has led to the generation of crisis theory (Lindemann, 

1944,1965) and the related discourses crisis intervention  and crisis attention.  

On language 

The Oxford Dictionary broadly defines crisis as,  “A vitally important or decisive stage 

in the progress of anything; a turning-point; also, a state of affairs in which a decisive 

change for better or worse is imminent; now applied esp. to times of difficulty, 

insecurity, and suspense in politics or commerce” ("Oxford English Dictionary Online," 

2009).  This general definition of crisis draws attention to the possibility of “…change 

for better or worse…”. It is an event that could lead to a negative consequence but it 

could equally lead to an improved outcome. 

Crisis Theory 

According to [crisis] theory, there exist in the life process phenomena 

known as “crises.” The concept of crisis is formulated as follows: external 

and internal stimuli repeatedly produce stress, which in turn creates 

problem-solving situations for the individual. If the individual’s means of 

problem solving do not work in a given situation, the result is called a crisis 

(Lukton, 1974, p. 385). 
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There are ongoing debates and discussions in the academic literature connected to the 

variability of understandings of what constitutes a crisis (O'Hagan, 1994). In order to 

deal with this variability, crises are often categorised. Rosen (1998) describes three 

categories which are common in the literature (Lindsay, 1975). They are: developmental  

- related to stages of life and the transitions; situational - where the crisis is related to 

accidents, divorce or loss of job; and complex crises - violent assault, natural and man-

made disasters fall into this category. The first two categories refer to individual 

situations that fall outside the day-to-day life experience of individuals and their 

families, who consequently have no knowledge and understanding of how to make 

sense of and cope with the crisis. The third category, complex crisis has impacts that 

extend well beyond the individual and into the broader community. Terrorism falls 

within this category and thus requires attention in a number of spheres and contexts. 

Complex crisis are considered in more detail in the Crisis Attention section below. 

Identifying Needs 

As Mary and Jeremy attest in the introduction, social workers are extremely 

experienced in crisis work as it forms a large proportion of their day-to-day work. In 

Australia, social work has engaged in crisis work since hospital almoners began making 

decisions about who should receive financial support in the 1920s (Gleeson, 2008), 

although this was framed as casework. While much of this early work tended to make a 

distinction between the deserving and undeserving, the problem formulation and needs 

identification generally extended beyond psychopathology.  

The identification of needs is a core aspect of crisis work that is both controversial and 

challenging. At the core of this controversy is an awareness that the person/s defining 

needs brings their own understandings and values about what that need might be.  This 

can range from an objectivist approach that describes universal needs which all humans 

require to survive, to a relativist approach where needs can only truly be articulated by 

the need-ee (Tesoriero, 2010). Here I consider two discourses that have had significant 

influence on how the needs of individuals in ‘crisis’ are constructed.  The first; crisis 

intervention is underpinned by psychological and psychiatric epistemologies, and the 

second, crisis attention, a term I have coined, is informed by broader systems theories.   
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Crisis Intervention Discourses 

Crisis intervention is an enormous area of study with copious amounts of literature. This 

section considers literature that is taken disproportionately from developed Western 

countries such as Israel, London, Ireland, and North America as they are easily 

accessible. My intention here is to flag the origins of crisis intervention discourses and 

to consider how the needs of individuals are formulated. 

Psychology/psychiatry 

Within psychology/psychiatry the needs’ defining is undertaken drawing upon 

psychological and psychiatric epistemologies. Extensive research contributes to the 

development of diagnostic categories which are listed in the Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorders commonly referred to as DSM-IV (American Psychiatric 

Association, 2000). These categories guide and inform the way in which the needs of  

‘subjects’ are defined which then informs the treatment.  Scientific processes combine 

with the “faith” of technology (Epstein, 1994, p. 3)  to formulate treatment modalities 

that range from psychiatric, physiological-based drug interventions that focus on the 

actual working of the brain, through to psychologically based counselling which 

emphasises cognitive formulations.  

Crisis intervention is based on the premise that some intervention is required in order to 

prevent/detect maladaptive responses and transform them into adaptive ones (Roberts, 

2005). The development of crisis intervention as a distinct body of Western therapeutic 

knowledge is considered to have its beginnings in the fires of the Cocoanut Grove 

nightclub in Boston (USA) in 1942, when 492 people died. Lindemann’s  (1944,1965)  

study, which described symptoms of severe grief in people bereaved by the fires, is 

recognised as one of the first to refer, albeit indirectly, to the theory of crisis. 

Gerald Caplan (1964) expanded upon Lindemann’s work and is recognised with first 

using the word crisis as a specific term in psychiatry.  Caplan’s definition of crisis is 

informative; “A crisis is a period of disequilibrium overpowering the individual’s 

homeostatic mechanisms” (Parad & Caplan, 1960, p. 56). This definition is strongly 

influenced by the dominant discourses of the time: disease concepts and mechanistic 

theories such as Total Systems Theory. The emphasis is on returning the organism 
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(human) to equilibrium and full functioning. A return to full function can be hindered 

by a series of debilitating symptoms which have come to be called trauma disorders. 

Ominous Signs 

Distressing symptoms observed in World War I and II returned servicemen were 

respectively labelled ‘nerve sickness’ and ‘shell shocked’ (Staab, Fullerton, & Ursano, 

1999). Facey comments on his observation of soldiers in World War I, “This nerve 

sickness was very bad. The men who suffered from it couldn’t help it. They were unable 

to sleep properly and from day to day they got worse” (Facey, 1981, p. 275). The term 

post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)27 was first described and categorised in Vietnam 

veterans in the 1970s. PTSD and complex PTSD are severe disorders with intrusive and 

distressing symptoms that have a significant impact on the lives of individuals and their 

families. They affect a relatively small group of people but are very commonly referred 

to in the responses to terrorism literature (Ellis, 2006; Foa et al., 2005; Fraenkel, 2002; 

Gold & Faust, 2002; Levy, 2002; Miller, 2002b; Yehuda & Hyman, 2005). It is 

recognised that these psychiatric conditions are among the most resistant to treatment 

interventions and consequently have an enormous cost on the individual and community 

(Staab et al., 1999).  

Preventative psychiatry 

Because PTSD and related psychiatric conditions appear to be resistant to the more 

conventional psychological and psychiatric treatments, preventive psychiatry founded 

by Caplan (1964), provided an alternative way to reduce the impacts. This has led to a 

trend to intervene directly after crisis in order to circumvent a pathological reaction. 

Social workers, along with other professions, are activated as quasi-technicians to apply 

these interventions on struggling individuals. How this is done is considered in more 

detail in the Practice Section below.  

                                                        
27 The symptoms include: hyper vigilance, anxiety, sleeplessness, and depression. Whilst these are usually 
short-term symptoms that generally resolve within four to six weeks of the attacks, a minority of 
individuals experience lasting debilitating changes (Yehuda & McFarlane, 1995). These symptoms are 
listed in the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 2000), and include psychiatric conditions such 
as acute stress disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, substance abuse, somatisation and 
personality change.   
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Social Work in the therapeutic state 

The concept of the “therapeutic state” (Epstein, 1994, p. 5) is a useful way to think 

about the context in which social work is embedded. Epstein (1994) asserts that social 

workers, through their adoption and dissemination of therapeutic discourses, have 

become the “handmaidens” of psychiatrists and psychologists. The therapeutic state has 

provided fertile soil for the rise and rise of psychology as profession in Australia. “The 

emphasis on trauma and PTSD can divert attention from other important problems and 

lead to a mismatch between needs and services” (Reyes & Elhai, 2004).   

An emphasis on ‘psych’ based approaches is not surprising, given the way in which we 

understand and seek to solve social problems favours scientific explanations that 

provide narratives of certainty and are focused on individuals. In Australia there is 

increasing Government support for psychological services through Medicare funding 

where the majority of interventions comprise “… individual-level, CBT-based sessions 

of around one hour in length” (Fletcher et al., 2009; Forsyth & Matthews, 2009). 

Epstein highlights how therapeutic discourses have come to be understood as  

“…transhistorical, scientifically objective, apolitical …” (1994, p. 4).  

…social workers, other professionals, and volunteers were presented as 

being valuable only for their ability to help manage the aftermath [of the 

September 11 attacks] (Rettenberg, 2006, p. 96). [Emphasis added]. 

The discourse of crisis intervention permeates the response to all categories of crisis. 

The therapeutic underpinning formulates the problem as individual and thus identifies 

the needs as psychological and psychiatric health. However for complex crises this 

problem formulation is inadequate and consequently a different theoretical 

underpinning is required. Through this research I have identified another discourse that 

identifies the needs more broadly than crisis intervention. I have called this discourse 

crisis attention and it is underpinned by systems theories. 
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Crisis Attention Discourses 

Systems theory 

Social work has a long and established connection to systems or ecological approaches 

(Besthorn & McMillen, 2002; Compton & Galaway, 1999). These approaches 

emphasise the relationship and interactions between an individual and their 

environment, generally called the “person-in-environment” perspective (Germain & 

Gitterman, 1980). This refers to social systems and does not generally extend to the 

physical environment. The tendency to exclude the physical environment in social work 

is the focus of Chapter Seven. A systems approach directs attention to the individual’s 

family, social supports, community networks, and other affiliations. This attention to 

broader systems differentiates social work from other health and welfare work.  

The importance of understanding the broader systems is emphasised by the World 

Health Organisation, who highlight that attention to social needs should be considered 

before psychological interventions when responding to emergencies that involve mass 

casualties and damage (Ommeren, Saxena, & Saraceno, 2005).  Zakour (1996a, 1996b, 

1996c, 2008; Zakour & Gillespie, 1998; Zakour & Harrell, 2003) points out that social 

workers have much experience in responding to complex crises and as a consequence 

are accomplished in both the identification of, and meeting of needs. Maslow’s (1968) 

hierarchy of needs” provides a language and framework for these broader based 

interventions. 
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Maslow’s hierarchy of needs 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs 

Maslow’s (1943, 1970) “hierarchy of needs”  proffers an objective model of universal 

needs that all humans require in order to survive.  His work is frequently used by social 

workers as a framework to identifying needs in all crisis work. In this model, the lower 

levels (physiological and safety/security) of the pyramid are considered to be the most 

essential of human needs and it is only when these are met, that there is a progression 

up the pyramid until self-actualisation occurs. The hierarchical and “Western” aspects 

of Maslow’s model are contentious, and it is often adapted to reflect a more 

constructivist, dynamic and reflexive interaction with different levels of need. This 

flexibility is crucial in order to meet the unique requirements of each complex crisis. 

The response to the 2003 bushfires in Canberra provides an example of this use. 

The Recovery Centre housed many government, non-government, charitable 

and community services under the one roof. Services and assistance 

reflected those recommended in the Recovery Plan plus other services 

required to respond to particular circumstances of this disaster. Shelter, 
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food, clothing and financial relief, personal support and information 

were crucial in the early stages. Later, psychological services and 

information to assist in tackling the myriad of problems arising were needed 

(Camilleri et al., 2007, p. 91). [Emphasis added]. 

Maslow’s hierarchy provides important guidance and frameworks which social work 

use in the “…management and coordination of the disaster social services delivery 

system so that important resources are redistributed to vulnerable populations heavily 

impacted by disaster” (Zakour, 2006). 

Terrorism as Complex Crisis 

There is a tendency to conflate terrorism with disaster responses (Raphael, 2003; Shalev 

et al., 2003; Torgusen & Kosberg, 2006; Ursano et al., 2003). This conflation occurs 

primarily because the emphasis is on the immediate emergency response to the primary 

victims who require immediate assistance. However, there are extra dimensions to 

terrorism that warrant further intervention and attention. The primary aim of terrorism is 

“to terrify” (A. Hamilton, 2003) which is achieved by the unpredictability of attacks and 

the targeting of innocent civilians (Delahanty, 2007; Schamess, 2003). There is 

generally extensive media coverage of a terrorist attack which adds further layers of 

complexity as the impacts spread well beyond the immediate vicinity (Straussner & 

Phillips, 2004; Tsui & Cheung, 2003). This has the added impact of eroding the sense of 

safety in the general population.  

Antiterrorism 

Government’s anti-terrorism responses are another complication, that can have wide-

ranging political implications domestically and internationally. Government responses 

can lead to ruptures in the relationships between individuals, groups, communities 

nationally and internationally (Aly & Balnaves, 2007). The ‘War on Terrorism’ 

declared by George W. Bush after the 2001 attacks on the Twin Towers, created 

ongoing tensions in international relationships (Mahathir Mohamad, 2003; Schwartz, 

2004). The impact of terrorism and counter-terrorism on relationships within 

communities is often overlooked and discounted when responding to terrorism. This has 

significance both in preventing terrorism but also in responding appropriately to the 
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divisions and discrimination that can result through the fear and uncertainty that 

accompanies a terrorist event.  

Larger Oppressive Forces 

Park & Miller (2006) make the point that complex crises often emerge out of oppression 

and inequality. This is particularly the case in relation to terrorism which is often linked 

to oppression and inequality (Piazza, 2006). Burgoon highlights how  “… strengthening 

social policies at home and abroad may not only serve redistributive or development 

goals but also help combat terrorist violence” (Burgoon, 2006, p. 176). It is these 

broader concerns that Jeremy comments, But equally also we have to work to not only 

eliminate the hurts we experience as individuals from individuals, but also the way in 

which we get hurt by larger oppressive forces. (Jeremy Black, interview, 2nd March 

2004). Jeremy clearly outlines the importance of attention to both individuals to reduce 

their level of trauma and larger oppressive forces.  

Social Disaster 

Moyo and Moldovan (2008) use the term “social disaster” to describe how a lack of 

attention  to  the needs of the vulnerable and marginalised both before and after 

complex crisis has led to their overrepresentation in death tolls and to their ongoing 

disadvantage (Denny, 2004; Hirsch & Levert, 2009; Y. Park & Miller, 2006; Pittaway, 

Bartolomei, & Rees, 2007). There is an enormous amount of literature that outlines the 

importance of extra and appropriate attention for all vulnerable groups including 

children (Foa et al., 2005; Gammonley & Dziegielewski, 2006; M. Jones, 2005; Latino, 

Friedman, & Bellucci, 2006), people with pre-existing psychiatric conditions (Dekel et 

al., 2006; Somer, Buchbinder, Peled-Avram, & Ben-Yizhack, 2004), senior citizens 

(Torgusen & Kosberg, 2006), and different cultural groups (Itzhaky & Dekel, 2005). 

Other vulnerabilities include physical disorders, lower educational levels, access to 

financial sources, communication skills, capacity for problem solving, strength of 

family and social supports (Waters, 2002, p. 59). There is also a clear connection 

between the rates of ongoing disability due to PTSD and lower incomes (Foa et al., 

2005, p. 1810). It is very apparent that those who are most vulnerable in crisis situations 

were vulnerable before the crisis.   
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Values 

As outlined in the Introduction, I frame the consideration of values with Shardlow’s 

(1998, 2002) conceptualisation of the scope of values. There are two aspects of values 

that are important to draw attention to here. The first, which Shardlow calls a “restricted 

definition” is concerned with how professionals should behave towards their clients and 

is generally outlined in codes of ethics in a form of  “external codified morality” (Ife, 

2001, p. 109). The second aspect, which I consider here in detail, is what Shardlow calls 

an “extended definition” of values (1998, 2002, p. 31). This is concerned with the 

“nature and form of social work knowledge”, and as earlier sections in this chapter have 

highlighted, crisis discourses emerge out of humanistic epistemologies. It could be said 

that crisis theory is flavoured by objectivity, empiricism and neutrality.  

The development of the social work profession has been deeply influenced 

by a scientific world view whose tenets conflict with the philosophical 

tenets of the profession (Weick, 1986).  

Objectivity 

In the following excerpt Dicken’s character Gradgrind, exemplifies positivist scientific 

approaches to reality, where tangible things and universal concepts exist in their own 

right outside of the human mind. They can be described through objective, empirical 

and neutral processes.  

“Fact, fact, fact!” repeated Thomas Gradgrind. You are to be in all things 

regulated and governed,” said the gentleman, “by fact. We hope to have, 

before long, a board of fact, composed of commissioners of fact, who will 

force the people to be a people of fact, and of nothing but fact. You must 

disregard the word Fancy altogether. You have nothing to do with it. You 

are not to have, in any object of use or ornament, what would be a 

contradiction in fact” (Dickens, 1989, p. 9). 

Gradgrind’s certainty both appeals to me and repels me. The appeal is connected to his 

certainty, authority and commitment to action - sometimes it is good to be just told what 

to do. My repulsion however is provoked by my awareness that he and his ilk the 

“commissioners of fact” have the power and status to decide what is fact and what is 
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fancy. Scientific discourses emphasise objectivity and impartiality, where feelings and 

personal opinions are devalued because they get in the way of describing and hence 

discovering an objective truth. No fancy just fact.  

This privileging of objectivity is also apparent in the needs of strangers model which 

forms the basis for the welfare state (Titmuss, 1970). As discussed in Chapter Two 

social workers provide support and assistance as caring strangers who maintain a 

dispassionate and practical approach to the needs of individuals. 

Professional distance 

Mary uses the phrase professional distance to explain how she ‘operationalises’ this 

objectivity in her work.  Her understanding of professional distance includes a capacity 

to bracket her own feelings and emotional responses in order to be fully present and 

available. However this is not an objective relationship but rather one where subjectivity 

and feeling are acknowledged as an essential component of an effective helping 

relationship. This is the core of reflective practice in social work. As Papell & Skolnik 

point out, 

… feeling is connected to the affective aspects of social work practice, and 

particularly is related to values, ethics, and the use of self, its importance is 

seen in much social work practice literature, and is used in innumerable 

ways (Goldberg Wood & Middleman, 1989; Hamilton, 1941; Hollis & 

Woods, 1981; Smalley, 1967). Social work's full incorporation of feeling 

can clarify the inductive process of knowing which is integral to reflection-

in-action (Papell & Skolnik, 1992). 

In the excerpt below, Mary discusses how her awareness of her own emotional and 

physical responses to the death of one young man provided important information that 

enabled her to maintain careful and considerate attention to the family that she was 

working with.  

I got really caught because I looked at [a photograph of] one young man 

that… I was sitting with his mum and dad and it could have been my son. 

Same height, same colouring, same haircut, same age… And I made the 

mistake of looking at it [a photograph] and thinking “Gee he looks like 
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Jacob” [her son] and after that, …I really struggled to get back out of the 

personal and get back into the professional. 

S:  Yeah so how long was that struggle?  Was it just for that interview? 

No it wasn’t just for the interview – I managed to pull out and stick it on 

hold. I have been working long enough to be able to do that. But afterwards 

I found myself really very pre-occupied with it, to the point where I actually 

found it very, very emotional and, I have got a clin. psych. that I go and see, 

and I went and spoke to him about what was going on.  And that helped…. 

that helped me pull me back a bit.  But it takes a while you know… So what 

happens is you learn. Well I have I have learnt that you can go in and as 

soon as your guts have clicked into gear that is my wake up call. 

S:  Sorry your guts, so you feel it physically? 

Yeah physically. So then I know, hey hang on pull out of here, go back into 

professional and stay there.  And I have to wait until I am out of my work 

area and I am safe out of that before I can then go back and sit with my 

emotional reactions. 

(Mary Johnson, interview, 1st March 2004). 

In Mary’s description, she refers to two distinct distancing processes.  The first, I call 

deliberative distancing, and the second defensive distancing. 

Deliberative distancing 

Mary uses deliberative distancing strategies informed by experience, knowledge and 

self-awareness. She manages this professional distance by monitoring and then 

identifying her responses, I managed to pull out and put it on hold in order to be fully 

present and available to the family she works with. She notes that when her guts have 

clicked into gear it is an important signal that she requires some extra deliberative 

distancing strategies. She seeks out her clinical psychologist who provides extra support 

(using therapeutic processes). Deliberative distancing begins with an understanding and 

acceptance that distancing is an important protective strategy.  
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Defensive distancing: NoGo Zone  

In the earlier excerpt, Mary makes the comment that she really struggled to get back out 

of the personal and get back into the professional. … You think about it, if this was me 

and this was mine, and you can’t help but do that. … I mean that is the no-go zone to do 

in your health profession and working in that sort of area, but it is really hard not to. 

And as soon as you do, it is like someone just unzips you. 

(Mary Johnson, interview, 8th April 2005). 

She highlights how this breach of her professional boundary led her to a no-go zone, 

where she became preoccupied and emotional. Whilst distancing and disassociation are 

natural reactions to trauma and important tools in the body’s protective mechanisms 

(Somer et al., 2004), a reliance on this at the expense of more deliberative strategies is 

defensive. Mary and I discussed distancing in a later interview, where she made the 

observation that the problem with defensive distancing is that it could lead to an 

emphasis on self-preservation over the needs of clients. Whilst Mary was very aware of 

these signals and implemented strategies which enabled her to re-establish protective 

boundaries, she notes that a lack of awareness of this shift, can lead to a susceptibility to 

vicarious trauma.  

It is clear that the relationship between Mary and her client is informed by careful 

attention to subjectivities. This is not an objective relationship but a relationship 

informed by reflective processes that include the body and emotions. Reflective 

practice is a core attribute of social work that is informed by the work of critical 

theorists and post-structuralists who heartily critique the claims of objectivity made by 

‘Gradgrinians’, past, present, and future. This work emphasises the contingent nature of 

knowledge production and underscores the importance of critical reflection.  

Empiricism 

The second of the values to be considered here is empiricism. Empiricism privileges the 

use of scientific research methods and evaluation to develop social work processes that 

lead to the best outcome for individuals. One of the most compelling arguments for an 

empirically informed practice is concerned with accountability. The valuing of 

accountability is certainly in alignment with the value of competence outlined in the 
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AASW Code of Ethics (Australian Association of Social Workers, 1999, 2004, pp. 8-

10). There is no question that social workers must ensure that any attention to or 

interventions on individuals do not create more problems that those they seek to solve. 

The process by which this accountability takes place is connected to the discourse to 

which it is attached. 

Evidencebased practice 

In crisis intervention discourses, social work is understood to be an authority-based 

profession (Gambrill, 2001). Needs are defined by experts (using therapeutic 

epistemologies) and then enacted on individuals from the top down.  It is this ‘acting 

on’ that Gambrill (2006) considers most problematic and which underpins her argument 

for an evidence-based practice. Evidence-based practice “…encourages social workers 

to use empirically tested methods of helping to formulate their reasoning and to evaluate 

their own work rigorously” (Munro cited C. McDonald, 2006, p. 155). Accountability 

towards the individual is sought through empiricism that seeks to quantify the outcome, 

generally through pre- and post-measures.  

The term evidence-based practice is commonly summonsed to add a veneer of 

respectability and credibility to social work theories or practice in the therapeutic state.  

Whilst there continues to be a vigorous debate on the place and value of evidence-based 

practice in social work this is often connected to an epistemological stand-off (Gambrill, 

2001, 2006; C. McDonald, 2006, pp. 155-170; Rubin & Parrish, 2007). More 

importantly there is a clear call for a more rigorous evidence-based practice to underpin 

social work practice (C. McDonald, 2006, p. 159). This is not a concern limited to 

social work, as there are many examples of poor research that claims to be evidence-

based. You would hope that attention to rigour might have prevented the trauma tourist 

teams from re-traumatising victims in the Port Arthur example considered later in the 

Practice section.  

Evaluation 

One of the key features of complex crisis work is that needs are contingent on context 

and circumstances.  In crisis attention work, accountability is embedded within the 

process where attention to the needs of individuals, families and communities is an 

ongoing flexible and creative process. This is particularly highlighted by Mary’s 
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comments that experiential learning leads to knowing which emphasises the importance 

of relationship-based constructivist processes. Accountability to the individual, family 

or community is connected to evaluative processes that include attention in the 

counselling process, reflexive practice, genuine opportunity to articulate what is needed, 

informal feedback processes as well as more formal evaluative processes. These all 

provide opportunities for needs to be identified by the groups. 

Camilleri et al’s (2007) research on the 2003 Canberra bushfire provides a good 

example of an evaluation of the responses to a complex crisis. Their research uses both 

quantitative and qualitative methodologies to build an evidence base that captures the 

complexity of the responses required over time. The importance of processes that 

include individuals, families and community in the defining of, and then meeting of 

needs is emphasised.  

…individual and community recovery after the Canberra bushfire has been 

the combined result of the services and support provided through formal and 

informal services, government and non-government, and the actions that 

people took to help themselves and each other (Camilleri et al., 2007, p. x).  

Social work’s quest for credibility in a therapeutic state requires the strategic use of 

evidence-based work that captures this crisis attention work. Accountability is an 

acknowledgement that social work needs to take responsibility for the interventions they 

do on individuals, as well as disseminating research about how we give attention to 

those who require help in complex crisis. 

Neutrality 

If you are neutral in situations of injustice, 

You have chosen the side of the oppressor. 

Bishop Desmond Tutu 

When I first came across Tutu’s assertion, I was working in the policy office for the 

Western Australian Department of Corrective Services. Western Australia has the 

highest rate of imprisonment of Indigenous people in Australia. Just for a moment I 

imagined my self sleeping outside Parliament house and not moving until ‘something’ 

was done. However within a few days, this imagining of action faded and I told myself 
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that my work - which was collecting data to quantify the imprisonment rate - was an act 

of resistance in itself. The important thing was to ensure that everyone knew exactly 

how bad it was and my work could ensure that would happen. I became neutral because 

it made it easier to bear. I told myself I was being professional and that would help 

more people. In retrospect, I believe the money I was paid would have been better spent 

on one Indigenous family.  Perhaps that would have kept one person out of prison.  

Neutrality is one of the key requirements of a good welfare state social worker. Indeed it 

fits well within the value of competency and service to humanity (Australian 

Association of Social Workers, 2002) outlined in the code of ethics. However the 

alignment with the value of integrity is somewhat more troublesome. Certainly I felt 

that my integrity had been compromised at the policy office when I took a stance of 

neutrality. I managed to justify my silence through an adoption of the role of 

professional. As Ramon et al highlight below this was also apparent in Northern Ireland.  

Pinkerton and Campbell (2002) suggest that during the conflict in Northern 

Ireland, social workers were very unlikely to challenge the causes and 

manifestations of sectarian violence because it was safer to adapt a 

‘technocratic’ neutral stance (Ramon, Campbell, Lindsay, McCrystal, & 

Baidoun, 2006, p. 436).  

These examples highlight the tensions between the practice that social workers do as 

agents of the state and the stated values of social work (Moreno, 2003). One of the key 

contributing factors here is a shift in the context that ushers in a different way of 

thinking about a social problem or the eruption of a conflict. This exemplifies the 

importance of remaining vigilant to any contextual changes (Bayer & Colgrove, 2003).  

Ramon et al (2004; 2006) suggest that an emphasis on crisis work incapacitates a 

politically potent group of people who are kept busy with individualised work. This 

comes at the expense of community based work such as capacity building and/or 

activist work (Bisman, 2004). 

Both the attack on the Twin Towers in 2001 and the Bali Bombings in 2002 accelerated 

a shift in the context that erodes the balance of powers between the state and the people. 

Groups have become targeted by legislators not because of what they have done, but 

because of who they are. This shift and the implications are discussed in more detail in 

Chapter Four, which considers Community discourses.  As previously outlined social 
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work is unique in emphasising and paying attention to values like “…human dignity and 

worth; social justice; service to humanity; integrity; and competence” (Australian 

Association of Social Workers, 1999, 2004, pp. 8-10). However, because these values 

are considered to be in Gradgrind’s words “fancy”, they are subjective, unmeasurable 

and thus are framed as counterintuitive to science (Tyson, 1992 ).  

Practice 

The practice of complex crisis work is carried out by a number of professionals ranging 

from doctors and nurses through to forensic pathologists. The work is generally time-

limited and the service provision connected to a discrete task.  Social workers, however 

are often attached to families as support workers or case managers to provide 

information, liaise with a range of agencies and provide a source of support over the 

period of the crisis and, sometimes, the recovery (Camilleri et al., 2007; Fraidlin & 

Rabin, 2006, p. 118). Mary, like many others who work in crisis attention work, has 

become extremely adept at managing the tensions between “…dogma and excessive 

flexibility” (Shalev et al., 2003, p. 166) in order to be responsive to needs as the crisis 

unfolds. She underscores the importance of both understanding how people respond to 

crisis using therapeutic knowledge but also of the …the potency of ‘knowing’ out of 

direct experience…(Mary Johnson, interview, 8th April 2005). She continues,  

…you were learning as you were going along. Ringing people cold and saying, “Hi, I’m 

working with the police in this matter. We’d like to come out and see you. Can you tell 

us when would be a good time to see you?  We’d like to see you as soon as possible.”  

And families were really good, by this stage, they would have known for probably 48 

hours at least, that their person, that their family member was missing. And there were 

big scrambles on. 

(Mary Johnson, interview, 1st March 2004). 

Practicalities first: crisis attention 

As Mary’s case exemplifies, it is generally workers who are already providing similar 

services within agencies and hospitals that are called upon to respond to complex crisis.  

Initially this involves attending to medical needs, food requirements, housing, safety, 

reunification with loved ones and access to information. In the extract below, Mary 
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describes how her role involves liaising with the family and the police to both provide 

and receive information about the progress of the case, as well as providing support for 

the family.  

We worked with the police and the anti-mortem side... Anti-mortem is where 

you actually go out and interview relatives of missing persons, gathering 

forensic information about the missing person so that they could be IDed at 

some point.  So that’s things like dental records, medical records, any DNA 

from toothbrushes, hairbrushes. So we had quite a lot of involvement and it 

was very…  quite profound … when you go to families and you’re saying, 

“Your person’s missing and we’ve come to get as much information as we 

can to help in that identification process.  Hopefully we’ll find them but this 

will help.”  And having to be really uncomfortable because you don’t know 

if they’re missing or they were just misplaced.  You know, because people 

are moving round Bali a lot.   

(Mary Johnson, interview, 1st March 2004). 

In this case, Mary’s work is complicated by complex cross-jurisdictional information 

exchange. She explains, Getting information out of Bali was very, very difficult because 

Indonesians have a completely different system and they’re… reluctant to share.  I think 

they were caught so unawares it was just chaos. 

(Mary Johnson, interview, 8th April 2005).  

An important aspect of this work involves attending to practicalities by looking for 

strengths. 

Looking for strengths 

You see the resilience of them and you think “My God, you’ve been through 

all of this, how do you appear to be so balanced in your life?”  It’s quite 

inspirational, really, to see what some people have been able to do. 

(Mary Johnson, interview, 1st March 2004). 

A strengths approach acknowledges the resilience and creativity of individuals 

(Maguire & Hagan,  2007;  F. Walsh,  2003). It begins from the position that, on the 
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whole, most people have the strength and resilience to come through crisis (Eyre, 

2004). Recent psychological literature emphasises post-traumatic growth (PTG) and 

describes encouraging changes in individuals after a crisis (Gerrish, Dyck, & Marsh, 

2009). Jeremy’s observations consider this further. 

… we can recover from these things and then go on to be good humans to 

other people and that sort of stuff.  Because I see it as a competing forces 

going on here, not competing forces of good and evil but competing forces 

of the capacity of the human mind to cooperate and support other human 

beings and to [hate and call for revenge]…For me the ultimate form of 

humanity is the human’s joy and love that we have for each other. 

(Jeremy Black, interview, 2nd March 2004). 

Community supports 

In the face of mega disasters an important component of resilience is an 

informed and prepared community. In this sense, resilience involves 

engaging communities by helping them help themselves (Templeman & 

Bergin, 2008). 

There is a wide appreciation of the importance of social supports and community 

networks as they are linked to good outcomes (Australian Government, 2005; Wallace, 

2003). The formation of self-help groups after complex crisis is highlighted as an 

important aspect of recovery. Camilleri et al (2007, p. xi) suggest that the provision of 

“…community support to emerging groups, streets (sic) neighbourhoods, and 

villages…”  is an invaluable way in which the needs of groups can be identified and 

then met. Mary continues, 

And for some people they move back very closely into their religious 

communities.  For those that didn’t have that they found it. Some of them 

found it very difficult. And …[in] the Kingsley Group I think, for some of 

them, not all of them, … they were parents together. They had the club in 

common with each other. They… most of them knew the boys of the other 

parents, of the other boys and knew the others boys and stuff. So for them 

there was  this notion of being… hanging together with those… you have 

got a group you can identify with, and that was really important.  But there 
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was a number of people in Perth that weren’t a part of that to a lesser extent 

and that was different. Like the way that they would discuss, the way that 

they would try and find support was different again. 

(Mary Johnson, interview, 1st March 2004). 

Raphael (2003, p. 156) calls this  “…the need to respond” and is encouraged by the 

mobilisation of altruism, courage, empathy and compassion in response to great 

suffering. Indeed research highlights how the act of helping is efficacious in crisis 

situations (Eyre, 2004; Fraenkel, 2002).  

Intervention models: foregrounding devastation 

Psychological services in disasters aim to encourage “wellness” by 

addressing psychological vulnerability and limiting the development of 

psychopathology. Alternately, they help affected populations to shift the 

balance from maladaptive or traumatic responses to adaptive ones. In each 

case the aim is to preempt later pathology and to alleviate it should it occur 

(Emergency Management Australia, 2006, p. 5). 

In Australia, crisis intervention has become the preferred organisational and government 

response for assisting individuals who experience crisis. At the centre of this work is the 

belief that some form of intervention is required to assist as well as mitigate the more 

serious psychological impact of crises (Caplan, 1964). Government, non-profit and 

volunteer organisations are activated to provide these services, which generally 

encompass a short-term intensive focus and practical educative therapies. Social 

workers are again present in these organisations and are called upon to deliver the 

services to the victims. The method often used and considered the most controversial is 

Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD).  

Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD) 

This method was first described by Mitchell (1983) who developed CISD for 

emergency workers as a means of countering the impact of repeated exposure to tragedy 

and trauma. CISD is a structured intervention developed for people who have been 

exposed to a complex crisis. Its aim is to facilitate in small groups; 1. An understanding 

of the event, 2. Provide emotional support and validation, 3. Provide advice and 
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support,and 4. Identify supports and self-help through short-term goal setting (Golan, 

1978; Miller, 2002a, 2002b). Fraidlin and Rabin describe how a more informal 

debriefing process based on CISD has been very beneficial for staff in an Israeli 

hospital after a terrorist attack. 

From our experience, immediately after the event, before the staff goes 

home, it is important for all those involved, in a group session to sit and 

share their experiences and ventilate. This gives a sense of belonging, a 

place to express their own sorrow and offers a feeling of togetherness 

(Fraidlin & Rabin, 2006, p. 127). 

Since 1983, CISD has moved from being used primarily with emergency personnel to 

the general population where  “… they are now an established method of crisis response 

to disasters and were performed in great number after September 11” (Miller, 2002a, p. 

87).  It has also entered the general population where counselling is made available for 

any tragic event. A recent Australian example centres on the death of a 14-year-old boy 

in an assault at a secondary school in New South Wales. The Department of Education 

released a statement saying, “…it is deeply shocked by the tragic situation and 

counselling will provided to staff and students” (ABC News Online, 2009). Whenever I 

hear that counselling has been provided to the people affected by crisis, I feel a sense of 

relief. There is a sense that these responses facilitate a collective ‘letting off the hook’ as 

we hand over the work to trained expert strangers. Salzer & Bickman (1999, p. 63)  

make reference to the “disaster myth” where individuals are deemed to revert to a child–

like state of dependency and quivering paralysis after a crisis, and require the assistance 

of professionals to guide them to figurative safety.   

In an extensive review of the literature and a workshop with leading trauma specialists 

the use of CISD or any debriefing was questioned and recommendations made that it 

not be the default response to crisis situations (National Institute of Mental Health, 

2002). Further to this Raphael (2003) asserts that there is no evidence to show that 

CISD prevents the development of complex psychiatric conditions such as PTSD. 

Indeed there is an increasing body of research that suggests the indiscriminate use of 

CISD is not only ineffective, but in some cases contraindicated (Kenardy, 2000). Glut 

(cited Gist, Lubin, & Redburn, 1999, p. 1) suggests, somewhat controversially, that 

these interventions are more about practitioners’ unwitting propensity to “…let their 

own needs and notions supersede the true needs of those we would seek to serve”.   
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The growth of crisis intervention as the preferred response to any crisis is noted by Gist, 

Lubin, & Redburn (1999, pp. 1-2) who suggest it is a creation out of control. They go 

on to suggest it has spawned a type of “trauma tourism” where counsellors and CISD 

teams are flown into situations to enact trauma counselling, often on unwilling 

individuals. This is starkly illustrated in the following excerpt, which describes the 

response to a massacre in which 35 people were killed and 21 injured by a single 

gunman in Port Arthur in Tasmania, Australia in 1996.  

Angry scenes occurred later in the evening when police insisted that visitors 

and site workers should attend counselling at a centre established at the 

Police Academy (on the outskirts of Hobart). Site workers in particular were 

reluctant, preferring to stay with their colleagues, or return home to their 

families. A compromise was reached when counsellors conducted a CISD 

session at a youth hostel at Port Arthur. Even then, some declined to attend 

(I. Sale & Hessman, 1998, p. 40). (Emphasis added). 

You have to wait until someone is ready 

Over time, if the threat of attack recedes, the needs of those injured and/or bereaved 

change. It is here that referrals to counselling services are most likely enacted and 

finally the psychologically based interventions may be required. Mary outlines how the 

agency she worked for was flexible in the provision of support for one man who had 

lost his son in the Bali Bombings.   

… he found it very difficult to engage in support services and I felt like I just 

had to hang in with him and where normally we would have referred onto 

someone else, which we did, but he wouldn’t take up the referral and I was 

really worried about him. I was really worried about him so I guess I 

worked much harder with him.  One, because of the identification [sons 

looked the same], and two because he was a typical bloke, a man’s man, an 

old tradition and it wasn’t okay…[to seek counselling]. You just manage 

things yourself. So he had a lot of support around him but he couldn’t 

engage it.  And you have to wait until someone is ready and I just felt that 

the one person that he had continuity with was me, so I just felt the need to 

be there… until eventually he was ready and then he did engage with 

someone… an external. And he came back and he said to me, “Really I need 
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to have contact with someone who has had nothing at all to deal with Bali – 

I want a professional who has had no experience with that.” 

(Mary Johnson, interview, 1st March 2004). 

Counselling and Grief 

Many social workers and psychologists provide ongoing support and grief counselling 

to people impacted by complex crises. In this work, which may occur within 

government agencies, non-government agencies and private practice28, therapeutic 

discourses inform and guide practice. Most of these interventions employ a cognitive 

and/or psychodynamic approach (R. M. Young, 2003). During this contact, which may 

occur months or even years after the crisis, social workers and psychologists work with 

their clients (note they are no longer victims) in a variety of locations.  

The Body  when talking doesn’t help 

Jeremy, who works with torture and trauma survivors, describes how privileging psych-

based therapies has drawn attention away from work that includes the body.  

I think the other key message that I think is really important is, and this is 

probably a lesser, very undervalued, very little understood, and that is how 

powerful the recovery process it is too, how much people can recover their 

flexible intelligence after they have experienced a terrifying incident, 

through help, through the processes of being listened to by someone who 

cares, …crying, shaking, laughing, sweating… Whatever it is that bringing 

a release from the painful emotions that have been installed in their minds.  

I think that psychology doesn’t let us handle that enough, let alone social 

work. 

The power of recovery is very, very little understood and I guess where I am 

coming from (this is part of the foundation of co-counselling) is the belief 

that the actual physical release of emotion is a crucial part of recovery. You 

actually need to cry, laugh, shake, sweat etc. You need to release grief; it 

                                                        
28Australian social workers that meet the Medicare criteria for mental health worker status are able to 
access Government funding for clients. 
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doesn’t make sense to sort of sit on top of grief, hope that it goes away after 

a period of few years it doesn’t.  It sort of goes deeper. 

 (Jeremy Black, interview, 2nd March 2004). 

Jeremy’s observation is supported by an increasing amount of research that emphasises 

the importance of body-centred therapy for trauma (Rothschild, 2000). “Traditional 

psychotherapy is unlikely to reconfigure the brains response to triggers…” because 

trauma is a physical reaction that does not respond well to talking therapies (van der 

Kolk cited Kempson, 2007, p. 304). Kempson (2007) highlights the importance of 

bodywork such as massage but notes there is a reluctance to fund research which 

considers this in further detail. The rigidity of the Cartesian spilt where there is a 

privileging of mind over body, has meant there is an unwillingness to consider this 

approach. As well there are strict codes of ethics about physical touching in therapeutic 

relationships that circumvent these approaches.   

Camilleri et al comments about the responses to the Canberra bushfires29 in 2003 to 

highlight the importance of enabling individuals and groups to identify and then 

articulate what it is they need in crisis situations.  

….we observed that there was no single and universally shared experience 

or factor that helped or hindered everybody. Responses about almost every 

aspect of recovery were marked by their diversity across the population that 

we surveyed and interviewed.  This diversity has significant implications 

for recovery planning if we are to deliver services that respond to needs 

across the whole of the disaster-affected community (Camilleri et al., 

2007). [Emphasis added]. 

                                                        
29 “… Canberra experienced the devastating ‘firestorm’ on January 18 2003 in which 4 people died, 3 
people were treated for serious burns at the Royal North Shore Hospital, 49 people admitted to ACT 
hospitals and 440 people received outpatient care. 488 houses were destroyed in both urban and rural 
ACT. Nearly 160,000 hectares were burnt in the ACT including over 16,000 hectares of plantation forests 
and 31,000 hectares of rural leases. More than 5,000 people were evacuated to the emergency centres and 
many more went to family and friends for safety” (Camilleri et al., 2007). 
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Reflection 

Responding to those in distress is an intuitive human response. Rigid 

adherence to an institutionalised form of comforting in the form of 

psychological debriefing may inhibit more natural and common-sense 

expressions of care (I. Sale & Hessman, 1998, p. 41).  

‘Psych discourses’ are perfectly matched to a neo-liberal, capitalist, Western-style 

individually centred response (Greene & Ephross, 1999).The cult of the individual and 

the certainty of science provide a fertile grounding for the flourishing of solutions that 

match and perpetuate these contexts. Whilst there is the possibility of emphasising 

alternate epistemologies and different ways of making sense of human behaviour, it is 

increasingly apparent that therapeutic discourses occupy the most space in policy 

conversations about how to solve social problems and ameliorate human suffering. The 

dominance of crisis intervention discourses has led to a privileging of the therapeutic 

idea at the expense of a broader crisis attention approach.  

Subsequently crisis interventions have come to be the favoured response in all 

situations ranging from individual trauma to school tragedies to terrorist attacks which 

involve mass casualties and conflict. The underlying presumption is that the pre-crisis 

functioning is a position and situation that meets the needs of all concerned. Clearly this 

does not address the impact of context, which has clear implications for individuals who 

are located in positions of oppression and inequity. Crisis intervention has evolved to 

become the centre of social policy responses to terrorism at the expense of long term 

community building. The task for social work is to counter the strength of the dominant 

crisis intervention discourses that emphasise individually based approaches and 

revitalise crisis attention discourses.  

Whilst crises are considered to be random and unexpected events in individuals’ lives 

they are an ongoing part of human existence. The importance of paying attention to 

ongoing community building and building resilience in both individuals and 

communities is an important component of a strong and caring civil society in all times.  
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Foucault has illuminated and made clear aspects of social work from which I 

instinctively recoil. This surveillance and social control of marginalised populations 

where bodies are disciplined so the gap between their internal world and the dominant 

discourse is closed and they become the same. A colonisation of their life world 

according to Habermas (2006).  

I do not want to be a part of a violence wrought against bodies so that people believe 

that there is a way to respond to terrorism that is correct. The de-fleshing and stripping 

away of bodies that rage and mourn - we are all uncomfortable with the rage of sudden 

violent loss…. let’s talk instead. However, saying that feels like I am betraying my 

colleagues who work so hard and so passionately to help people. This is not my 

intention, and maybe that is why Foucault says this is a serious and dangerous work.  

(Personal Reflection, May 2008). 

The next chapter moves outwards into the meso-sphere and considers community 

discourses in civil society. This is undertaken drawing upon the experience of Maria, an 

East Timorese community worker, who embodies the complexities and contradictions 

of community discourses. 
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Chapter Four 

 Community Discourses 

.Flexible Resistance 

The previous chapter introduced Mary and Jeremy, social workers who draw upon crisis 

discourses when responding to terrorism. Crisis discourses, which emphasise individual 

interventions are informed by both psychological and sociological epistemologies, and 

are the dominant social work response to terrorism. Whilst these discourses do provide 

important attention to individuals and their social systems, there are a number of 

limitations. These limitations include the capacity of these interventions to 

conceptualise broader political contexts. This gap is particularly significant when 

responding to international terrorism given that terrorism is defined and commonly 

understood to be a political act. 

This chapter moves beyond the organisations in which crisis work is enacted, to an 

exploration of community discourses. In Bronfenbrenner’s (1979, p. 258) framework 

these are the macro-systems and  consider “…the identification of class, ethnic and 

cultural differences on socialization (sic) practices and outcomes”. This chapter outlines 

the importance of civil society as a location for the practice of active citizenship to 

counter-balance the state’s coercive powers and the market’s exploitive tendencies. 

Social workers who work to increase the participation of citizens in countering 

oppression and/or advocating for change draw upon community discourses. This 

chapter draws predominantly on the experiences of the East Timorese community, 

through the story of Maria, who understands the importance of an engaged and 

informed civil society.  
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Introduction 

Maria’s Story 

Maria is highly respected East Timorese woman who has lived in East Timor all her 

life. Maria was 16 years old when the Portuguese left East Timor in 1974. In the 

ensuing civil war between the UDT30 and Falintal (Fretilin’s armed wing) she and her 

family were sympathetic to Fretilin politics. This was because they believed Fretilin 

offered hope of a better life for poor people, and that Independence, rather than 

Integration with autonomy31 (Greenlees & Garran, 2002), offered the best possibilities 

for these to occur. During 1974 and 1975 she worked on the radio for Fretilin, which 

was the primary means of mass communication in East Timor. She continued in this 

role until the Indonesian invasion in December 1975 when she, along with many other 

East Timorese, sought refuge and protection from violence in the mountains where life 

was incredibly difficult as there was limited food and water. 

On the 28th November 1978, Maria left the mountains and surrendered to the 

Indonesians because she believed that she would die if she remained. She describes 

herself as very thin with no hair, like the Ethiopia people.32 When she emerged out of 

the mountains the Indonesians felt sorry for her and she reflects on how lucky she was 

to survive this period. After a year Maria was employed as a civil servant for the 

Indonesian government and, in 1982, submitted to an Indonesian workshop that 

prepared people to work with and for the Indonesians. She worked in a range of 

Indonesian government agencies such as the Public Relations Bureau, Department of 

Forestry and was involved in the Clandestine33 and the network of resistance, at the 

same time. This was a dangerous and life threatening existence. Distrust and suspicion 

was common amongst the East Timorese as it was difficult to know who was a member 

of the Clandestine and who was pro-Indonesian. This is noted in the CAVR34 report, 

                                                        
30 Uniao Democratica Timorense (Timorese Democratic Union). 
31 The Indonesian government’s preferred solution to the East Timorese problem, was autonomy within 
the Indonesian province. 
32 Direct quotes from the participants are italicised.  
33 The East Timorese use the term Clandestine to refer to the underground resistance movement formed 
during the years of Indonesian occupation. 
34 CAVR is the acronym for Comissao de Acolhimento, Verdade e Reconciliacao which is Portuguese for 
Commission for Reception, Truth and Reconciliation 
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 Fear and distrust were sown in communities as Timorese were turned against 

Timorese, especially through intelligence and surveillance operations. 

Impunity for perpetrators and the lack of any effective system to uphold the 

rule of law meant that East Timorese people could not trust police and the 

mechanisms of civil administration to protect them (CAVR, 2006a, p. 2). 

This uneasy situation continued until the Independence referendum, which was 

monitored by the United Nations, was held on 30th August 1999. After it was announced 

that 78% of East Timorese favoured Independence, the simmering tensions exploded 

into violence. The violence was attributed to the Indonesian forces and East Timorese 

pro-integration militia groups who were humiliated and angry over the loss of the 27th 

province of Indonesia. Up to 85% of all buildings and infrastructure were completely 

destroyed in Dili the capital of East Timor, in what is known as bumihangus35 

(Greenlees & Garran, 2002, p. 201).  

During the violence that erupted, Maria and her children sheltered within an Indonesian 

police compound from the 7th September to the 11th of September. When reflecting on 

this time, Maria told me that she drew upon her faith in God. She also strongly believed 

that it would be better to die in her own country where Flowers will grow because of my 

blood. International concern about the deteriorating situation led to the formation of an 

Australian led International peacekeeping force. On the 15th September, the 

International Force East Timor (INTERFET) arrived in Dili. Their mission was to quell 

the violence, provide security and lay the foundations for a peace that would enable East 

Timorese to rebuild and recover so that they could govern themselves. On the 20th May 

2002 (Greenlees & Garran, 2002), East Timor was declared a democratic nation36 and 

the vision of Timorese like Maria changed from resisting violent colonisers to forming a 

free and inclusive democracy through rebuilding trust and hope.  

Maria’s life story is a complex tapestry that describes a multiplicity of roles and 

loyalties. Her story embodies the East Timorese political and social history where 

contradiction, messiness, confusion, difference, violence, peace, and uncertainty are 

ever-present. She proudly honours the East Timorese people, because she says that they 

                                                        
35 Indonesian for scorched earth policy – this is a strategy where the retreating force destroys any 
infrastructure, buildings etc. in order to make it very difficult for the incoming force.  
36 A much more comprehensive version of East Timor’s history has been put together by the CAVR. This 
report comprises 2500 pages (CAVR, 2006a).  
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know how to adapt in hard situations and how to be flexible in their resistance. She 

believes it is important to understand fully the contexts in which people make decisions 

in order to understand their behaviour. The law of survival leads to people literally 

making decisions on whether to be or not to be.  

Knowledge 

 Well, when the people say about terrorism, most people… most of the people 

will say address this to the group of people, group of  countries like in the 

Middle East as the terrorists. But for me, and I think most of the East 

Timorese people they have also a different understanding of the terrorism.  I 

think terrorism for us is just a name…  just to violate the rights of the people. 

Scaring people so I think that’s why… So it’s not only a group of people, but 

the terrorism is also by state. With us… us already our history told us, 

Indonesian military were basically terrorists for us.   

(José Garcia, interview, 6th May 2004). 

If terrorism is a violent change strategy then state-sanctioned violence, as José suggests, 

can also be considered terrorism. The violence Maria describes could easily be the 

stories of Australian Indigenous people who have suffered from policies and practices 

of the Australian government in the past (Reynolds, 1999; Tatz, 1999). Their stories 

serve to remind us of the importance of paying careful attention to the way in which 

governments use their power.  The development of government policy is an ideological 

task that inevitably leads to winners and losers. Whilst the losers’ stories are not always 

as extreme as that experienced by the East Timorese and Indigenous Australians, they 

are often stories of demoralisation and hopelessness (Roy, 2008). It is this group that 

social workers pay attention to in the course of their daily work, to maintain their hope, 

and provide material assistance. They are the single mothers, the Indigenous families, 

the sexually abused, the refugees and the drug dependent that are excluded and 

oppressed.  

Community 

Community discourses are often heralded as a means for the marginalised and 

oppressed to act collectively to advocate for themselves and improve their situation.  
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The East Timorese struggle for Independence through resistance for over twenty five 

years and their subsequent continuing active engagement with ideas of freedom and 

democracy, provide compelling examples of the power of communities to make change.  

Defining community has stimulated much debate and deliberation over a long period of 

time. This is evidenced by the work of Hillery (1955) who identified ninety four 

different definitions of community. Her research found that most definitions referred to 

people, social interaction, common bonds or goals, and common territory. Forty years 

later, Popple (1995, p. 3) points out the task of defining community remains “…elusive, 

imprecise, contradictory and controversial”. This ambiguity and imprecision has both 

strengths and weaknesses. The strengths are that it enables a self-identification to occur 

– if a group of people think they are a community then they probably are. The weakness 

is explained by Bryson and Mowbray (1981, 2005)  who suggest that the word 

community has an overtone of warmth and fuzziness, and this is increasingly exploited 

by social policy makers to formulate solutions to social problems. They further argue 

that explicit and implicit notions associated with community, such as a sense of well-

being and consensus, are coopted and deployed by the state to reduce costs and as part 

of an ideological drive for smaller government.  

Lynn (2006) identifies ten different community discourses in Australian discursive 

forms. She points out, however, that these are not necessarily discrete but coexist and 

intermingle. These range from a “pure economic rationalist” position where the 

community is reframed in economic terms, to a “radical communitarianism” which 

highlights multiplicity and envisages community as a space that is “…protected from 

market mechanisms”. This radical theory of community “…seeks to establish a context 

in which the voices of the excluded are heard and dominant power can be challenged” 

(Lynn, 2006, p. 117). Both of these goals, challenging dominant state power and 

working to include the marginalised, form the central tasks of community work in 

Timorese civil society.  

Are Resistance fighters’ volunteers? The problem with Western concepts 

In Australia a citizen’s responsibility to the community is understood to comprise 

taxation on the income of paid work. This enables the welfare state, through the needs 

of strangers model, to attend to the requirements of the community. The private citizen 

is then free to pursue his or her own interests. Volunteering is undertaken as a matter of 
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personal choice generally after ‘real’ work is completed. It is framed as the practice of 

active citizenship and connected to notions of participatory democracy. According to 

the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), a volunteer is an individual who undertakes 

work in the community that is;  

1. Unpaid, (reimbursement of costs or an honorarium are not considered as 

payment);  

2. Willingly undertaken, (not as the result of a legal or institutional 

direction);  

3. Help in the form of time, service or skills (it does not include assistance in 

the form of money, goods or biological donation such as blood or organs); 

4. Formal, as determined by its being carried out for, or through, an 

organisation or group, (informal help, given to relatives, friends, 

neighbours or others is not included here as voluntary) (Australian Bureau 

of Statistics, 2007) 

Whilst the resistance work that Maria and other East Timorese describe meets the ABS 

criteria for the definition of a volunteer, it is clearly much more than volunteer work. It 

is an active citizenship that I find hard to comprehend. During the resistance there were 

no strangers to meet the needs of individuals and the community; they only had each 

other.  

Many Western social workers find the concept of social capital and the related bonding, 

bridging, and linking processes useful to frame their understandings of the processes of 

community work. “Social capital might be seen as the glue that holds society together – 

human relationships, people doing things for each other out of a sense of social 

obligation and reciprocity, social solidarity and community” (Tesoriero, 2010, p. 15). 

For example Aghabakhshi & Gregor (2007) found it valuable in expanding their 

understanding of disaster relief after the devastating Bam earthquake in Iran. Western 

social work educators also find the terms useful when teaching about community work 

and encouraging students to think about groups that sit outside their usual frames of 

reference.  However, there are many others who urge caution when using these concepts 

(L. Bryson & Mowbray, 2005; Craig, 2007; Spies-Butcher, 2002). This caution is 

centred on the cooption of the terms by government and market entities that use the 
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language to impose their own agendas whilst claiming to represent the interests of 

community (Farr, 2004).  

Despite my best efforts to ‘jam’ the lived experiences of the East Timorese into these 

Western frameworks, these concepts did not capture or describe the Timorese 

experience. It is much more complicated and messy than that. I did not know, for 

example, whether forming groups of guerrilla fighters was bonding or bridging and 

would this credit social capital or debit it? And then I realised that whilst there was a 

mass of gluing occurring, there was also lots of detaching and disconnecting at the same 

time. Is that building social capital or destroying it? In the end I realised that this 

language just didn’t fit and I turned to listen to the language they were using (which I 

should have done in the first place). 

Civil Society 

In 2004, five years after the referendum, I sat with Maria listening to her story in the 

courtyard of the Comarca, a building that the Portuguese (1963-1974), Fretilin 

(September to December 1975) and Indonesians (December 1975-1999) all used as a 

prison (Coupland, 2005). The building has undergone extensive renovation with the 

benefit of a donation from the Japanese government, and now houses the CAVR 

organisation. It was a profound and humbling experience to be present with such a 

courageous and strong woman, in a building that exemplified the East Timorese 

struggles of the past but also sheltered the hopes of the future. It was during these 

conversations with Maria in May 2004, that I came to gain some understanding of civil 

society. She responds to my expression of concerns about the Australian anti-terrorism 

legislation. 

 The elaboration of the law it belongs to competent, intellectual people who 

make the law. And I believe the people of Australia will push, press their 

lawyer, their representatives in the parliament to make the law well done. I 

believe that Australian people, Australian civil society would not allow the 

parliament to approve the law if they are not based on the foundations of 

human rights. Because the people of Australia ...are in control… 

Sue: What in your opinion is a civil society?  
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 Church, NGOs, associations, rural people, civil society has many classes. 

And if the country has a big human resource automatically civil society is 

strong. So there are no illiterate people, everybody goes to school…and then 

society is strong. They are all equal to access and have technology. If civil 

society is strong, they can follow everything that is going on in the 

parliament… by government. 

(Maria, interview, 10th May 2004). 

I asked Maria about civil society because I did not know what civil society was37.  This 

was first flagged as a significant issue for social work at the ‘Global Social Work: 

Reclaiming Civil Society’ conference in Adelaide in 2003, where there was a call for 

the concept of civil society to receive more attention in the curriculum of social work 

departments around the world (Ife, 2003). In response to this call, Dr. Susan Young a 

Lecturer in the Discipline of Social Work and Social Policy at the University of 

Western Australia, developed a second year unit called “Social Work Practice in Civil 

Society” (S. Young, 2006). This was one of the first social work units in Australia to 

directly engage with the concept of civil society and I was employed as a tutor for one 

of the seminar groups. This exposure and experience introduced me to Western 

understandings of, and theorising around, civil society. Consequently I was able to 

retrospectively reengage with Maria’s conversations with new lenses and 

understandings.  

Civil society is a contested and controversial concept (Lavalette & Ferguson, 2007). It 

has a long and complex genealogy that stretches back to the days of Plato. There are 

two common understandings of civil society that are often used interchangeably, the 

first is considered here and the second in following paragraphs. The first perspective, 

which is the one that Maria is describing when she lists the various groups, views civil 

society as a noun and describes a  “…specific area of ethical life which exists and 

mediates between the family and the state…” (civil society, 2006). Hannah Arendt 

(1958) calls this space thevita active and goes on to describe it as the public life in 

which we “collectively create civil spheres”. There is much debate about what these 

civil spheres comprise and how they are created. For example some consider that the 

                                                        
37 This lack of awareness of the concept of civil society can, to an extent, be attributed to the Australian 
use of the term the Third Sector. The term civil society is a broader concept and is more commonly used 
by the United Nations and other international agencies. 
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market is located within civil society, whilst others argue that, as the market is 

motivated by “private profit rather mutual good”, it has no place in civil society 

(Norton, 1997, p. 3). Clearly there can never be a complete extrication of the market and 

the state from civil relationships. This highlights the importance of retaining a critical 

lens and determining whose interests are being served by which actions (Butcher, 

Banks, Henderson, & Robinson, 2007; Popple & Stepney, 2008). 

Maria is nuanced and clear about what civil society comprises.  Her understanding that 

civil society is composed of the church, NGOs, associations, rural people… emerges 

directly out of her experiences. This is in line with Tesoriero’s (2010, p. 15) definition 

of civil society as “… the formal or semiformal structures that people establish 

voluntarily, on their own initiative rather than as a consequence of some government 

program or initiative.” This chapter considers civil society to be predominantly 

composed of community alliances, although acknowledges this is a complex and 

conflicted sphere, with a range of interests and alliances.  

When Maria makes the comment, If civil society is strong, they can follow everything 

that is going on in the parliament… by government, she is emphasising the importance 

of ongoing oversight of government processes by groups which represent community 

interests. Certainly in Australia there are numerous civil society organisations that draw 

attention to the impact of government policies and legislation on marginalised and 

vulnerable groups. These include the more formal organisations like Western Australian 

Council of Social Services (WACOSS), Conservation WA, churches and other less 

formal affiliations like GetUp (an online advocacy group). At an individual level the 

concept of active citizenship in Australia is connected to voting at elections, individual 

volunteer work, participation in decision-making processes through participatory 

democratic processes and activism through community groups. This is covered in more 

detail in the Practice section. 

The second understanding, whilst connected to the first, uses the word ‘civil’ in civil 

society as an adjective to describe the particular characteristics of a society. Maria’s 

reference to the importance of education connects to this way of thinking about civil 

society. This perspective emerges from the work of Ferguson (1767) who considered a 

civil society to be one that has reached a state of civility by the processes of civilisation. 

Thus a civil society can be understood as one that has fulfilled the vision of the 

modernist project. This was explored in more detail in Chapter Two, but in summary 
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this vision includes individual liberty and freedom, capitalism as a means of distributing 

wealth, scientific enterprise as a way of solving social problems and a secular 

democracy as a way of ensuring the voices of all are heard. In all these respects 

Australia is considered to be a civil society, and Maria’s questioning of the anti-

terrorism legislation emerges out of an assumption that as a democracy, civil society in 

Australia is strong and vibrant.  

Whilst Cox (1995), Popple & Redmond (2000) and Powell (2001) do consider and 

theorise civil society, on the whole, the concept has tended to be poorly understood and 

theorised. Given that social work practice occurs in civil society, however that is 

understood, the importance of engagement with the ideas of civil society cannot be 

overstated. Maria and her compatriots have excellent understandings of the potency and 

fallibilities of community practice within civil society, and I draw significantly on their 

work and experience in this chapter. 

Relationship with Government  

Drèze & Sen (1989) identify two ways of understanding the relationship between civil 

society and the state. The first, where aspects of civil society take on a type of quasi-

government role and work with the government implementing policy and providing 

services on behalf of the government, is called a collaborative approach. The use of the 

word collaborative requires some further consideration in lieu of the dual meaning of its 

root collaborate. The first meaning, which we take to apply to this situation, is where 

collaborate means to “work jointly, esp. in a literary or artistic production”. The second 

meaning, which is considered a heinous act most commonly associated with war, is to 

“cooperate traitorously with an enemy” (collaborate, 1995, p. 258). As Maria has 

shown, both these understandings of collaboration can coexist in the same body and in 

the same relationship, indeed many social workers have experience in negotiating these 

tensions between care and control. This contrast serves as a powerful reminder for all of 

us who are in collaborative endeavours, to be vigilant and reflective about the quality of 

the relationship with those whom we work, as well as those within whom we are 

seeking to build and maintain hope. This is the core of the concern of Humphries (2004) 

and Briskman & Cemlyn (2005)  with the role of social workers who work in 

immigration in the United Kingdom. 
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The second understanding is when civil society takes on an adversarial function and 

challenges and critiques government policy. This is the type of work that the 

Clandestine undertook in East Timor and which was constructed as terrorism by the 

Indonesian Government as a means of discrediting the resistance movement and as a 

justification for punitive state action. There will be times when civil society both 

collaborates with, and challenges government policies and actions. Maria embodies this 

tension and her experiences provide a powerful example of the complexities of this 

relationship.  

Another example includes the understanding of the role of the media as the fourth 

estate38, where it takes on an adversarial function and monitors government activities 

(Franklin, 1999). However as José points out, in many situations the media becomes an 

extension of, and instrument of the government and/or corporate interests.  

Who has the power to create the terms [definitions of terrorism] because 

they control the means of production, like the media and television or 

radio? … So they can make it…even if that’s not truth- but through them 

they can make it. 

(José Garcia, interview, 6th May 2004). 

Participation 

Discussions of governance and citizenship generally pinpoint three spheres; the state, 

the market and civil society. Sometimes the individual and family sphere is added to 

these three (Kenny, 2007). Kenny points out that the relationships between these 

spheres can vary quite dramatically dependent on the context. Maria’s story graphically 

highlights the extent to which the relationship between civil society and the government 

can change. In the East Timorese context the relationship has changed from a 

Government led violent suppression of civil society, to an active engagement with 

aspects of civil society in the development of policy (Stringer, 2007). The extent to 

which participation is genuine and encouraged is dependent on the context.  

                                                        
38 The term the fourth estate refers to the media. The other three estates used to be priesthood, aristocracy 
and commons, but are more recently understood to refer to the  executive, legislature and judiciary .state 
powers. 
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 This shift, whilst not as dramatic, was also apparent in Australia in the period from 

the mid 1990s to late 2000s. During this period, the Howard Coalition government, 

through an enactment of public choice theory39, forced non-government 

organisations, religious groups and not-for-profit agencies to sign funding contracts 

that specifically vetoed advocacy work (Denniss, 2006; Hamilton & Maddison, 

2007; Maddison & Hamilton, 2007). This policy shift made it more difficult for 

minority and marginalised groups to participate in the development of policy that 

would directly impact on them if they were to continue to receive funding. 

Representative Democracy 

 Today is a new step, boss. Today is a new thing - the voting right. We are 

British subjects: we are in British rule. We can now put our name on the roll 

and learn how to vote (Burumara cited King, 1963, p. 4).  

 

Figure 4.1: Democracy Arrives For Aborigines40 (King, 1963) 

 
                                                        
39 Public choice theory rejects pluralism and emphasises representative democracy as the only transparent 
and accountable policy development process (Staples, 2006) 
40 First frame text: “The position as it was – whites voting with the natives merely disinterested 
bystanders.” 
Second frame text: “The treatise extended- whites and aborigines vote together.” 
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Burumara’s comments (above) provide a powerful illustration of some of the key 

concerns connected to representative democracy. The use of the word ‘boss’ signals the 

unequal relationship, the reference to British rule and subjects signals colonialism and 

presages the Australian tendency to assimilate difference.  And finally Buramara’s 

stress on the act of voting, signals the emphasis on representation rather than 

participation. Western social workers are faced with the consequences of un-

representative democracy every day, but their attention to structural analysis and policy 

activism has waned over the years.  

Participatory Democracy 

Participatory democracy “…is a broad branch of democratic theory that emphasizes the 

role of public participation in the decision making processes” (Gastill, 1993, p. 39).  In 

Australia the term participatory democracy has being coopted and is used to refer to 

processes that aim to include public opinions and comments about policy, rather than to 

engage or involve the community as full and active partners. This is illustrated by the 

information provided in a State Government report entitled ‘Working Together: 

Involving Community and Stakeholders in Decision-Making’ (Government of Western 

Australia, 2006, p. 6). This report outlines a variety of ways in which the public can 

participate indecision-making processes. These processes are variously called; 

consultation, citizen engagement, public participation, stakeholder involvement, and 

community engagement. The term participatory democracy increasingly refers to top 

down processes where “…the people are regarded as consumers of politics rather than 

participants in the process” (Kenny, 2007).  Community development and similar 

approaches are more in line with a ‘true’ participatory democratic approach and are 

considered under the next heading. 

Community Activism 

Sale (2006), Powell (2001) and Specht & Courtney (1994) highlight the importance of 

community discourses in developing an active and engaged civil society which 

represents a diversity of groups. The importance of the role of non-government groups 

is emphasised. 

NGO advocacy is viewed as an important contribution to making public 

debate and policy development more inclusive of diverse sections of the 
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community and, in particular, strengthening the voices of the disadvantaged 

(Dalton & Lyons, 2005, p. vii). 

Earlier I highlighted radical communitarianism which  “…seeks to establish a context in 

which the voices of the excluded are heard and dominant power can be challenged” 

(Lynn, 2006, p. 117). Establishing this ‘context’ involves making structural changes and 

requires enormous patience and extraordinary commitment.  We know how the story 

ends in East Timor, but it is important to remember that the throughout the years of 

occupation there was no sense of when it would end, indeed if it would end. The 

Timorese challenged dominant power and won, and now they seek to establish a vibrant 

and truly representative democracy. 

We need a clear concept of how to build an independent country not just 

resistance against the Indonesian military. I realised now the focus needs to 

be on rebuilding and going forward and achieve dialogue. I think mostly 

trying to understand from a perspective of… let’s say from the perspective 

of the oppressed people. If we never understand it from the perspective of 

the oppressed people, I think we would never solve the problem.  

(José Garcia, interview, 6th May 2004). 

Values 

Maria’s story provides a compelling example of the complexity of values in community. 

She emphasises the importance of paying attention to the context in which people make 

decisions in order to understand their behaviour. She highlights how the East Timorese 

know how to adapt in hard situations and how to be flexible in their resistance. Her 

awareness of the importance of the flexibility of resistance corresponds to Lane’s 

articulation of postmodern community development.  

Being respondents to context rather that imposers of already established 

formulae for action need not mean working in an ethical vacuum of an 

‘anything goes’ postmodernism where all views must be accepted as having 

equal value…Whilst we cannot assume a unitary set of ethics about which 

there is universal agreement, we can hold on to our personal ethics (Lane, 

1999). 
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It is in community that we find ourselves having to deal with a moral relativity that a 

post-structuralist understanding of values emphasises. In Shardlow’s understanding of 

values this falls with the broader articulation where values are coupled with the 

epistemology of social work (Shardlow, 1998, 2002, p. 31). 

Social Justice 

And when social justice becomes reality, the tensions and conflict in the 

relationship between groups, societies and peoples will be reduced to the 

minimum. When there is genuine social justice, there will be tolerance, 

there will be mutual respect, there will be solidarity (Gusmão, 2003). 

Gusmão’s comments describe how a world might look when it embraces social justice. 

This is a vision that is shared by social work. There is not just an alignment here, there 

is confluence of values. Ife (1995) outlines how most discussions on social justice 

generally build upon the work of Rawls (2001). Rawls’ thesis of justice imagines a 

world that is similar to Gusmão’s vision, where individuals will have “Equality in basic 

liberties, equality of opportunity, and positive discrimination for the underprivileged in 

order to ensure equity” (Rawls cited Ife, 1995, p. 52).  

There is generally wide variability in articulating what social justice looks like and the 

best way to achieve this.  These differ according to how the problem of injustice is 

formulated. Ife (1995, p. 52) suggests that this problem formulation falls with four 

domains; individual, institutional reformist, structural and post-structural. Rawls, taking 

an individual approach, proposes that one way is for decision makers to imagine a “veil 

of ignorance” (Rawls, 2001) when making decisions about how relationships are 

constructed. This means asking, are relationships between groups of people just, 

without knowing where you might be in this relationship? You may be in positions of 

power but equally you may also be in a position of disadvantage. Rawls’ theory is only 

one of many ways that a just society can be achieved.  

For the East Timorese, injustices emerged out of  “… oppressive and inequitable social 

structures” (Ife, 1989, p. 53), and so the fight for social justice required a more radical 

approach. This approach, which incorporated community organising for resistance, 

controversially used violence as a change strategy. This leads into very challenging 
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territory about whether there is such a thing as a “just war - a war that is deemed to be 

morally or theologically justifiable” (democracy, 2005). Ramos-Horta points out,  

History has shown that the use of force is often the necessary price of 

liberation. A respected Kosovar intellectual once told me how he felt when 

the world finally interceded in his country: “I am a pacifist. But I was 

happy, I felt liberated, when I saw NATO bombs falling (Ramos-Horta, 

2003). 

I am conflicted, as I abhor violence and imagine myself choosing non-violence over 

violence. However as Maria points out, it is important to understand the contexts in 

which people make decisions in order to fully understand their choices. She emphasises 

how in East Timor the law of survival led to people literally making decisions on 

whether to be or not to be. This is a world of complexity and uncertainty that I cannot 

begin to imagine but that Maria has negotiated her whole life. She understands the 

contingent nature of community and that decisions made in one context may be 

abhorrent in another. As Lane points out,  “Whilst we cannot assume a unitary set of 

ethics about which there is universal agreement, we can hold on to our personal ethics” 

(Lane, 1999). Whilst I cannot know for sure what I would do if I was in the same 

situation, I do know that I strive for Maria’s wisdom and share her commitment to 

social justice. A Gandhian perspective argues for non-violence and advocates peaceful 

resistance as a strategy for change (Gandhi, 1964). This is explored further in the Non-

Violence section below.  

Empowerment 

The meaning of Empowerment has become tainted by overuse in individual and policy 

contexts. Here I want to reengage with the emancipatory vision highlighted by 

Tesoriero’s (2010, p. 65) definition which says that “empowerment aims to increase the 

power of the disadvantaged”.  First, I turn to the concept of power. This is a complex 

and multifaceted concept with a wide range of understandings that are connected to the 

theoretical lenses through which power is described. I cannot possibly do all of these 

justice in such a small space but recommend the work of Clegg (1989) who explores 

this in detail.  
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José Garcia, one of the research participants, highlights how critical theories like 

Marxism have helped to theorise power as structural … always Marxism, always the 

tools we use for relating to this situation (José Garcia, interview, 6th May 2004). As 

Tesoriero (2010, p. 67) explains, “The structural view of power identifies the 

importance of structural inequality, or oppression, as a major form of power.” Using 

this view of power, a process of empowerment involves changing the structures that 

contribute to the inequality or oppression. The Timorese resistance was principally 

concerned with first challenging and then changing oppressive structures and then 

replacing them with a more just system. In this regard it can be safely said that the 

power of the Timorese to make decisions about the destiny of their own nation has 

changed. The forming of new democratic structures, and the conduct of free and fair 

elections is evidence of this. However, as earlier sections have highlighted, 

representative democracy brings its own set of disadvantaged and disenfranchised 

groups.  

Post-structural theorists provide clarity in understanding a more subjective form of 

empowerment. “The post-structural view of power … concentrates on the way in which 

power is understood, the use of language in defining and reinforcing relations of power 

and domination…” (Tesoriero, 2010, p. 67). Here the disadvantaged become active 

resistors by re-visualising their world through a conscientisation process, and then 

making decisions on what action to take (Freire, 1970). This work “… aims to establish 

an informed community that is competent to resolve issues and conflicts” (Kenny, 2007, 

p. 218). This is the cornerstone of community development work where empowerment 

emerges as a consequence of the process. Through the process individuals move from 

being “docile bodies” (Foucault, 1977, p. 135) towards a ‘self’ that is an active and self-

determining agent  “...capable of challenging and resisting the structures of domination 

in modern society” (McNay, 1992, p. 4). 

Tolerance 

Tolerance is a “… willingness or ability to allow the existence of” (Oxford University 

Press, 1995a, p. 1466).  Whilst the language of tolerance is commonly understood to 

refer to difference41, here I want to draw attention to a different kind of tolerance - a 

tolerance of uncertainty and complexity. My reasons for emphasising this as a value to 

                                                        
41 This is considered in the Ecological chapter under the heading of diversity. 
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aspire to emerges out of my observations of the Timorese context, my own community 

work and the struggles I see in social work students. Often they cannot bear uncertainty 

and lurch forward to fill the gap, often with unfortunate circumstances.  Greg considers 

this tendency to control and seek certainty. 

It’s simply not possible to control everything and you can either destroy 

yourself by thinking that you must control it, or you learn to deal with the 

fact that there are many aspects that are uncontrollable, or at least at your 

level of control. So you’ve got to have a philosophy, a personal philosophy, 

I suppose, a culture – whether you’re talking about an individual level or a 

family philosophy or how we do things in our family or a cultural view 

which can deal with uncertainty and pain and suffering and stuff.  If you 

don’t… no-one can survive if they don’t have that.  

(Greg Taylor, interview, 26th February 2004). 

Greg’s acceptance of ongoing discomfort comes from a life of experience with 

uncertainty and the recognition that life is complex. However he is very clear about the 

importance of a philosophy on which to hang this uncertainty, so that it can be 

communicated and theorised and thus be “temporarily valid” (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 

2000, p. 86). Both Bauman (2007) and Tesoriero (2010, p. 298) encourage an 

engagement with the tolerance of uncertainty. A willingness to tolerate uncertainty and 

engage with complexity and morally ambiguous contexts over long periods of time, is 

one of the most significant challenges facing social work practice. The Practice section 

provides an example of community work in East Timor; an uncertain and complex 

context. 

Practice 

When the government violates the rights of the people, insurrection is for 

the people, and for every portion thereof, the most sacred of rights and the 

most indispensable of duties (French Constitution of 1793 cited Davidson, 

1997, p. 248).  
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Community Development through Consciousnessraising 

When José Ramos Horta addressed the United Nations Security Council in 1975, he 

described the work that Fretilin was doing in East Timor as “political consciousness-

raising” (cited Kreiger, 1997, p. 64). This references Freire’s (1970)  theory of 

conscientização, which seeks to raise the awareness of the excluded and oppressed.  

Freire developed his praxis through his own experiences in Latin America, where he 

describes the internalisation of oppression as the consequence of a  “culture of silence”.  

He argued that culture was conceived in social structures and perpetuated through 

discourses, which the oppressed had perceived as objective and unchanging. Raising 

consciousness involved teaching them “… to perceive social, political and economic 

contradictions and to take action against the oppressive elements of reality” (Freire, 

1970, p. 17). In short Freire was encouraging critical constructivism. 

Tesoriero (2010, p. 168) suggests that raising consciousness enables  “… people the 

opportunity to explore their own situations and the oppressive structures and discourses 

that frame their lives, in such a way that they can act to bring about change”. As 

highlighted in the introduction, my Honours research (Bailey, 2001) explored the 

relationship between gender and access to public space and provided some explanations 

for my own dislocation and sense of powerlessness. Tesoriero (2010, pp. 168-170) 

identifies four aspects of consciousness raising which I use to frame this practice 

section. These do not occur in any particular order nor are they discrete stages.    

The personal is political 

The cornerstone of conscientização is linking the personal to the political. The 

catchphrase the “personal is political” is most commonly associated with the feminist 

movement of the 1960s and 70s. Consciousness raising provided a lens that highlighted 

patriarchy as the reason for the “problem with no name” (Friedan, 1963) in women 

across the (white) Western world.  The East Timorese experience is most often 

explained through colonialism as evidenced by the excerpt from the United Nations 

transcripts below. 
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Figure 4.2: José Ramos Horta addresses the UN 1975 (Ramos Horta cited Kreiger, 1997, p. 64). 

The rejection of colonialism was the impetus for the formation of the Timorese Social 

Democratic Party (ASDT42). It was established in 1970 by East Timorese teachers and 

administrators who supported socialism and democracy (Greenlees & Garran, 2002). 

This was in contrast to the UDT43 that focused on garnering support from administrators 

and traditional leaders.   

So they would go from the top down, and I would start at the bottom. I 

would start at the grassroots and go up. We would sometimes meet in the 

middle44 (do Amaral cited CAVR, 2006a, p. 25). 

This Practice section focuses on the grassroots activities of the ASDT, which was 

renamed Fretilin when Portugal withdrew from East Timor in 1974. At that time the 

illiteracy rate in East Timor was 96% and Fretilin ideology “…focused on 

‘emancipating the rural inhabitants of Timor from the thrall of servitude and debt - 

bondage to the traditional chiefs, and from tribalism, superstition, and illiteracy’” 

(Greenlees & Garran, 2002, p. 17). As Maria highlights, they relied upon an extensive 

radio network in the rural areas of East Timor, to draw attention to the links between 

colonialism and the impoverished circumstances of many Timorese. This network was 

also used to gather support for Independence and to counter the claims that Fretilin were 

communists, propaganda spread by the Indonesian military (CAVR, 2006a, p. 31).  

                                                        
42 Associacao Social Democrata Timorense  
43 Uniao Democratica Timorense Timorese Democratic Union 
44 Francisco Xavier do Amaral [leader of the ASDT], testimony to the CAVR National Public Hearing on 
The Internal Political Conflict, December 15-18 2003. 
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Many people like Maria supported Fretilin because they worked with the communities 

to set up a number of co-operatives for production, distribution and consumption of 

food, and established medical centres which taught first aid and hygiene (Kreiger, 

1997). Fretilin also drew upon the work of Freire and envisioned liberation occurring 

through education, and established many schools for the Timorese (CAVR, 2006a, p. 

50). This work was curtailed when civil war between the Fretilin and UDT broke out 

and the schools were closed as teachers were redirected to assist in the civil war.  

Consciousness-raising activities like these are often considered to be a form of 

“ideological indoctrination” (Tesoriero, 2010, p. 168).   Certainly the war for the hearts 

and minds of the Timorese was ideological and driven by vested interests, as Gusmão 

points out “Each party presented their views as the national interest…”45 (cited CAVR, 

2006a, p. 29). Some of these activities mirror those used by Muslim fundamentalist 

groups to recruit suicide bombers (Stern, 2003). The provision of social welfare where 

none existed previously ensures allegiance, as well as an easy acceptance of the 

explanations for oppression proffered by leaders and groups. Freire (1970, p. 7) argues 

that this can be seen as trading one oppression for another and goes on to emphasise that 

liberation is not a gift nor self-achievement but a mutual process. He goes on to say that 

it is only through genuine dialogical relationships that true liberation occurs. 

Dialogical relationship 

Let them speak and listen. Accommodate their expression, their opinion and 

so they are not… frustrated. If somebody [is] always excluded and excluded, 

…of course this [will] provoke other ideas and provoke what they are 

watching on the TV.  And they can find their own way to do some small 

things in this country.  Let’s bring them in.  Listen to them because East 

Timorese are not listened for many years 100 years and so listen to them.  

Involve them.  Don’t talk about on behalf of them but involve them, so that 

they can also listen.  So this is the only way to prepare… and also 

gathering, in a kind of forum. 

(Francisco, interview, 12th May 2004). 

                                                        
45 Xanana Gusmão, testimony to the CAVR National Public Hearing on The Internal Political Conflict, 
1974-76 15-18 December 2003 
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Francisco’s call to let them speak and listen is at the heart of dialogical relationships. In 

this relationship genuine attention is given to local knowledge and the wisdom of the 

oppressed.  There is no expert who ‘knows’, rather there is reciprocity where both learn 

from each other.  

…..the Resistance … the people organised it themselves. And they have to 

understand from the point of view from the oppressed not the point of view 

from the ruling leader, ruling people 

(José Garcia, interview, 6th May 2004).  

The Indonesian invasion of East Timor in 1975 forced Fretilin underground and they 

became a Resistance movement. After Nicolau Lobato, the Fretilin leader was killed by 

Indonesian forces in 1978, the civilian population was forced into camps and the 

campaign against Fretilin intensified, causing much suffering and loss of life. The 

morale of the Resistance was at its lowest point. The new leader Xanana Gusmão 

walked from village to village throughout 1979 and 1980 to get a sense of how both 

Fretilin fighters and the civilian population were feeling about continuing the Resistance  

(CAVR, 2006a). 

Whilst there was overwhelming support for the Resistance to continue, Gusmão realised 

that new strategies were needed and in 1982 met with Monsignor Lopes of the Catholic 

Church who emphasised the importance of national unity between Fretilin and UDT. 

And then, “In order to promote the possibility of multi-party cooperation Fretilin 

changed several of its earlier radical policies” (CAVR, 2006a, p. 98). The structure of 

the Resistance was also reviewed and the Revolutionary Council of National Resistance 

(CRRN) formed to oversee the Resistance. Research46 was central to this restructuring 

and re visioning of the Resistance. This encouraged  “… small, mobile guerrilla groups” 

that were supported and sustained by a Clandestine structure, which built linkages with 

other groups internationally including those close to the Indonesians (CAVR, 2006a, p. 

95).  

                                                        
46 Xanana Gusmão recalls his active research for ways in which to resist the Indonesians. “Since 1979 we 
tried to learn guerrilla warfare and how to apply it in Timor. We studied in the forest, [we] studied the 
war in Vietnam, the war in Cuba, any kind of guerrilla [warfare]. We didn’t think they would be suitable 
because the conditions were different. That is why in 1979 we spent a year studying how guerrilla 
warfare [should be done]. From here we reorganised, what we could do with small guerrilla [groups], to 
plan political activities, military activities, and how the two related to each other”. (CAVR Interview with 
Xanana Gusmão, Dili, 10 August 2004).  
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Astrid and Francisco detail their experiences and highlight the dangers and complexities 

which marked East Timor during this time. Francisco describes how his involvement 

with this group impacted on his life and calls the Indonesian actions against him 

terrorism. When I was involved in underground activity or what we call Clandestine 

activity, I couldn’t live in my house. I could not sleep in it.  So with this kind of 

terrorism that makes people, how do you call it, frightened. (Francisco, interview, 12th 

May 2004). 

While Astrid as telling me about her role in the Renetil, she suddenly realised that she 

had been called a terrorist. In Indonesia, for five years in Indonesia I was involved in the 

student’s Clandestine group called Renetil, it was for… Independence and sometimes…  

I forgot something madam… after we got our Independence, Indonesia they gave the 

Falintal the name of the terrorists.(Astrid Flores, interview, May 2004). 

This period of change and restructuring occurred as a consequence of dialogical 

relationships. Gusmão’s willingness to listen to community members and implement 

philosophical and structural changes to Fretilin was key in progressing a collective plan 

of action to reach the goal of Independence. This change of tactics is recognised as 

pivotal to the success of the East Timorese Independence struggle as it broadened the 

support base through strategic alliances. Xanana Gusmão emphasised national unity in 

countering the Indonesian government’s policy of “guided democracy” (CAVR, 2006a), 

which had activated the military in governance and administrative functions in East 

Timor, an approach that deliberately exacerbated the existing civil divisions. Gusmão’s 

goal was to unite all Timorese in a common cause to ensure that the divide and conquer 

tactics of the Indonesians did not reignite old divisions. This was only partially 

successful and bitter divisions continue to mark the Timorese domestic political 

landscape.  

One of the core concerns articulated about community driven processes is that they can 

lead to the formation of communities of exclusion as well as exacerbate and perpetuate 

discrimination. To illustrate this I turn to the Australian context and consider the 

sentiments behind a bumper sticker sighted in Perth Western Australia in 2009.   
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A community of exclusion: “Australian Way of Life: Fit in or Fuck off”47 

Over the past five years I have noticed a bumper sticker on several cars in the suburbs 

where I live. These bumper stickers have the words “Australian Way of Life: Fit in or 

Fuck off” printed inside a map of Australia. The border represents clearly where 

difference begins and ends. If you are inside the borders and are different the message is 

uncompromising –you must fit in or fuck off. How the fitting in occurs is never made 

clear. The consequences of not fitting in or fucking off is made devastatingly clear by 

the graffiti that was spray-painted on the huge wooden doors of a beautiful white 

Mosque in Perth in 2003. 

You are unwanted! 

Get Out! 

Fuck off scum! 

(Journal Entry, 15th January 2003.) 

As the graffiti highlights, it is Muslims who are increasingly excluded and demonised. 

These sentiments were commonplace in Australia after the terrorist attacks on North 

America and particularly after the Bali Bombings in 2002. There is compelling evidence 

that racial profiling and discrimination against Muslim women and men of middle-

eastern appearance were, and continue to be, common occurrences in Australia (ABC 

News Online, 2006; Wood, 2006).  In research with Muslims in Western Australia, Aly 

& Balnaves (2007) found that most reported some discrimination and/or felt excluded in 

some way.   

…the government recognises that measures to build social cohesion and 

community harmony, and to empower those who may feel disaffected or 

marginalised are an important part of the broader strategy to combat 

terrorism (Commonwealth of Australia, 2006, p. 26). 

As the excerpt from Government documents highlights, whilst there are calls to address 

this exclusion and discrimination through building social cohesion and community 

harmony; these calls assume Muslim homogeneity (Lowry & Lating, 2002; Pickering, 

                                                        
47 “Australian Way of Life. Fit in or fuck off.” A bumper sticker sighted Perth Mitchell Freeway January 
2009. 
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McCulloch, & Wright-Neville, 2008). Furthermore, when I asked an Australian Federal 

Police representative about ‘engaging’ with Muslim communities at a conference 

presentation he responded that they didn’t have the time or the resources to do this work 

(Wood, 2006). Working alongside of some communities in Perth to identify their needs 

and then taking action to achieve those, may lead to extremely discriminatory and 

exclusive behaviours (Ife & Fiske, 2006). There is an urgent need for community based 

social work practice that attends to these divisions and builds social cohesion through 

attention to broader social relationships as one of many necessary strategies. 

Inequities 

Of equal concern in regard to community driven processes is the potential for 

inequitable and oppressive community mores to be reproduced. This has the potential to 

impact negatively on groups that are often afforded lower status such as women, 

Indigenous people, and other minorities.  It is these tendencies that Ife & Fiske (2006) 

are responding to when they call for community development work to be linked to 

human rights.  The importance of human rights in addressing these limitations is 

considered in more detail in the next chapter.  

Sharing experiences of oppression 

Locally 

Just talking, took feelings of anxiety about terrorism …like a bird it takes it outside of 

myself. (Astrid Flores, interview, 16th February, 2005). Astrid’s comments highlight the 

importance of sharing experiences as a means of validation and sense making. In 

oppressive situations this is even more important, as it provides the possibility of 

individual experiences being acknowledged as a collective oppression. Underscored 

here is the importance of a space for sharing to occur without fear or favour, and in East 

Timor it was the Catholic Church that provided this. Monsignor Lopes observes that,  

In the face of the cultural and psychological genocide that the Indonesian 

army has imposed on us the Catholic Church has emerged as the only 

organisation that the East Timorese people trust… Everything the people 

know they tell to the priests. The East Timorese church has listened intently 
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for nearly nine years since the Indonesian invasion (Monsignor da Costa 

Lopes cited CAVR, 2006a, p. 99). 

Monsignor Lopes poignantly points out the centrality of the Catholic Church for many 

East Timorese. This was, in part, facilitated by the Indonesian government who 

demanded that all East Timorese nominate a religion to expose “atheistic communists” 

(Greenlees & Garran, 2002, p. 17). The consequence of this dictum led to a rise in 

attendance and participation in Church services and activities, and Catholic clerics 

responded with a subversive decision to conduct the services in Tetum, the East 

Timorese language. This provided an important ‘safe’ space for the East Timorese 

civilian population to both share experiences of oppression and give support to each 

other. Whilst this sharing of experiences of oppression was occurring within Timor 

Leste′, José Ramos Hortas travelled across the world in order to draw attention to the 

suffering and injustice endured by the people. 

Internationally 

 

Figure 4.3: Ambassador José’s travelling independence show (Thomson, 1984, p. 1). 

“…I will dress up like Boy George next time. It is the only way to get on the front page 

of The Sydney Morning Herald…” (Ramos Horta cited Thomson, 1984, p. 1). José 

Ramos Horta left East Timor in 1975 and travelled across the world using creativity and 

humour to raise awareness of the plight of the East Timorese. He raised the 

consciousness of many world leaders through his presentations to the United Nations, 

and then travelled widely to sustain this awareness and to gather support for 
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Independence for the East Timorese from international civil society groups. In 1996, 

José Ramos-Horta and Bishop Carlos Filipe Ximenes Belo (the Bishop of East Timor) 

were awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for their tireless labours and great personal 

sacrifice for their oppressed people. 

With the Nobel Peace Prize behind him, José Ramos-Horta embarked on an 

ambitious diplomatic campaign. In early 1997 he travelled to South Africa. 

In July that year when President Mandela met with President Soeharto in 

Jakarta, he asked to meet with the imprisoned Xanana Gusmão. President 

Soeharto initially refused the request, saying that Gusmão was a common 

criminal. When the South African President reminded Soeharto that others 

used to say that of him, he relented. News of the private meeting reached the 

world press, and raised Xanana Gusmão’s international profile as a 

statesman for peace (CAVR, 2006a, p. 122).  

In 1999, 24 years after he left East Timor, José Ramos-Horta finally returned to East 

Timor. 

Open up possibilities for action 

“Consciousness-raising will be empowering only if it helps people not only to locate 

their own experience within broader structures and discourses of oppression but also to 

move towards action for change” (Tesoriero, 2010, p. 169). [Emphasis added]. Earlier 

sections have described a variety of actions that were carried out by the Timorese 

through the years. These include the formation of networks and strategic alliances, 

consciousness-raising through education, research, economic development through 

cooperatives, a range of change strategies, critical reflection and direct action. The most 

controversial and confronting is the use of violent action. 

The use of violence as a change strategy (terrorism) is connected to the failure of 

processes to include or hear the voices of excluded groups over a long period of time 

(Hughes, 2009; Piazza, 2006). Discrimination and legislation which lead to racial 

profiling are also connected to the radicalisation of young Muslim men in Australia 

(Hughes, 2009) and the development of the home-grown terrorist in London (Tulloch, 

2006). José Garcia explains his rationale for the use of violent action,  
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… the Indonesian military were brutal.   How can you kick him out of here?  

You have to use outside means of that, by bombing, by burning houses, or 

by…   This is the way and this is the way also to resist against them, against 

the terrorism, by also organising us to use violent action to counter or to 

fight against the occupation. So I think it depends on which objective you 

take. This is a small action to achieve as part of a big action. 

(José Garcia, interview, 6th May 2004). 

There are many examples where violence has been used as a change strategy in 

countering oppressive policies of governments. These include the South African context 

where Nelson Mandela’s African National Congress (ANC) targeted important 

infrastructure, the Provisional Irish Republic Army who used bombing campaigns 

against both military and civilian targets, and the East Timorese who used a range of 

strategies. These are civil wars within borders where the labelling of the “other” as 

terrorist is an attempt to discredit them. Nelson Mandela, Xanana Gusmão and José 

Ramos-Horta were all labelled terrorists in these contexts and over time, through 

patience and commitment, have come to be included in mainstream politics, indeed all 

have become Presidents of their countries. Whilst Ramos-Horta comments that “War 

for Peace! It worked in my Country” (2003), the Timorese will be dealing with the 

traumatic consequences of this violence for years to come (Callinan, 2010).… they are 

how you call violence begets violence. (Sam Athens, interview, 3rd May 2004). 

Social work as a profession does not advocate the use of violence; indeed the 

underpinning principles of social justice and human rights are directly opposed to it. 

However having said that, I am mindful that I am in a privileged position and that that 

privilege enables me to choose non-violence. This is an area that is contradictory and in 

constant flux as evidenced by freedom fighters who are terrorists in one context and 

then a president in another. 

NonViolence 

Francisco’s plea for peace after years of violence is potent confirmation of the 

importance of non-violent processes. It means that I want to be free in this country.  

Let’s say in the night I want to sleep, just sleep! No Ninja! No Militia anywhere. No 

people shooting or using gun or weapon. Even police or whatever…we don’t want to 

listen to this explosion anymore. We want to go to work peacefully.  And no people 
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come and threaten us, ‘Oh give me this, and that and if not I will kill you!’ and etcetera. 

(Francisco, interview, 12th May 2004). 

In the years after Gusmão reviewed and made changes to the way in which the 

Resistance was organised, he became more concerned with the impact of violence on 

the East Timorese population. He encouraged student resistance groups to organise 

strategic demonstrations that emphasised non-violence drawing upon the ideas of 

Gandhi (1964).  Constancio Pinto, a youth resistance leader explains, 

The year 1989 signalled the beginning of non-violent actions in cities and 

villages. Previously, even though people were organized [sic] in small 

groups, their awareness was limited to their own cells. Sometimes they felt, 

“Are we the only ones fighting for this? What about the others?” When the 

protest movements began, people suddenly opened their minds and 

perception: “We are not the only ones fighting for self-determination! There 

are others!” So subsequently it became easier for us (CAVR, 2006a, p. 113). 

The principle of non-violence is considered more fully in the following Human Rights 

chapter. 

Community as difference (Nancy, 1991; I. M. Young, 1990) 

When Xanana Gusmão was arrested in 1992, he was held in an Indonesian prison. This 

provided an opportunity for him to understand the Indonesian struggle for democracy 

and freedom.  He continues,  

This helped me start to reduce and then eliminate the hatred that had 

accumulated in my heart while in the jungle for 17 years. I came to 

understand the common objectives that unite us with the Indonesian 

people…This understanding enabled me even to talk with former enemies 

and Indonesian generals (CAVR, 2006a, p. 118). 

The Commission for Reception, Truth and Reconciliation processes (CAVR) was 

mandated to “…undertake truth-seeking, facilitate community reconciliation, report on 

its work and findings, and make recommendations for further action” (Human Rights 

Watch, 2005, p. 278). This was the beginning of a planned approach to reconcile past 
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violence, address ongoing tensions and work to address conflict. Similar deliberative 

post-conflict processes have taken place in a number of countries after violent civil war.   

Post-conflict work which draws upon principles of restorative justice provides a 

powerful model of community work that addresses violence, discrimination and 

division with communities. This is important work that takes expressions of enmity 

seriously and then seeks to build processes that facilitates genuine dialogue and 

opportunities. Building communities of difference involves deliberate and inclusive 

processes because as Francisco cautions earlier, If somebody [is] always excluded and 

excluded, …of course this [will] provoke other ideas and provoke what they are 

watching on the TV [violence]. (Francisco, interview, 12th May 2004).  

Returning to the Australian context, Davis and Watson (2006) point out that Australia 

has a history of legislation which targets and/or excludes marginalised groups. 

Australian Indigenous history encompasses countless narratives of individuals whose 

rights were legislated away or ignored. And in particular, in respect to the post 9-11 

context this emphasises the importance of understanding the diversity and richness of 

Muslim perspectives on the world and then engaging in deliberate and inclusive 

community processes to include them (Hodge, 2005). Social workers are well placed to 

begin these processes and address the divisions and discrimination that have marked the 

Australian landscape since colonialism.  

Reflection 

As the East Timorese build upon their long struggle for self-determination and 

Independence and begin the process of building a fair and just society based on freedom 

and democracy, Australia is industriously discarding the underpinning foundations of 

their democracy48.  

                                                        
48 The September 11 attacks and Bali Bombings facilitated a very dramatic and quick shift in the political 
context and the Australian government very quickly became a “… source of punishment and containment 
rather than as a crucial political tool for providing important safety nets” (Giroux, 2002, p. 143). During 
this time, Australian citizens were informed that, due to the exceptional circumstances, freedoms 
associated with democracy e.g. free speech, habeas corpus, the rule of law, would be reviewed in order 
minimise risk and make Australia safe (Luck, 2004; Tomlinson, 2006). Whelan (2006, p. 10) points out 
that most Australians were unaware of this shift – they were removed not with a bang but with a whimper 
it would seem. 
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Figure 4.4: “Freedoms Overboard”49(Leak, 2005) 

This coincidence is opportune and provides an important contrast. Western social 

workers’ engagement in raising the consciousness of the people they work with is 

increasingly uncommon. Specht & Courtney (1994) believe social work has abandoned 

their mission, and Sale (2006) suggests  the flags have been furled,  as the linking of the 

personal with the political has waned. For much of Western social work, the personal is 

personal, and experts identify the problem and then engage in individual casework 

and/therapeutic work to ‘fix’ the personal problem. A failure to link the personal to the 

political signals endorsement (apathy) of the current political system and perpetuates a 

“culture of silence”.   

Pyles (2007) points out that much of Western social work’s current engagement with 

community work is situated around the provision of material being and affirming social 

networks rather than attending to a social justice and human rights framework. Popple 

& Redmond (2000) suggest that this approach is better called “conditional 

development” rather than community development. The East Timorese struggle against 

an oppressive and violent government provides a powerful example of the importance 

of civil society in challenging state policies that oppress and marginalise groups of 

people. Community development processes that counter oppression often involve 

complex, uncertain, and long-term strategies. Patience and tolerance of uncertainty are 

important because these processes are not temporally bounded, are marked by 

contradictions and require careful attention to the context.  

However the East Timorese story also highlights the deficits of community driven 

processes. It would appear the legitimisation of the use of violence as a change strategy 

may have come at a price. Violence has continued to be used by people seeking change 

                                                        
49 The cartoon shows the then, Prime Minister John Howard throwing democratic freedoms overboard, 
whilst the Opposition leader Kim Beasley assists in a counterpoint to the earlier Children Overboard 
controversy which was directly associated with protection and fear. 
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in East Timor, for example President Jose Ramos-Horta was shot by a rebel soldier 

outside his home in 2008. And whilst all East Timorese have successfully achieved the 

right to self-determine, this is denied many women who continue to be subjected to 

family violence. These are powerful reasons to refrain from the use of violence as a 

change strategy and to seek non-violent ways of seeking change. This is a complicated 

and challenging situation that has arisen over many years and there is no easy answer.  I 

return to Maria whose understanding of the fallibility of humans is tempered by her 

capacity to see and honour their strengths. As she told me in our first meeting, East 

Timorese people know how to adapt in hard situations and how to be flexible in their 

resistance.  

A human rights framework offers a means of addressing these complexities. The next 

chapter explores human rights discourses which move beyond nation state boundaries, 

across the seas and into what Galtung (2003) calls the mega sphere which is where the 

international terrorists are. 
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Chapter Five 

 Human rights: A moral patch? 

The previous chapter drew upon the experiences of Maria, an East Timorese woman 

whose understanding of civil society provided the basis for an exploration of democracy 

and community discourses. The emphasis in this chapter was on the civil – which 

suggests a contract between the nation-state and the individual and is the basis on which 

citizenship rights are granted. In the context of an increasing emphasis on national 

security this relationship has become unbalanced with some citizens excluded and 

discriminated against. The East Timorese have much experience in community 

processes and provide a variety of strategies to both resist policy and practices that are 

oppressive, and may also contribute to exclusion and marginalisation.  The chapter 

concluded by pointing out the limitations of community discourses that are bound by 

nation-states for the protection of rights.  

Here I continue the theorising of social work as a practice for the 21st century using a 

critical social dialogue. The visioning of a more humane global society and a rejection 

of destruction and oppression is at the heart of human rights. Human rights are neither 

bound by national borders, nor dependent on citizenship, and are increasingly presented 

as a useful framework for social workers to practice locally and internationally (the 

mega sphere) (Galtung, 2003). This is noted by international social work bodies and 

some local associations who emphasise social work as a human rights profession. 

Whilst most research participants mentioned human rights, these were not connected to 

practice frameworks.  In order to address this, this chapter considers a capabilities 

approach as a way to reformulate human rights practice in order reinvigorate the 

neglected 2nd and 3rd generations of human rights (Vasak, 1977) .  

Introduction 

One of the first presentations I gave about this research was to a group of post-graduate 

social workers. At the time, I was in the throes of a newly awakened sense of disbelief 

and indignation at the silence and apathy that greeted the proposed Australian anti-
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terrorist legislation50. My presentation emphasised the apparent lack of social work’s 

concern about the threatened erosion of civil rights and was met with antagonism and 

defensiveness. One response in particular stays with me, “We work for the rights of 

every man, woman and child we work with every day” (Postgraduate student, personal 

communication, 28th June 2002).  

With the benefit of hindsight, time, and research, I have come to realise that at the 

centre of this contradiction are different understandings of human rights. I was referring 

to the more commonly understood view of human rights which emphasise individual 

civil and political rights, an area that lawyers, philosophers and politicians have worked 

hard to advocate (Ife, 2001, p. 24). The rights my colleague was highlighting extend 

beyond these legalistic understandings of human rights into social, economic, cultural 

and communitarian spheres. These are more commonly known as the 2nd and 3rd 

generation of rights (Vasak, 1977) which social workers are more commonly engaged in 

advocating and protecting - although this work is generally framed in the language of 

needs.   

Knowledge 

Why human rights? 

In the computer world, when there is a programming glitch the programme developer 

sends a ‘patch’ “…a small piece of code inserted to correct or enhance a program” 

(Oxford University Press, 1995a, p. 1000) to the end-users.  In some cases this patch 

makes the programme better and it works really well; in other cases the need for a patch 

signals the beginning of the end. The patch just keeps a bad programme going for a little 

bit longer until the inevitable collapse occurs.  It can be argued that human rights are the 

patch sent to “correct or enhance” modernity. Here human rights are considered as a 

corrective to the project of modernity; the alternative view that modernity is 

                                                        
50  This new legislation was hurried through the Australian parliament with minimal debate after the Bali 
Bombings in October 2002. The legislation ranged from changes to Immigration law that involve the 
excision of outlying islands from the Australian migration zone, to limitations on International financial 
transactions as well as the introduction of detention-based interrogation. Whilst all of the legislation 
requires scrutiny, in particular two features of this legislation are increasingly questioned in respect of 
human rights. The first is concerned with the introduction of the ‘new’ crime of terrorism into the 
Australian criminal code and the second is the expansion of Australian Security Intelligence Organisation 
(ASIO) powers to include ‘detention-based interrogation’- effectively allowing for detention without 
charge.  
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fundamentally flawed and a new programme required, is explored in more detail in 

Chapter Seven that considers Ecological discourses.  

I acknowledge that there are a myriad of ways of thinking about human rights. This 

chapter draws upon an understanding of human rights that was conceived in the 

Enlightenment and continues to be informed by Western modernist traditions. Human 

rights seek to redress the impact social structures have on individuals through 

articulating a base set of principles which are universal and indivisible, for all humans 

(even ‘bad’ ones). The key to ameliorating the negative impacts of social structures on 

all humans is to outline a base level of rights to which all humans are entitled and can 

aspire to. This is connected to the concept of natural rights. 

Natural rights 

Rights attributable to people by natural law, or by nature. They are 

possessed by everyone irrespective of location or period(natural rights, 

1999). 

Natural rights can be framed as a type of essentialism where the fact of being human 

accords an individual a set of basic rights because they are attached to the human body. 

Neither political institutions nor sacred doctrines endow these rights upon human 

beings; they exist because they do, a tautological argument privileging humans. Whilst 

it is important to acknowledge that natural rights are not an objectivist discovery of 

“qua human essentialism” (Morsink, 1984, p. 334) but a pragmatic negotiation of a 

myriad of values, it does provide a position and a starting point which can be critiqued 

and re-negotiated.  

Reflective modernisation? 

Contemporary human rights discourses emerged out of the perceived moral failure of 

modernist nation-states. This failure is pointed out by Bauman (1989) who powerfully 

argues that modernity provided the epistemological basis for the Holocaust; Hitler was 

democratically elected, and the third Reich’s vision of a better world was rationally 

exercised with chilling efficiency and effectiveness through the use of technology. 

Bauman also points out that Jewish leaders’ used a rational humanist approach in 

responding to Nazi demands which contributed, in part, to the genocide. The vision of 
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civilisation promised by modernity was shattered and the United Nations formed to 

develop a moral ‘patch’ as it were.  

Reflexive modernization, according to Beck, can be truly reflective 

modernization that questions the rationality, utility, and safety of pursuing a 

particular modernization logic, or it can be a modernization that 

reconsolidates instrumental rationality and seeks to “solve” the problem of 

“side effects” with more of the same rationality that produced them in the 

first place (Tuathail, 2000, p. 175). [Emphasis added]. 

Ulrich Beck’s distinction between reflective and reflexive modernisation is one I use 

here to distinguish the development of the Charter of the United Nations and the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (hereafter UDHR) (United Nations, 1948) from 

reflexive modernisation discussed in Beck’s thesis of risk society in the following 

chapter(Beck, 1992). I have come to think about the development of human rights as 

reflective51 modernisation. The main basis for this differentiation is that whilst the 

development of human rights was a reaction to the atrocities of World War II, they are 

founded on principles that begin with a vision and a hope for a better world. These 

words from the UDHR preamble highlight this vision, “… and the advent of a world in 

which human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear 

and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common peoples” (United 

Nations, 1948).  

United Nations 

The formation of the United Nations (United Nations, 1945) and the establishment of 

the UDHR proclaimed in 1948 have at their core an international agreement of 

fundamental rights for all individuals across the world.  

Human rights are those rights, which are inherent in our nature and without 

which we cannot live as human beings. Human rights and fundamental 

freedoms allow us to fully develop and use our human qualities, our 

                                                        
51 Here I am thinking about reflective modernisation in the same way that a critically reflective process is 
used in social work. A critically reflective process is one that “…relies upon knowledge which is 
generated both empirically and self-reflectively, and in a process of interaction, in order to analyse, resist 
and change constructed power relations, structures and ways of thinking” (Fook, 1999, p. 202). 
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intelligence, our talents and our conscience and to satisfy our spiritual and 

other needs (UN cited Reichert, 2007, p. 6). 

Ideological differences between the United States of America (who emphasised civil 

and political rights) and the Soviet Union (who was more focused on access to 

economic and social rights) were instrumental in the development of two Covenants 

(Reichert, 2003). Civil and political rights are outlined in the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights (hereafter ICCPR), and economic, social and cultural rights 

are considered in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

(hereafter ICESCR) (NGO Committee on Education, 1966).  Both Covenants were 

adopted by the United Nations in 1976, after eighteen years of vigorous debate about 

the way the UDHR should be implemented and which provisions were to be prioritised. 

However civil and political rights have flourished, some argue, at the expense of social, 

economic and cultural rights (Ife, 2001; Staub-Bernasconi, 2007).  

By all accounts the formation of the United Nations and the work to develop the UDHR 

was a considered process of reflection and deliberation. Jeremy, an Australian social 

worker has his own memories of this time.  

…I think back to the fifties when we were still recovering from the war and 

economic recovery was still very slow and we’d only just come off rationing 

in 1952 and so on. But there was also this enormous optimism and 

hopefulness … OK, we’ve scraped the bottom of the barrel with Nazism and 

now we’ve got to come up with something. Yes, and those early days of the 

United Nations building up a decent humane society. Very exciting stuff!  

And that came out of a difficult economic time, so it’s a bit of a paradox 

there.  I guess it came because of the war experience and people wanted to 

make sure that we don’t do that again. 

(Jeremy Black, interview, 2nd March 2004). 

The Backlash. Human Rights as luxury 

Jeremy’s recollection of the optimism and hopefulness related to the United Nations 

vision of a decent humane society and the subsequent development of the UDHR, have 

come to be cast as naïve and a luxury we cannot afford in a post 9-11 world (C. 

Mitchell, 2005). Briskman (2008b; 2007) and Fiske (2007) connect this relegation of 
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human rights discourses to two separate causes. The first, which is connected to neo-

liberal philosophies, is the notion of responsibility. The coupling of rights with 

responsibilities coopts the original vision connected to the development of human rights 

(where nation-states were deemed to hold the responsibility for making sure that the 

most vulnerable across the world were protected and realised), and redirects it at these 

vulnerable people repackaged as personal responsibility. In this process human rights 

became transformed from a right to a reward for those who have demonstrated a 

willingness to take responsibility for self.  

The second reason for the relegation of human rights principles identified by Briskman 

(2008b) are security discourses. Security discourses locate national security and human 

rights as mutually exclusive and subject to choice. Thus presented, it is inevitable that 

security is chosen over human rights with the latter cast as a luxury that we can’t afford 

at this time of terror. McCulloch (2003) suggests that terrorism is used by Governments 

around the world as a new style “Trojan horse” to usher in legislation which favours 

security over rights (Rhodes & Tscherne-Lempidainenuan, 2002). This emphasis on 

national security has led to a reinstatement of nation-state power with borders becoming 

the frontier for the battle against the international terrorist (Amnesty International, 

2001). The reconstruction of human rights as a reward and a luxury makes it more 

difficult to make a case for their protection across nation-state borders. As the optimism 

and hopefulness that Jeremy spoke of earlier, are replaced by fear and anxiety about the 

international Other, it would seem that once again human rights have become 

subjugated to nation-state sovereignty.  

 

Figure 5.1: “Immigration DobIn Line” The Australian Newspaper (Australian Government, 2004). 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As the clipping above illustrates, the enforcement of sovereignty is played out in the 

way in which nation-states respond to border incursions. Since 2001, refugees fleeing 

war and oppressive governments in Iraq and Afghanistan and seeking asylum in 

Australia and other parts of the world, have been met with fear, violence, and hostility 

(Briskman & Cemlyn, 2005; Pedersen, Watt, & Griffiths, 2007; Sparrow, 2005). This 

tendency to enclosure is mirrored across the world, with far greater ramifications in 

those countries whose governments are generally undemocratic and have a propensity to 

repression. As the barricades go up and Australians embrace familiarity and reject 

difference, it has become easy to forget and/or ignore the people that the principles of 

human rights were developed to help just sixty years ago. The promises of the UN 

Charter and the vision of the UDHR to protect all humans appear to have been broken. 

As Burnside observes, “The first decade of the twenty-first century has seen a sharp 

decline in respect for human rights and the international rule of law” (Burnside, 2007).   

Reclamation of Human Rights 

It is useful at this point to revisit the notion of reflective modernisation; I used this 

earlier to outline how human rights were established through a critically reflective 

process as a response to a set of circumstances in a particular time in history.  This 

reflective process is an ongoing process and involves pausing and critically reflecting 

on the context, the practice processes and the impacts on involved parties (Fook, 1999). 

Thus, the central arguments and rationale for the reclamation of human rights do not 

emphasise a return to the past, but rather envisage a taking account of and moving 

forward in a better way.  These arguments emerge from a wide range of disciplines and 

consider how the principles of human rights can be both reclaimed and reinvigorated 

(Burnside, 2007; Fiske & Briskman, 2007; Gearty, 2007). As there is a limited space to 

address all the possibilities for the reinvigoration52 of human rights, I consider two here 

that have particular relevance for Western social work in a post-9-11 world. The first is 

the notion of global citizenship and the second considers a capabilities framework as a 

means of realising the second generation of human rights.  

                                                        
52 I recommend Kuper’s (2005) ‘Global Responsibilities’ for a more in-depth consideration of these 
issues.  
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Global citizenship 

… methodological nationalism that preoccupies the sociological 

imagination has to be overcome and a ‘methodological cosmopolitism’ has 

to be created (Beck, 2002) 

In the quotation above Beck calls attention to methodological nationalism which is 

“…the frame of reference of the nation-state… an unacknowledged insistence on 

interpreting every social phenomenon with the national gaze…” (Beck, Bonss, & Lau, 

2003, p. 28) or more intriguingly “zombie sociology”.  It is an analysis that vanishes 

nation-state borders and considers a truly global approach that leads us to think 

differently about social problems like international terrorism. The United Nations then 

becomes the logical choice in instituting this global approach – although I do not 

underestimate the strength of people’s attachment to nationalism, nor do I labour under 

a misapprehension that the United Nations does not have flaws – it is quite simply the 

best we’ve got. They offer an organisational structure, legislative framework and a 

commitment from many countries in the UN charter. 

There is some debate about the best terminology to describe this ‘being together of 

humans on one planet’ and this was considered in Chapter Two. Stokes (2008) suggests 

that the concept of global citizenship best describes the vision associated with human 

rights principles.  

Modern global citizenship requires the individual to be actively concerned 

about issues that impact on global society. … global citizens engage in 

political activism to compel governments and corporations to abide by 

commonly acknowledged international values such as those embodied in the 

UN Charter and The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Stokes, 2008, 

p. 4). 

Global citizenship is an active process that immediately calls on us to both act to 

prevent human rights violations and to ensure that we do not in any way restrict other 

humans’ rights. To keep goods and export “bads” to borrow Beck’s (2004) term, 

inevitably restricts, denies or violates the human rights of people across the world.  
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Figure 5.2: ‘Comein’: An imaginary conversation at the Australian border53. 

Cultural relativism 

The vision of a universal set of principles, to be applied to all humans across the world, 

is both hopeful and controversial. I begin with the good news. In 2010 as we come to 

terms with the disappointments of the Copenhagen Climate Change summit (United 

Nations, 2009), I am reminded again what a remarkable achievement the UDHR and the 

respective Covenants represent. They provide a framework of the rights that all humans 

across the world should be entitled and given its acceptance by countries across the 

world, must be seen as a hopeful starting point.   

                                                        
53 Baxter is an Immigration Reception and Processing Centre established by the Howard Coalition 
Government that continues to be used as a centre for the mandatory detention of asylum seekers. “Didn’t 
you try to drown it?” refers to false claims by the Howard government that asylum seekers threw their 
babies overboard in October 2001 (Briskman, Latham, & Goddard, 2008, p. 33). 
 

Ohhh yes Capital so nice to see you [simpering], comein, comein, comein, 

welcome, welcome, welcome…you can comein, no conditions AT all and we’ll rid 

ourselves of those pesky rights that get in your way!  

Oh dear what have we here? A battered brown body oh no no no that won’t do. You 

can’t comein we can’t have you comein… you….you really are quite dangerous I 

think…[no… not listening!]  

Into Baxter with you and your baby [didn’t you try to drown it?] urgh must wash 

my hands.  

Oh hello who’s this then? A lovely English electrician. I can see you have been 

working hard… you have skills! comein comein comein,  

bring your wife and you can have lots of white babies.  

Is that terrorism? Oh so barbaric, so uncivilised… But given you are here, we could 

use you for our own ends [evil cackle]. Off you go to where the brown bodies are… 

oh and change your name to War on your way.  

(Journal Entry, July 2007). 
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The controversies that surround the notion of universal human rights are bounded by 

two positions. The first is a view that universalism represents “…yet another form of 

Western domination and another step towards a global monoculture” (Skegg, 2005, p. 

671). The second is that cultural relativity can lead to a relativist paralysis that 

potentially impacts on the willingness to intervene in human rights abuses. Certainly 

this continues to be a challenge for Australian social workers as they grapple with 

intervening in the lives of Indigenous people. Ife (2007, p. 77) sums up this dilemma 

well when he points out that  “... uncritical universalism may lead to colonialist practice 

and uncritical relativism may lead to disempowerment.” Whilst this concern is well 

documented in the literature (Anleu, 1999; J. George, 1999; Ife, 2007), the tension 

continues to challenge and limit the progression of the hopeful vision connected to 

human rights.  

As I outline in more detail later in this chapter, Ife (2007) and Dominelli (2007a) 

believe that one way of resolving the universalism/relativism binary is to use a 

discursive approach where human rights are developed rather than imposed. This 

creates spaces of participation, similar to the consciousness raising activities outlined in 

the previous chapter. A capabilities approach supplements the discursive human rights 

framework and has an advantage over the language of rights as it “… is not strongly 

linked to one particular culture and historical tradition…” (Nussbaum, 2003, p. 39). 

The Capabilities Approach 

The capabilities approach outlined by Amartya Sen (1999, 2005) builds upon the work 

of Rawls and engages with the concept of individual freedoms. This approach has been 

used in development contexts over a number of years and latterly has been used in the 

European social policy context as well as providing an evaluative framework for the 

United Kingdom’s Equality and Human Right Commission (EHRC) (Carpenter, 2009). 

Briefly, Sen argues for a “capability space” in which constraints to individual freedoms 

are identified by considering both structural barriers and individual needs. This 

includes, but moves beyond the 1st generation of human rights and connects to the 2nd 

and 3rd generation of human rights as it requires public action to “…make freedoms 

available to those who would other wise be denied them” (Carpenter, 2009, p. 356).  

As Carpenter (2009) points out, a capabilities approach challenges the more traditional 

measures of human wellbeing which uncritically use economic growth as a 
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measurement of success. Hamilton (2003) calls this the “Growth Fetish”.  A capabilities 

approach includes human activities and processes that fall outside of economic 

categories. For example Nussbaum (2003, p. 41) lists “Play - to laugh and play and 

relax”, and “Senses, imagination and thought” as central human capabilities. The goal 

of this capabilities approach is an equal society where everyone flourishes. Sen explains 

in more detail, 

…capability allows us to distinguish appropriately between (i) whether a 

person is actually able to do things she would value doing, and (ii) whether 

she possesses the means or instruments or permissions to pursue what she 

would like to do (her actual ability to do that pursuing may depend on many 

contingent circumstances) (Sen, 2005, p. 153). 

However the liberal underpinnings and related focus on individual freedoms, rightly 

arouses the suspicions of some human rights activists and academics (Carpenter, 2009; 

Dean, 2009). They argue that a capabilities approach is vulnerable to a neoliberal 

takeover that will inevitably lead to a focus on individual pathologies and a waning of 

attention to structural analyses that require government and market action. Whilst this 

caution is advisable, there is enormous potential for a capabilities approach to link the 

needs work that social work is familiar with, to a broader rights framework. It appears 

to offer a pathway for social work to enact and activate the 2nd generation of human 

rights in particular.  

Values 

It is apparent that the further this thesis moves outwards from Bronfenbrenner’s micro 

sphere (1979), the more likely it is that the values will function as a form of social work 

epistemology. Certainly human rights discourse falls within a broad values perspective 

according to Shardlow’s categories (1998, 2002, p. 31).  

An easy alliance: Social work and human rights 

There is a natural goodness of fit between the principles of human rights and social 

work values and consequently there is an increasing call for social workers to align 

with, and adopt a human rights perspective (Briskman & Cemlyn, 2005; Calma, 2008; 

Cemlyn & Briskman, 2002; Centre for Human Rights, 1994; J. George, 1999; Ife, 2001; 
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Lundy & van Wormer, 2007; Pyles, 2006; Reichert, 2003). This is particularly relevant 

to the 2nd and 3rd generation of human rights as they emerge from the same 

philosophical genealogy – social democracy. This easy alliance not only benefits social 

work through providing a framework “… within which moral reasoning and decision-

making can take place” (Ife, 2001, p. 141), but it also activates a multitude of social 

workers to enact and advocate for human rights from the bottom-up.  

The increasing call for social work to engage with human rights is connected to the 

decline of the welfare state flagged in earlier chapters, the continued influence of 

international corporations through unfettered capital and the rise of the security state.  

Giroux (2002) calls this changing context the “garrison state”. He uses this term to 

illustrate how predictions that market forces and borderless capital would weaken 

nation-states have failed to eventuate. He argues that, “What has emerged is not an 

impotent state, but a garrison state that increasingly protects corporate interests while 

stepping up the level of repression and militarization on the domestic front” (Giroux, 

2002, p. 143). This changing context leaves social work ‘out in the cold’, so to speak, 

and amplifies the importance of a human rights framework that can provide  “… an 

alternative moral reference point for those who would seek to reaffirm the values of 

humanity” (Ife, 2001).  

The principles at the heart of the UDHR are emphasised in the preamble, “Whereas 

recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all 

members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the 

world, …” (United Nations, 1948). Each of these principles is complex and open to a 

wide variety of interpretations. My intention here is to signal their connection and 

relevance to social work rather than undertake an in-depth philosophical exploration54.  

Freedom 

Freedom is the most well-known and most often referred to human rights principle. In 

the UDHR, the principle of Freedom is relevant to Articles 1 through to 19 and is 

connected to civil and political rights. The International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights - ICCPR (1966) sets out to restrict the power of the State through the 

development of a “shall not” set of guidelines or negative rights that are focused on 

                                                        
54  Reichert (2003) does an excellent job of exploring each of the Articles and locating the connection to 
social work. 
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preventing the curtailment of individual liberty. It was my realisation that the civil 

liberties of Australian citizens were to be eroded under the proposed anti-terrorist 

legislation that was the basis for my presentation described in the introduction of this 

chapter. However, social workers are mostly involved in working with what Jayasuriya 

(2002) refers to as “egalitarian rights” and  are concerned with freedom from want.  

Freedom from want 

… human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom 

from fear and want has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the 

common peoples… (United Nations, 1948, p. 1).  

The use of the word “want” in the preamble is controversial here, and I note that its use 

is connected to the era and context in which the UDHR was devised. More recently the 

concept of want has been substituted by theories of need such as Maslow’s hierarchy of 

needs (Maslow, 1968), considered in Chapter Three. A human rights approach 

reconfigures these needs into rights.  Articles 22 to 30 of the UDHR and the ICESCR 

are the instruments by which the United Nations outlines economic, social and cultural 

human rights. Ife outlines these in more detail,   

These are the rights of the individual or group to receive various forms of 

social provision or services in order to realise their full potential as human 

beings; the right to employment, the right to an adequate wage, the right to 

housing, the right to adequate food and housing, the right to education, the 

right to adequate health care, the right to social security… (Ife, 2001, p. 26).  

These rights directly entreat both the state and the market to take action to ensure that 

human rights are respected and realised. Social workers in Western countries are clearly 

very involved in working towards realising these rights for all citizens. Although the 

extent to which economic, social and cultural human rights are realised is very much 

dependent on the extent to which nation-states take responsibility. This is exemplified 

by the difference in access to health care. In Australia and the United Kingdom, health 

care is universally available to all citizens whereas, citizens in the United States are on 

the whole unable to access free health care (Reichert, 2003, p. 123).  

Attention to freedom from want across nation-state borders has become the purview of 

international aid organisations, development work, non-government agencies and the 
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largesse of nation-states. Social workers are often engaged in this work and certainly 

they were present in East Timor as Aid workers. Again the extent to which this occurs 

in Government is connected to the willingness of nation-states to participate. I revisit 

Mark’s comment to highlight how, in many instances, addressing freedom from want 

internationally is more about furthering the interests of the country, rather than a 

willingness to realise the 2nd generation of rights. 

I think the public at large probably think AusAid and USAid and JapanAid 

and all the other international donors are there for humanitarian reasons, 

but actually that is not true.  In most of the cases, their stated aim is to 

provide aid that is going to benefit the home country. Now there has always 

been debate between aid and trade. In other words if you put aid in you get 

trade. And that has always been the debate.  But I think the public at large 

think that aid is some sort of humanitarian nice thing that you do.  

(Mark Dawson, interview, 12th May 2004). 

Peace 

In the 1960s a television series called ‘Get Smart’ (Brooks & Henry, 1965) satirised the 

power struggle between the United States of America and Russia during the cold war. 

Maxwell Smart was a secret agent in an American spy agency called Control, and 

Siegfried was his Russian counterpart whose agency was called Kaos. As a child it was 

one of my favourite television shows due to the bungling exploits of Max, however it is 

only now that I have come to appreciate the wit and subversive nature of its 

commentary on modern politics.   To start with, Control were the good guys with the 

most amazing technology (Max’s shoe phone was a precursor to the mobile phone), and 

Kaos were the baddies – there is rich material for analysis in these names alone.  The 

following excerpt between Max and his colleague, 99, magnifies the absurdity of the 

use of violence to keep international peace. 

Smart: Yes. You know, China, Russia, and France should outlaw all nuclear weapons. 
We should insist upon it. 

99: What if they don't, Max? 

Smart: Then we may have to blast them. That's the only way to keep peace in the 
world. 

(Brooks & Henry, 1965) 
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Means and Ends 

Smart’s logic emerges out of the positivist paradigm where the whole is understood to 

be the sum of the parts. Each ‘part’ can be split from the whole and considered as 

distinct from the rest. This is informed by Cartesian dualism explained in the Locations 

chapter. Gusmão certainly came to understand the problems inherent in separating the 

means from the ends in the later stages of the East Timorese resistance. As Gandhi 

wrote: “They say, ‘means are, after all, means’. I would say, ‘means are, after all, 

everything’. As the means so the end...there is no wall of separation” (Gandhi & 

Kripalani, 2005, p. 77). In a non-violent approach the means are the ends and the 

emphasis is on processes that are non-violent.  

NonViolence 

As discussed in the previous chapter, a commitment to non-violence does not deny 

humans’ potential for conflict but rather highlights resolutions that are peaceful and 

constructive.  The emphasis is on slower processes of understanding and identifying the 

causes of discontent through arbitration and conciliation. This includes attending to 

human security, respect, equal rights, self-determination, cooperation and harmony. 

These take more time but are ultimately more likely to build lasting peace and certainly 

less likely to damage people in the process (Centre for Human Rights, 1994). Research 

conducted by Sobek, Abouharb, & Ingram (2006) makes a link between non-violence 

and respect for human rights locally and nationally. 

Gandhi 

It would be remiss of me to discuss non-violence without reference to Mahatma Gandhi. 

There is an enormous amount of literature that considers Gandhi’s work in detail 

(Jahanbegloo, 1992; Pontara, 1965). Briefly Gandhi advocated and practiced non-

violence in his relationships and in protests. Gandhi’s nonviolent civil disobedience, 

known as satyagraha (the struggle for truth) was most effectively and famously 

initiated to protest the Salt Laws. These laws were formulated and initiated by the 

British Empire in India and sought to colonise salt production: an Indian resource. 

Gandhi believed violence was destructive no matter what it hoped to achieve because 

the ends are the means. Certainly the East Timorese came to understand this toward the 

latter years of the resistance. There has been enormous damage to individuals whose 
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human rights were violated, but who also violated others rights. As Sen points out, 

“…non-violence is promoted not only be rejecting and spurning violent courses of 

actions, but also by trying to build societies in which violence would not be cultivated 

and nurtured” (Sen, 2008, p. 76).  

This is of particular relevance to social workers as they are often entreated to enact 

policies that are inherently violent. Jeremy discusses the impact of punitive justice 

processes and advocates for restorative justice that has non-violence at its core.  

I actually participated in an organisation in W.A. called Restorative Justice 

W.A. for a period of four or five years and had some training in restorative 

techniques and did some work in schools and so on, about restorative 

justice. And it’s very clear to me that the whole notion of punishment is 

ridiculous, it just doesn’t make any sense! That all we’re doing when we 

punish someone is further victimising them. Because somewhere out there 

they’ve almost certainly been victimised … you know, locking someone up is 

only useful if it’s very, very clear that that person is still a danger to himself 

or other people and that it has to be an addendum to helping restore the 

person.  The notion of punishing people is really just saying “well, let’s ….. 

how can we make this person worse?” Very seldom - there are always 

exceptions of people who manage to turn punishment in the criminal justice 

system into something productive and useful for themselves- but they are 

very much the exception.  

(Jeremy Black, interview, 2nd March 2004). 

 

Practice 

A failure to thrive: Human rights and social work 

In the introduction I outlined a discussion I had with a colleague about rights. This  was 

the first of many conversations, interviews and literature that highlighted rudimentary 

understandings of human rights discourses within social work. This is set against social 

work discourses which reference the term human rights constantly (J. George, 1999). 
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The following excerpt from the AASW Code of Ethics is illustrative; “Social workers 

respect the basic human rights of individuals and groups as expressed in The United 

Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international conventions 

derived from that Declaration” (Australian Association of Social Workers, 2002, p. 8). 

As an individual practitioner I embodied this disjuncture, as prior to this research I held 

a heart-felt belief in the values that underpin human rights but a miserly grasp of their 

philosophical and epistemological origins and what that means for practice. Added to 

this, my understanding of human rights practice was unimagined, by this I mean that 

much of my work with individuals was conceptualised through unsophisticated social 

justice lenses and attended to ‘needs’ work. I had no understanding of the relevance of 

the 2nd and 3rd generation of human rights for social work practice. This may also 

explain the embryonic understanding in some of the interview participants’ responses. 

A number of writers have drawn attention to this dissonance throughout social work 

epistemologies and education over the years (Briskman, 2008b; Centre for Human 

Rights, 1994; Ife, 2001; Reichert, 2003, 2007; Witkin, 1998).  

The integration of human rights discourses into social work education and practice is at 

best, patchy and inconsistent. In a curriculum review I undertook for an Australian 

social work department in 2005, the concept was not mentioned at all.  Whilst this could 

be framed as a debate about semantics rather than an absence of a principled and moral 

approach, nevertheless it raises important questions. Social work academics, researchers 

and practitioners are increasingly arguing for a more comprehensive amalgamation of 

human rights into social work knowledge, values and practice (Briskman, 2008b; Centre 

for Human Rights, 1994; Dominelli, 2007a; Ife, 2001; Reichert, 2007; Witkin, 1998).  

At this point it is pertinent to revisit the conversation outlined in the Introduction to this 

chapter as it captures some of the difficulties connected with the practice of human 

rights. My presentation, which emphasised the apparent lack of social work’s concern 

about the threatened erosion of civil rights, was met with antagonism and defensiveness. 

One response in particular stays with me, “We work for the rights of every man, woman 

and child we work with every day” (Postgraduate student, personal communication, 28th 

June 2002). 

My colleague’s words highlight the connection between social work practice and 

economic, social and cultural rights, although this is more commonly discussed as needs 
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work. This chapter has argued that, on the whole, the operationalisation of the 2nd 

generation of human rights has been elusive and somewhat compromised for a number 

of reasons. There is a disconnect which can be broached by asking how can we  “… 

create conditions in which individuals on the bottom are free to avail themselves of such 

rights as they want” (Ignatieff, 2001, p. 58).  

A discursive approach 

There is a tendency to discuss human rights as if they are a product or service (Ife & 

Fiske, 2006). Whilst this objective conceptualisation has been useful when considering 

civil and political rights, a more participatory and inclusive approach is necessary when 

discussing the 2nd and 3rd generation of rights in order to circumvent human rights 

colonising potential. Ife (2007, p. 73) along with Dominelli (2007a) call for a re-

visioning of the normative modernist conceptualisation to an inclusive approach where 

human rights are dialogically constructed. This is particularly congruent with 

community development approaches, which can contribute to the realisation of the 3rd 

generation of human rights. This was discussed in detail in the previous chapter. The 

more normative social work roles considered by Ife and Fiske (below) are focused on 

individuals and social systems with limited attention to structural constraints.  

…social work practice, which in many contexts is about delivering social 

services, is essentially concerned with ensuring that people’s second-

generation human rights are met. Thus in their regular day-to-day practice 

social workers involved in direct services with individuals and families can 

be seen as human rights workers (Ife & Fiske, 2006, p. 37). 

Jayasuriya (2002) suggests that because these 2nd generation rights  “…constitute claims 

on the state” they are more controversial. One of the most common arguments given for 

the lack of attention to the 2nd generation of human rights is the enormous financial 

impost that their realisation would involve (Ife, 2001). However Reichert (2003, p. 130) 

points out that the costs of not meeting these rights is enormous.  She refers particularly 

to the cost of imprisonment in the United States and links the high imprisonment rates 

to a lack of welfare programmes to address poverty. Others draw attention to the 

enormous costs of global inequality and refer particularly to terrorism as a consequence 

(R. Wilkinson & Pickett, 2009). Whatever the reason, there are not the same legislative 

and constitutional guarantees around the provision of economic, social and cultural 
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rights and because of this Staub-Bernasconi (2007) calls them the “neglected human 

rights”. It would seem that the  “… moral imperative to stop poverty or disease is not as 

convincing as the moral imperative to stop torture” (The Economist cited Reichert, 

2003, p. 129).  

Calma provides an example of what 2nd generation human rights work could look like in 

an Australian context. In this example he moves between the needs of the ‘client’ and 

the structural constraints that are impinging on his or her access to human rights. 

Working to realise second generation rights is the bread and butter work of 

most social workers. It involves putting services in place to meet rights like 

the right to education, health care, housing, income and so on. So, every 

time a social worker takes a client to Centrelink to assist them to get income 

support, or liaises with the Department of Housing to find accommodation, 

or refers them to a community health centre for physical, social or emotional 

support they are engaging in a form of human rights work. 

A related point on these second generation rights is that unless services 

actually exist, these rights cannot be met. I’m sure I don’t need to tell any of 

you about how chronically stretched our community health and welfare 

services are. Social workers have a vital role in exposing these service gaps 

to show just how many Australians are missing out on having their 

fundamental rights met. This is important work that can be done both inside 

and outside of bureaucratic processes (Calma, 2008). 

Ife & Fiske (2006) argue that it is imperative for human rights practice to attend to these 

broader structural constraints and it is here that a capabilities approach can be useful. 

This approach emphasises building capabilities (opportunities), which connect 

individual needs with human rights. There is a complex body of work that I can only 

briefly consider here.  

Building Capabilities and Activating Rights 

Nussbaum (2003, p. 41/42) expands upon Sen’s concept of a capabilities approach 

discussed earlier, and proffers a list of what she considers to be central human 

capabilities.  She further highlights that because building capabilities begins by 
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“…focusing from the start on what people are actually able to do and to be, it is well 

placed to foreground and address inequalities…” (Nussbaum, 2003, p. 39).  

 

Figure 5.3: The Central Human Capabilities 

 

Nussbaum (1997, 2003) stresses that this list is dynamic and open-ended, and will 

continue to be modified and developed over time.  The list is a “module” on which to 

consider how we might facilitate the building of capabilities through identifying barriers 

that interfere with individuals freedom and hence choices. She considers this to be an 

important way to begin conversations on the best way to activate human rights.  

As Ife and Fiske (2006) point out, identifying these barriers and developing broader 

actions are an important aspect of a discursive human rights practice, that draw upon 

community work processes. Pyle’s (2006, 2008) consideration of violence against 

women connects to Article 12 of the International Covenant for Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights which clearly outlines the responsibility that “… States Parties to the 

present Covenant recognize the rights of ‘everyone to the enjoyment of the highest 

attainable standard of physical and mental health’” (Reichert, 2003, p. 122).  Again 

there is much to learn from overseas development agencies familiar with working 

within rights and capabilities frameworks. 

Reflection 

The ideals connected to human rights have a vision and a hope for the future. Human 

rights have resulted out of conscious reflection and a global vision for humanity in an 

increasingly global world. They attend to the divisions that inevitably emerge when 

disparate groups come together and can address community issues where discriminatory 
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and exclusive policies lead to oppression. However over time, civil and political rights 

have emerged to be the dominant human rights and this can be attributed to the 

influence of the United States, who is a staunch protector of these rights (through the 

USA Bill of Rights). The dominant discourses of civil and political human rights have 

had limited relevance for social work practice. However human rights enshrined in the 

ICEDCR and which are underpinned by 19th and 20th century social democracy and 

socialism are particularly relevant for social work (Ife, 2001).  Ife (2001, p. 11) suggests 

social workers  “… could make a good case for not obeying the instructions of 

management” if  these instructions were counter to human rights.   

The language of rights has a moral resonance that makes it hard to avoid in 

contemporary political discourse. But it is certainly not on account of its 

theoretical and conceptual clarity that it has been preferred (Nussbaum, 

1997, p. 273).  

There is some important work to be done in foregrounding and raising awareness of the 

relevance of the 2nd and 3rd generation of human rights for social work.  Human rights 

work in the community falls naturally to social workers who are positioned in many 

influential social locations. As earlier chapters have highlighted, they have skills and 

expertise in interpersonal work, working with groups and organisations, community 

development, social policy development and analysis and research. The challenge is to 

link this social work to a human rights framework through education and training.  

A capabilities approach has much to offer in operationalising the neglected economic, 

social and cultural human rights. Capabilities focus on outcomes and include measures 

of human well-being in a language that is not bound to economic growth and opulence. 

Social workers are ideally located in organisations and agencies to advocate for the 

building of capabilities that facilitate the activation of human rights. It is clear that there 

is some important work to be done to make human rights more accessible and 

meaningful in the day-to-day practice of social workers. 

The importance of international cooperation has become more urgent over the last fifty 

years due to a raised consciousness that all our fates are linked. The increasingly global 

nature of social problems such as climate change, pollution, violence, and displaced 

persons are evidence of the need for stronger international cooperation. And most 

importantly in respect to this chapter is careful attention to a concomitant set of human 
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rights principles, policies and practices which attend to the protection of the most 

vulnerable in a global context (Dominelli, 2007a). This requires social workers to move 

beyond frameworks of need constrained by the borders of nation-states and consider all 

humans across the world (Rowlands, 2003).  

There are some, however, who are sceptical of the capacity for a moral ‘patch’ like 

human rights to address the shortcomings of modernity and point to the continued 

violence and oppression across the world as an indication of the failure of human rights 

to deliver. Some see human rights as problematic and conceptualise it as the fifth faith55 

of modernity thereby making it complicit in propagating capitalist social arrangements 

(Webb, 2009). I am mindful of the colonising potential of human rights. The challenge 

is to ensure that constraints are foregrounded and that human rights do not become 

another vehicle with which to carry the four faiths. Discursive understandings of human 

rights provide a way of subverting a colonising modernist discourse and attend to the 

lack of attention to human rights internationally.  

The East Timorese have lived at the extreme end of the struggle for human rights. For 

many years they faced daily risk to their lives, health and safety. Their struggle and 

fight for self-determination through the realisation of civil and political rights puts 

discussions about human rights into perspective.  

I think of the next chapter as a space to pause and critically reflect on the five faiths of 

modernity using the critical theories of reflexive modernisation and risk society. 

 

                                                        
55 Epstein (1994, p. 3), identifies “four great governing faiths of modernism” as  humanism, democracy, 
capitalism and technology. 
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Chapter Six 

 Conversations on Risk 

“The torment of precautions often exceeds the dangers to be avoided. It is 

sometimes better to abandon oneself to destiny” Napoleon Bonaparte. 

The previous chapter explored human rights discourses and highlighted the importance 

of attending to the rights of all contingent on their humanity. In particular this 

emphasised the importance of maintaining human rights for all humans including 

terrorists and non-citizens. After first pointing out that human rights has failed to thrive 

within social work education and practice, I then argued for a reinvigoration of  

attention to the 2nd and 3rd generation of human rights. This reinvigoration includes 

considering a discursive approach to human rights and consideration of a human 

capabilities framework as important additions to human rights practice.  

I consider this chapter to be a space to pause and critically reflect using Beck’s risk 

society thesis as a lens. Many interview participants linked the September 11 attacks to 

the consequences of the project of modernity (especially capitalism) and made reference 

to the social construction of risk.  Consequently this chapter deviates from the structure 

of previous chapters. It brings together participants in a constructed conversation about 

terrorism and risk with Ulrich Beck and other risk society theorists (Beck, 1992; 

Douglas & Wildavsky, 1982; Giddens, 1994). The risk society thesis is a broad 

explanatory framework that falls within the family of structuralist critical theories. It 

emerges out of, and is connected to the notion of reflexive modernisation (Beck et al., 

1994). Further, it provides an important analysis of the current context that is 

particularly relevant to social policy contexts and thus social work.  .  

Introduction 

Frameworks developed by critical social workers challenge the social order, critique the 

mechanisms of the welfare state, highlight the impacts of neoliberal ideologies and 

empower civil society. Dominelli  (1997) suggests that, overall, professional social 

work has been dominated by individual adjustment but that during times of social 
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upheaval and crisis, critical social work emerges with varying degrees of potency. 

Certainly this is borne out by the strength of critical social work during the 60s and 70s, 

a time when social movements emphasising civil rights and women’s rights challenged 

the status quo (A. U. Sale, 2006). Whilst I am hesitant to use the term social upheaval to 

describe the post 9-11 context – the retreat of the welfare state, the expansion of global 

markets, and an increase in government power heightens the importance of 

reinvigoration of critical social work. 

Whilst there are a number of critical social work discourses which offer important 

analyses of “…power, privilege, inequity, discrimination and domination along 

identities of race, gender, class, sexual orientations, religion, age and dis/ability …” 

(Wong, 2004), these provide limited and sometimes unsatisfactory understandings when 

directed at international acts of terrorism. A risk society analysis provides an 

illuminating exposition of the global context and the impact of modernist 

epistemologies.  

Revisiting Beneditx’s Stones 

In Chapter One I introduced Beneditx, a character in the novel Knowledge of Angels 

whose reaction to a loss of faith in God is described below. 

Now the world had come to seem a brutal and purposeless chaos, wholly 

contingent, not a noble building, but a tumble of stones (J. P. Walsh, 1994, 

p. 276). 

I used Beneditx’s struggle to outline the three major Western philosophical positions on 

ontology, the noble building (metaphysical), the secular building (modernity) and a 

tumble of stones (post-modern). I also pointed out that these are not delineated but 

rather coexist, and it is here, considering risk, that this coexistence is most relevant. As 

Beck describes,  

There is, therefore, a close connection between secularization and risk. 

When Nietzsche announces: God is dead, then that has the ironic 

consequence that from now on human beings must find (or invent) their 

own explanations and justifications for the disasters which threaten them 

(Beck, 2006a, p. 333). 
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Giddens’ (1990) and Beck’s (1992) theory of reflexive modernisation proposes a fourth 

position that can be characterised by a crumbling edifice. The emphasis has shifted from 

visionary hopes of improvement and expansion to one of damage control and 

identification of risk to ensure that the secular building does not fall down or is 

destroyed.  “Progress has turned into self-destruction, but not through class struggle or 

revolution, as Marx predicted, but as an unintended consequence, through the 

inexorable and incremental processes of modernization itself” (Lupton, 1999, p. 67). A 

once proud secular building is crumbling and seeks desperately to rebuild and regain its 

former glory, using the tools and materials that have contributed to the crumbling. 

Reflexive modernisation 

Giddens (1990) outlines the concept of late or reflexive modernisation to describe this 

process. He goes on to explain that where classical or first modernity promised a 

transformation from traditional to civilised societies through the four faiths of 

humanism, technology, capitalism and democracy (Epstein, 1994, p. 3); reflexive 

modernisation proposes that the global community is confronting the unintended 

consequences of modernity. This transition from first modernity to its reflexive 

manifestation occurs unevenly and is imprecise and patchy (Spence, 2005). As Beck, 

Bonss and Lau (2003) point out, reflexive modernisation  “…is a decidedly non-linear 

notion of change and modernity”. 

Reflecting on Reflexive 

The term reflexive is used in a variety of ways in a number of contexts, thus some 

clarification is necessary here. Lash provides some explication of the way it is used in 

reflexive modernisation. 

Reflexivity… has more to do with reflex than reflection. Reflexes are 

indeterminate. They are immediate. They do not in any sense subsume. 

Reflexivity, Beck notes, is characterized by choice, where previous 

generations had no such choices. What Beck often omits to say is that this 

choice must be fast, we must – as in a reflex – make quick decisions (Lash, 

2003, p. 51).(Emphasis added). 
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Thus reflexivity is the noun and reflexive the adjective. As Beck puts it, the term 

reflexive is above all concerned with “self-confrontation” (Beck, 1999, p. 73). He 

overlays this concept of reflexivity onto the structure/agency dichotomy and discusses 

two levels of confrontation. The first occurs at a broader structural level as 

governments, scientists, and communities confront the negative consequences of 

modernity. This leads to the development of reactive policies and practices and has 

evolved into what Beck describes as the “risk society” (Beck, 1992). The second 

confrontation occurs at an individual level through a process of individualisation (Beck 

& Beck-Gernsheim, 2002) which is considered in more detail in the Individualisation 

section below.  

Risk Society 

…refers to a particular phase in modern society in which new risks or 

hazards emerge as by-products of science technology and industry. …In risk 

society we are preoccupied with regulating the future, normalising things 

and bringing them under control…Risk society theorists claim that 

contemporary life is saturated with considerations of risk, resulting in 

increased anxiety, uncertainty and even emotional breakdown (Webb, 2006, 

p. 20). 

The risk society thesis is an important addition to the family of critical theories and 

provides an illuminating exposé of the nature of contemporary social work knowledge 

and practice. Several interview participants, whilst not referring directly to risk society 

thesis, used analyses that fit easily within a risk society framework. Other participants 

told anecdotes based on their experiences that provided powerful statements about the 

way discourses of risk impact on individuals.  

Unpacking Risk 

Real or Constructed? 

Beck’s work incorporates both a realist and social constructionist conceptualisation of 

risk (Beck, 1992, 2003, 2009). He clearly identifies the importance of techno-scientific 

epistemologies in “seeing” risk, but equally draws attention to the processes which 
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facilitate and privilege this seeing (Tulloch & Lupton, 2003). Cottle continues, “They 

[risks] can only become visible when socially defined within knowledge or knowledge-

processing fora such as science, the legal system and the mass media” (1998, p. 8). This 

is supported by Mark, Mary, Joanne and Greg (below) who point out the role that the 

mass media (television, radio, the internet, newspapers), the government, and scientific 

or security experts play in the construction of risk.  Tilley (2004) suggests that all 

benefit from the amplification of risk and the associated moral panic (Thompson, 1998). 

Mark discusses his impression of how the media amplified the risks in regard to 

terrorism. 

Media 

The media have been so successful at stirring everyone up. Some of my 

friends worry about New Years Eve in their local pub. They think that there 

is going to be a bomb in their local pub on New Year’s Eve in Byron Bay 

and there’s going to be a mad terrorist walking through the door.  I just 

think they have lost the plot.  When you get to that level and people are 

scared in rural Australia to go into their local pub because they think there 

is going to be a terrorist bomb, is just nonsense, total nonsense. 

We don’t have exposure to the press here; we don’t have exposure to the 

press here [East Timor] in the same way because we don’t, as ex-pats we 

don’t. You can only get the radio now and then and those people that have 

got televisions here I guess. But if I turn on the Internet, every time I turn on 

my email there is a new banner headline, which is usually something like, 

“US fears chemical warfare” on the anniversary of something of some 

event.   

(Mark Dawson, interview, 12th May 2004). 

Every participant shared this view of the media, with Mary even going so far as to 

consider the coverage traumatising and unconscionable. 

Oh, particularly with the September 11.  I mean, you couldn’t put – every 

time the news was on they showed the same pieces of film over and over and 

over again with no thought about how is this affecting people.  How is it 

affecting children?  How is this affecting adults?  You know, but what is the 
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visual impact of that and then allowing for the fact that these people have 

colleagues, families, friends that, well, they also impacted on that 

connection.  You know, it’s traumatising.  They don’t take responsibility and 

I think they should be held to account.   It’s unconscionable what they did.   

(Mary Johnson, interview, 1st March 2004). 

Government 

The government is mainly doing it [manipulating the public] mainly for 

political purposes to keep themselves in power really.  That is the obvious 

one and the spin off is that their supporters who are generally… Well in this 

case…in the case of America and Australia it’s they are supported by large-

scale businesses and large-scale defence industries supporting the 

government. 

(Mark Dawson, interview, 12th May 2004). 

There are many commentators who, like Mark, engage a Machiavellian (Machiavelli, 

2006) perspective and take the view that both Western and non-Western Governments 

have used and continue to use terrorism as a “Trojan horse” to increase Government 

power (Koo, 2005; McCulloch, 2003). This is a position that suggests that the risks have 

been deliberately amplified in order to justify legislative changes that provide more 

power to the state (Rhodes & Tscherne-Lempidainenuan, 2002).  

Another feature of the counter-terrorism measures undertaken by the Australian 

government included a public information campaign. An example of the Australian 

government’s information campaign is included below. I took this picture in 2006 (8 

July) at the Perth train station. Note the number of additional signs and banners in the 

background.  
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The “If you see something, say something” slogan was part of a broader information 

campaign that is summarised below. 

It used television, radio and press advertising to give the public information 

on what the Australian government was doing to protect Australia against 

terrorism. The campaign also involved the distribution of the Let’s Look out 

for Australia56 booklet to 7.8 million Australian households 

(Commonwealth of Australia, 2006, p. 24). 

In a compelling study Tilley (2004) analyses the Prime Minister’s letter which 

accompanied the booklet described above, to ascertain if it was information and/or 

propaganda. She concludes that there is a clear political agenda in the letter, designed to 

benefit the Prime Minister’s prospects of re-election. However Greg is more pragmatic 

about this tension between information and propaganda. 

So at one level while saying what an incredibly clumsy, dumb response that 

was [distributing fridge magnets], part of me says that… Another part of me 

says “Hang on, yes, this is a totally new experience for Australia. This has 

caught us all off guard. …”. Part of me also says, “Look this was a really - 

you know, we have never had this experience before, it would have been 

very difficult to have got it spot on or even close to getting it spot on given 

that it has just never happened to us before.”  So part of me is not wanting 

to be overly critical about it.  

                                                        
56 This included a fridge magnet that provided the number of the terrorism hotline and space to write the 
phone numbers of other emergency services.  

Figure 6.1: "If you see something, say something" 
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I just hope to goodness that we have learnt an enormous amount about how 

to deal with this in the future.  And yeah, there are some pretty dumb things 

that they did, and fridge magnets and - fridge magnets is just sort of like – 

it’s a little caricature of how not to do it.  But the booklets - I don’t have a 

major problem with that. Again, it was the best attempt of the government of 

the day.  In a context where no matter what you do the opposition is going 

to criticize you…  

(Greg Taylor, interview, 26th February 2004). 

Industry 

Of course, it suits the various players in the homeland security market to 

talk up the threats and risks of the covert world. As the US business press 

note, “terror may be your portfolio’s security” (Business Week Online, 

2004: 14) (cited Amoore & Goede, 2005, p. 168). 

Since then [9-11] the world has changed. And it has changed in a way that 

the defence industries, the security industries have generated huge amounts 

of money for themselves. Particularly the private contractors in every 

country, to make sure that they are selling arms, they are selling security 

measures, keeping governments in power and to keep some multi-nationals 

making a lot of money through the defence industry. 

You know it is no accident that the world’s biggest industries are I think 

No.1 is oil, No. 2 in terms of expenditure globally is firearms, … No. 3 is 

drugs.  It is a sad state of affairs when they’re the three biggest industries in 

the world and you know if there is no international war somewhere then a 

whole lot of multi-nationals start to have a problem. So where do they make 

money?   

(Mark Dawson, interview, 12th May 2004). 

As Mark and Amoore & Goede (2005) point out, security industries have flourished in 

this context. Defence spending has substantially increased through both the private and 

public sectors (Commonwealth of Australia, 2007, p. 2). Techno-rational solutions 

including, but not limited to facial recognition, biometrics, ID cards, closed circuit 
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television camera (CCTV), x-ray machines and communications interception are 

activated (Ball & Webster, 2003; Brew, 2005). A concerning development is the rise of 

dataveillance57 technologies where data mining transforms individuals into virtual bits 

and pieces which are assessed to determine riskiness (Amoore & Goede, 2005). The 

photograph below highlights the acceptance and proliferation of these technologies, 

where the presence of a “central monitoring room” at the Perth train station represents 

both a mark of reassurance and a reminder of risks.  

 

 

Figure 6.2: "Our new central monitoring room is now live" 58 

There is no question that all of these sectors have important roles to fulfil; however each 

brings a range of motivations and have vested interests in how risk is communicated. 

This underscores the importance of subjecting policy contexts to a critical analysis in 

order to make these vested interests transparent.  

World Risk Society 

 …we are eye-witnesses – as subjects and objects – of a break within 

modernity, which is freeing itself from the contours of the classical 

industrial and forging a new form - the (industrial) “risk society” (Beck, 

1992, p. 9). 

World risk society posits that the global community has been forcibly moved into a new 

era characterised by reflexive responses to risks rather than a planned rational 

development into a utopian society or civilisation promised by modernity (Beck, 1992). 

                                                        
57 Dataveillance is defined as “…the proactive surveillance of what effectively become suspect 
populations, using new technologies to identify ‘risky groups’”(cited Amoore & Goede, 2005, p. 151). 
58 Photograph taken at Perth Train Station on the 8th July 2006. 
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These risks, or  “bads” include, but are not limited to, free roaming unfettered capital59, 

nuclear waste, greenhouse gases, pollution, and social problems including poverty, and 

violence (terrorism) (Beck, 1992). The UN Climate Change conference in Copenhagen 

(United Nations, 2009), the “War on Terror” (President George W Bush, 2001) and the 

economic rescue package in response to the Global Financial Crisis (Munk Centre for 

International Studies, 2008) are examples of recent global confrontations with the 

unintended consequences of modernity.  Beck (2002, p. 41) suggests that these 

responses are more to do with feigning “… control over the uncontrollable”. As Sianne 

points out, a risk society reengages with the institutions of modernity and activates them 

to deal with the unintended consequences of modernity.  

I think what is really interesting is what’s happening – the world is 

changing. And I think this stuff on terrorism does contribute, because people 

say that we are safer in the war [on terror] that we all have safety, but at 

the same time we are really not because our personal freedoms have got 

lesser… are going to become less and less, giving more power to the 

institutions that took us to that unsafe place in the first place...  

(Sianne O’Brien, interview, 20th July 2004). 

Attempts to regain a sense of certainty and control lead to an attempt at predicting and 

preventing risk as well as identifying risky Others. Rasmussen (2004) calls this the 

“…presence of the future” and makes the point that it is “… not present actions that are 

to produce future results, but perceived future results that produce present actions” 

(Rasmussen, 2001, p. 293). In focusing attention on “perceived future results” it is 

inevitable that this will lead to controversy as groups with vested interests (media, 

government and industry) perpetuate discourses of risk that are more likely to meet their 

own agenda.   

Globalisation and Modernisation 

You can’t just view terror in isolation.  You’ve got to look at the context of 

globalisation and the impact that’s having on the world and the ecology as 

well. And see that globalisation is, in many respects, the biggest cause of 

                                                        
59 Indeed Beck predicted that capital unfettered by regulation and nation state boundaries underpinned by 
laissez faire market ideologies would inevitably lead to a serious financial crisis. This prediction seems to 
have been realised in the serious global financial crisis  (GFC) that swept the world in 2008.  
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expressions of terrorism in disenchanted areas. So that’s what I think, when 

I think about terrorism. 

(Tom Lyons, interview, 16th October 2003). 

Tom’s comment mirrors many interview participants who believe that international acts 

of terrorism emerge out of a set of circumstances and in a context. This is not surprising 

from a group of social workers who are encouraged to think systemically and to pay 

attention to contextual factors. A persistent formulation of the reason for acts of 

international terrorism was globalisation. Kenny (2007, p. 52) suggests that 

globalisation considered from the Left, highlights the potential for “…new international 

networks of workers and political activists”, and considered from the Right can lead to 

the “…opening up of lucrative markets and the supply of cheap and non-unionised 

labour”. These different understandings are often conceptualised as globalisation ‘from 

below’ and globalisation ‘from above’. Whilst the title of Brecher & Costello’s book 

(1994) ‘Global Village or Global Pillage’, neatly captures the ideological rupture 

between the two perspectives, the division, as always, is not that neat. There is a great 

deal of debate about and consideration of the concept of globalisation (Kagarlitsky, 

1999; Singer, 2002; Wiseman, 1998). In this chapter globalisation is linked to the 

project of modernity (Gray, 2005; Nash, 2000, p. 64).  

Thus we can imagine Epstein’s (1994) four faiths of modernity; humanism, technology, 

democracy and capitalism discussed in earlier chapters, moving outwards and breaking 

through the borders of nation-states. Humanism floats over the borders and challenges 

local deities with a split that diminishes the spiritual and mythical as uncivilised. Capital 

and technology are easily exported and lead to the development of  “…capitalist social 

relations worldwide and [have] altered people’s perception of the possible …” 

(Dominelli, 2007b, p. 3). Whilst democracy is exported with purported good intentions, 

there are ongoing concerns that it serves the powerful at the expense of the weak and 

vulnerable. Shiva (2004, p. 5) suggests that globalisation is a Western process which 

has led to the “…systemic and systematic impoverishment” of non-Western people and 

contributed to increased inequality across the world (R. Wilkinson & Pickett, 2009). I 

have used the notion of border projection in to illustrate this International discourse.  
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It’s very clear to me that it’s the unfair distribution of resources on our 

planet that is creating all these refugee situations, and the subset of that is 

racism, the way in which racism is also being used to justify the allocation 

of resources to people with fair skin on the planet and to deny or to rob the 

people with the dark skin. In the meantime we have to address the…. 

electoral political system that encourages us to manipulate people’s feeling 

for short-term gain.  That can’t continue.  We have to address the capitalist 

system, which actually thrives on people’s misery and makes a lot of money 

out of other people’s hurt and distress.  We have to figure out ways of 

redistributing wealth or we have to figure out ways of ensuring that these 

huge disparities between rich and poor can be closed.  

(Jeremy Black, interview, 2nd March 2004). 

The Boomerang Effect (Beck, 1992, p. 37) 

Sooner or later the risks also catch up with those who produce or profit from 

them (Beck, 1992, p. 37).  

Why were people so shocked? I couldn’t understand why they were so 

shocked that it [9-11] had happened? Really that they didn’t see it coming 

that’s bad enough, but that they couldn’t understand….But I just can’t 

understand, you know, what keeps us safe because we are the West and 

everything happens, we do it to other people or it happens somewhere else, 

it doesn’t happen here, kind of thing? 

(Sianne O’Brien, interview, 20th July 2004). 

… in Australia, that we’re not in a position to, if we got attacked, we 

wouldn’t be in a position to think about why it was that we got attacked. 

What are the things that we could do to share our wealth and to share the 

burden of living so that we could be part of the world community instead of 

a protected elite? It’s very hard for us to see that we’re a protected elite 

because we’re so obsessed with our own struggles for getting ahead or 

having more money or having two cars instead of one and so on… 

(Jeremy Black, interview, 2nd March 2004). 
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Sianne and Jeremy’s observations mirror Beck’s assertion that instead of a certain, 

predictable, compassionate, and safe society, the Western world is increasingly 

confronted with risks (among other reasons and types of risks), that have emerged 

directly out of the unchecked excesses of Western industrial society. These risks do not 

“…take nation-state boundaries, or any other boundaries for that matter, into 

account…” (Beck, 2002, p. 41). The promise of certainty and control imagined by 

Descartes and promulgated by modernity, is increasingly challenged by encounters with 

nature and Others. As Cixous points out, “Ignorant American global speculation erected 

the T.T.’s [Twin Towers] pyre. All the pain that the United States is experiencing was 

suicidally concocted in America’s chemical and political laboratories” (2002, p. 432). 

On Intentionality 

I mean the symbolism of 9-11 was just fantastic everywhere.  You couldn’t 

have chosen a better, for me, they couldn’t have chosen a better target than 

the World Trade Centre which is all about ripping off the Third World 

primarily.  Just the fact that Manhattan, you know, probably contains a fifth 

of the world’s wealth on this tiny island. That Manhattan probably controls 

about 50% of the world’s wealth, is the perfect symbol. But the problem 

with it is that I don’t think it’s helped at all. To symbolise the fact that it 

hasn’t helped, for me is that a few Americans in the few weeks after that 

said, “Well, why do people hate us?”  They never waited for an answer and 

they’re not interested in the answer.  

(Jeremy Black, interview, 2nd March 2004). 

Jeremy links terrorism to the West’s exploitation of the third world thus directly 

connecting it to globalisation.  This perspective can be considered within a framework 

of reflexive modernisation with one significant difference - the act is intentional. Beck 

emphasises how international terrorism is different to ecological and financial “bads”  

in that it is an intentional act which  “…aims to produce the effects that other crises 

produce unintentionally” (Beck, 2002, p. 44). Jeremy goes on to suggest that a lack of 

genuine interest in asking questions about the reasons for the attacks signals both an 

ignorance/arrogance and a naivety about the rest of the world. Here terrorism is framed 

as a change strategy that seeks to draw attention to the consequences of globalisation in 

an international political context. Astrid also makes this point, 
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Terrorism … would be arising when there is a policy taken by a big country 

and UN authority which is not giving its benefits to the minority country or 

especially for third world country. Second, terrorist is arisen because of 

technology development and actually is caused by the Third world country 

as a reaction of the policies taken. … When they want to make a policy and 

they want to make decision they must think how [it affects other countries] 

… what happens after they make a decision?  I want to make 

recommendations to all superpower countries, including the authorities, not 

to take decisions without considering the consequences. 

(Astrid Flores, interview, 13th May 2004). 

These terrorist acts precipitated a shift in the way in which the West viewed 

international Others. These Others moved from being passive, exotic subjects to active, 

engaged and dangerous citizens of the world who were acting back using violence. 

However as Jeremy points out, the problem with it is that I don’t think it’s helped at all.  

A counter-terrorist response is framed as a “War on Terror” (President George W Bush, 

2001) and a Coalition of the Willing formed to fight this war. Mohamad Mahathir the 

Prime Minister of Malaysia concurs and suggests that, "Since September 11th, the rich 

and the powerful have become enraged with the poor half of the world" (Mahathir, 

2003).  

Individualisation 

Individualisation is the second “self-confrontation” (Beck, 1999, p. 73).Beck & Beck-

Gernsheim’s (2002) concept of individualisation is the institutional response to 

individualism that is connected to neoliberal ideologies. Individualisation instead is 

concerned with the increasing focus on individuals in the institutions connected to 

modernity. The individual is the centre of attention of economic and social 

arrangements and focus of government policies. Each individual is responsible for 

planning his or her life, preparing for and then averting risks such as illness, 

unemployment, and old age. As Beck points out,  
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In the individualized society the individual must therefore learn, on pain of 

permanent disadvantage, to conceive of himself or herself as the centre of 

action, as the planning office with respect to his/her own biography, 

abilities, orientations, relationships, and so on (Beck, 1992, p. 135). 

 

Figure 6.3: "The Joy of Worry"(Chast, 2005) 

My father is very fearful of so much.  He doesn’t trust people. He has a 

German shepherd. He has grills. He has security locks. I’m more scared 

he’s going to lock himself in his house and not be able to get out if there’s a 

fire. He is so obsessed with protecting his things. And he can’t understand 

that my car’s unlocked. The neighbours and we flit back and forth; get them 

to do things. He can’t understand that community trust living.   

(Joanne Lewis, interview, 5th January 2003). 

Joanne’s description of her father exemplifies the individual stresses and anxiety that 

Beck & Beck-Gernsheim (2002) pinpoint as a hallmark of a risk society. In a risk 

society it is every individual’s responsibility to limit and mitigate risks to personal 

safety and ensure belongings are protected. Joanne’s father is the quintessential good 

citizen, who takes responsibility for himself and his belongings and is self-sufficient 

(for now). Individuals unable to take responsibility for their lives and mitigate risks, are 

considered to be at fault through faulty planning, careless trusting and bad decisions. 
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This process neatly shifts structural inequalities to the individual (Lupton, 1999). Little 

wonder the family in the illustration (above) has taken to remaining indoors strapped to 

their seats with helmets on. 

The social policy approach has shifted from a vision of a civil society as a community 

of support, to one where individuals are expected to seek individual solutions using 

rational problem solving processes. An Australian example is compulsory 

superannuation where the responsibility for funding the support of the elderly has 

shifted from the state to the individual. This highlights the transformation of social 

security to individual risk management.  

What of social work? 

Social work’s perennial wrestle with the care/control continuum re-emerges and is 

amplified when considered through a risk society lens (Powell, 1998). The language of 

risk and risk management is not new to social workers who are trained in, and 

extremely adept at making decisions around risk. This role is historically cradled within 

the concept of the welfare state, where the emphasis was on the redistribution of goods 

that marked Australian society as fair and socially just. However in a risk society social 

workers are called upon to operationalise individualisation that shifts responsibility for 

social security to the individual (Beck & Beck-Gernsheim, 2002).Webb (2006) calls this 

the privatisation of risk and social workers are engaged to manage this in two distinct 

groups.   

Caring: Fateful Moments 

The first group are the ‘good’ citizens like Joanne’s father who, on the whole, have 

taken control of, and responsibility for their own life. However, due to a crisis which is 

outside of their control, they have become overwhelmed and require assistance. Giddens 

calls these “fateful moments” and social workers respond to support individuals through 

these moments until they can manage on their own again (cited Webb, 2006). These 

responses were considered in Chapter Three that discussed crisis discourses. The second 

group are the risky people. 
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Controlling: Managing the risky 

In Australia this extends to the unemployed, the single mothers and all the Others who 

are different and somehow considered to be a threat. Social workers are engaged to 

work with, and fix these individuals who are deemed to have failed in their life planning 

and who, in some cases, remain perpetually needy and dependent. Tom provides a 

powerful summary of the manner in which this group of individuals are conceptualised 

in the Australian context.  

…they’re superfluous … that particular client group [the elderly] and other 

client groups that we deal with, because of the fact that they’re defined as 

Other and then the services that they get reflect that position. They’re 

perpetually doomed to inadequate services and frustrations ... and then it 

can manifest itself in all kinds of dysfunctional ways. So, so you know if 

you’re a single mum there’s been a reduction in your rights and your access 

to services. If you’re unemployed you’ve been demonised. If you’re on 

disability pension you’ve been demonised to the extent that Costello60 even 

had the nerve to sit, sit with Kerry O’Brien61 and say we’re giving them a 

hand up when we cut their pension. That double speak that’s absolutely 

sickening to somebody that’s in receipt of fuckall and then the guy turns 

around and says, “We’re going to take a bit more away from you ‘cos we’re 

doing you a favour”. 

(Tom Lyons, interview, 16th October 2003). 

Social workers are one of a number of professionals deployed to monitor these risky 

people through assessment and management. As Beck points out, “If a group represents 

a risk, its other features disappear and it becomes defined by this ‘risk.’ It is 

marginalized and threatened with exclusion” (Beck, 2009, p. 4). Attention to the 

structural causes of their circumstances is increasingly substituted by theories of 

individual pathology. In a risk society, structural analyses that highlight inequality and 

oppression are neglected as social workers become transformed into security workers.  

                                                        
60 This refers to Peter Costello who was the Australian Federal Government Treasurer at the time. 
61 Kerry O’Brien hosts a well-known Australian current affair show called “The 7.30 Report” produced 
by the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC). 
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The process of individualisation keeps social work busily assisting with “fateful 

moments” and surveillance work. The challenge for social work is to critically consider 

how these fateful moments can be pulled together to become collective concerns and to 

make explicit the structural inequalities that have constructed so many individuals as 

irresponsible and, therefore, undeserving. The next section pulls together both elements 

of reflexive modernisation: risk society and individualisation.  

Experiencing risk society 

The section begins by considering two East Timorese situations and then moves to post 

9-11 Australia. They move outwards from domestic risk, to national and then 

international risks.  

“That is what they are saying” 

Whilst I was in East Timor in 2004, several interview participants made reference to the 

Ninjas62 who were the subject of much conjecture and anxiety. Sister Sam, a Catholic 

Nun, told me about the Ninjas whilst we were sitting in an empty classroom at a school 

just outside of Dili. She begins, 

At first I told you they were just terrorising, that’s how I heard it first, but 

now I am hearing that they robbing the people and raping people. Raping 

the ladies in the house, even young girls  … that is what they are saying, 

students are saying this is what happened to their families. The stories say 

that people, maybe a couple or maybe a handful, were dressed in black, 

…it’s not a mask but a hood, a black hood over their face with eyes. They 

call themselves Ninja and they go [yell], “Ninja!” And the people [in 

villages] have decided that when they do that, when they hear the word 

Ninja, whoever is closest to the pole, will start hitting a pole so that people 

come out to look for the Ninja... out of their homes.  

(Sam Athens, interview, 3rd May 2004). 

                                                        
62 There was much conjecture and speculation about the Ninjas and their motivations. They used similar 
tactics to “Armed groups which became known as “Ninja” squads [that] roamed the streets of Dili after 
dark, creating a sense of terror among the population” in the 1990s (CAVR, 2006b, p. 118).  
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Whilst there are a myriad of ways of making sense of this account, particularly in light 

of East Timorese history, the pole hitting described by Sister Sam, is considered here as 

an example of what both Giddens (1990) and Beck (1992)  call pre-modern social 

practices. That is, there is a reliance on local knowledge, habit, and observation to 

communicate to others in the village (Lupton, 1999). It is a community member 

(whoever is closet to the pole) who identifies risk and warns others to be alert. There is 

a spatial, temporal, and relational connection between the person communicating risk 

and the community.  

The following example details Kaileki’s response to a tsunami warning in East Timor 

that was issued shortly after the tsunami devastated Aceh. He begins,  

On the 2nd January 2005 a group raise the issue, “Tsunami coming!!” 

People (including me) in Dili ran to the hills and slept in the mountain for 

one month. There were some car accidents and property stolen from empty 

houses. The government sent a message “Please keep back.  It is a 

rumour.” However the people didn’t believe the police because how could 

the police know when modern countries didn’t know? 

The President Xanano Gusmao visited and pleaded with the East Timorese 

to “Please come back”.  The government made a promise that it will 

support people and provide a warning system where a helicopter will give 

them warning of tsunami. Then it was explained by, civil society 

organisations, geology experts, and civil emergency groups who provided 

information that people understand. But they were still distrusting a bit. 

This is another thing for people to look out for.  

(Kaileki, interview, 10th February 2005). 

When Kaileki asks the question, …how could the police know when modern countries 

didn’t know?, he is referencing one of Beck’s key conditions of risk society: the 

undermining of, and loss of trust in institutions connected to modernity. This lack of 

trust in the institutions leads to another thing for individuals to look out for. Beck 

continues, 

Neither science, nor the politics in power, nor the mass media, nor business, 

nor the law or even the military are in a position to define or control risks 
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rationally. The individual is forced to mistrust the promises of rationality of 

these key institutions. As a consequence people are thrown back onto 

themselves, they are alienated from expert systems but have nothing else 

instead (Beck, 2006a, p. 336). (Emphasis added). 

However an important and interesting difference in the Timorese example is that they 

do have something else because traditional networks are still intact in East Timor. 

Lupton argues that this is in stark contrast to Western countries where an increasing 

reliance on institutions has “…increasingly removed space from place by fostering 

relationships between ‘absent’ others who were distant from each other” (1999, p. 73).  

… the richer we are the more at risk that we are, in the sense that we’ve got 

so much to lose and because our lives are so precarious on this mountain of 

wealth, built on an enormous amount of infrastructure that is quite delicate. 

And if the crunch comes, it’s the wealthy Western countries that are going 

to be struggling. We can’t simply go back to growing vegies you know. 

(Jeremy Black, interview, 20th October 2004). 

Jeremy points out that the welfare state has shifted the management of risk to 

institutions and caring strangers, leaving modern Western states like Australia 

vulnerable because of the enormous amount of infrastructure. As Western individuals 

come to realise that these rational experts are not able to deliver the certainty and 

control promised, they are left with an absence. First God died, now the secular 

institutions cannot be trusted and individuals are left with risk and the task of avoidance. 

This absence is particularly challenging for many in the West in respect to terrorism. 

Joanne describes the impact her participation in the anti-war marches had on her father.  

I know that when I went to protest against the war [Iraq] in Forrest Chase, 

my father was really angry with me. He said, “Don’t you understand that 

George Bush and John Howard know what they’re doing more than us? 

They have inside information. They’ve tried everything.” And I said, “Sure. 

But I just want to make sure that they are…their actions are the most 

peaceful that they can be. So if that happens to be a consequence that they 

need to fight the baddies. Let’s just check that they have, that they have 

checked everything and they know what they are doing and that we’re just 

reminding them. Let’s just check it’s a peaceful and we’re coming from 
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love.”  That’s what I was standing for. I guess he couldn’t really fight that. 

So much.  But he was still quite angry and he said, “You know you’ve got to 

trust John Howard.” 

(Joanne Lewis, interview, 5th January 2003). 

Joanne’s father believes that because John Howard know[s] and they have inside 

information he has no option but to trust the Government. Joanne on the other hand, 

actively questions the Australian government’s decision to join the “Coalition of the 

Willing” (Cameron, 2002). However, contained within Joanne’s call for a peaceful 

response (and mirrored I suspect, by many of the march participants) is a qualification 

that allows for the possibility that there may be no other alternative.  The fear of a 

faceless, nameless, international terrorist, who materialised in September 2001 and then 

re-emerged in London in 2005 as ‘home grown’, is too frightening and unpredictable. 

When it comes to matters of national security and the risk of terrorism, the sentiment, 

“It’s better to be safe than sorry” becomes the default position.  

A Second Enlightenment? 

What is enlightenment? To have the courage to make use of one’s 

cosmopolitan vision and to acknowledge one’s multiple identities – to 

combine forms of life founded on language, skin colour, nationality or 

religion with the awareness that, in a radically insecure world, all are equal 

and everyone is different (Beck, 2006b). 

So what does a risk society analysis offer social work in a post-9-11 world? It 

emphasises the trend to control and pathologise through the processes of 

individualisation. It also draws attention to the broader forces at play, and the 

importance of critically thinking about the global context. As Greg suggests, 

It’s about being more intelligent, about understanding the impact of what 

you do on people is to rein back.  So to me, the chaos is that we have limited 

understanding of one another, either on an individual level, or cross-

cultural or cross natural and [we’ve] got to be smarter about it.  Whether 

we have a Machiavellian view of the world or whether we have what I 

would see as a genuine human moral view of the world, we have basically 
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got to be smarter. So that we are not so clumsy about how we react.  You 

know, how we deal with things, how we make decisions, how we set up 

policies.  We think more about the consequences of what happens when we 

make this choice, this policy, this decision. 

(Greg Taylor, interview, 26th February 2004). 

Reflection 

The concept of reflexive modernisation provides a powerful and important analysis of 

the causes of terrorism and other global problems. Beck’s risk society thesis offers an 

additional critical lens alongside critical theories that consider race, class, gender, and 

language. All these lenses ensure structural analyses are included in the formulation of 

responses to social problems. As Rose points out, it is  

…a matter of introducing a critical attitude towards those things that are 

given to our present experiences as if they were timeless, natural, 

unquestionable: to stand against the maxims of one’s time, against the spirit 

of one’s age, against the current of received wisdom (Rose, 1999, p. 20).  

A risk society analysis exposes the policy trend to individualisation and the 

amplification of risk in policy responses to social problems. Social work is recruited to 

work with individuals to assist through “fateful moments” and to control the 

“irresponsible”. As needs analysis are increasingly replaced by risk assessments, it has 

become increasingly urgent for social work to reengage with critical lenses that provide 

important revelations of the context. A risk society lens is an additional tool for social 

workers to apply in order to understand the global situation.  

As the impact of human activities on the environment “boomerangs back” to borrow 

Beck’s term, it is likely there will be an increasing sense of fear and uncertainty in 

communities. It is inevitable that there will be some level of social upheaval as new 

ways of living in these contexts are considered. The nature and extent of this upheaval 

is unclear but there is an increasing urgency for social work to at least begin an 

engagement with practice responses that attend to the world’s situation. As Jeremy 

suggests basically we have got to be smarter and work to advocate solutions which 

emphasis cooperation and care to counter the tendency for division and suspicion. 
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When I travelled to Timor Lestè in 2003 and 2004, the 2001 terrorist attacks on North 

America and the 2002 Bali Bombings were still raw and aching wounds in the psyche of 

Australians. An ever-present flow of media headlines, “Carnage as Bomb blasts Destroy 

Clubs Bali Terror”, (2002, p. 1), “World Heeds Terror Alert” (2003b, p. 1),  “New 

Terror Threat” (2004, p. 1) along with reactive government policy that urged us to “Be 

Alert, but Not Alarmed” (Commonwealth of Australia, 2003) and to “say something if 

we see something”, hovered over an increasingly vigilant population. Australian 

government warnings highlighted the high risk of terrorist attacks in Timor Lestè, 

particularly in areas frequented by Westerners.  It was as if Australia had become 

blanketed in a hyper-reality that could only be seen from the outside (Baudrillard cited 

Webb, 2006, p. 2). As I boarded the plane I gazed back at Western Australia with the 

sad eyes of a final goodbye. I was reasonably certain that I was not coming home. 

However, as I sat in a high-risk café in high-risk Dili, I realised I felt less risk, less help-

less, freer and lighter than I had in Western Australia. This experience provided me with 

a powerful example of the importance of making visible the social structures (media, 

advertising, policy, education) that are ever-present and influential in our society. 

Beck’s (1992) risk society theory freed me from enormous anxiety. On my return to 

Australia I was able to maintain this awareness and remained relatively untouched by 

the continuing chatter and amplification of risk.  

(Journal Entry, January 2005). 

The following chapter departs from the modernist project and considers Ecological 

epistemologies, although I must point out that as a child of modernity it is difficult to 

completely expunge the influence and impact it has had on me.  
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Chapter Seven 

 Beyond Modernity 

Ecological Discourses 

‘The difficulty with celebrating modernity,’ he declared, ‘is that we live 

with so many persistently unmodern things. Dreams, love, babies, illness. 

Memory. Death. All the natural things. Leaves, birds, ocean, animals. Think 

of your Australian kangaroo,’ he added. ‘The kangaroo is truly unmodern’ 

(G. Jones, 2006, p. 65). 

The previous chapter highlighted the importance of reflexive modernisation and a risk 

society analysis in drawing attention to the unintended consequences of the four faiths 

of modernity. Together they provide a very powerful analysis of the policy and 

legislative responses to terrorism in Western societies that emphasises risk and 

reactivity. This emphasis on risk can lead to the decline of relationships ranging from 

interpersonal to international. Beck’s theory of risk society is an important addendum to 

critical social work discourses that provides important insights into the policy contexts 

in which social work practice occurs. 

This chapter considers Ecological discourses that draw upon age-old Indigenous and 

eco-feminist epistemologies. These perspectives posit that there is something 

fundamentally awry about a worldview which places humans above all else in the eco-

system, or as Plumwood (1999, p. 162) describes it – “human chauvinism”. Acts of 

terrorism in this context are connected to a disrespect and lack of care for all life. The 

context moves beyond the mega and into the biosphere. Australian Indigenous art, 

which is traditionally painted from a bird’s eye view, shows clearly that the land, 

sentient and insentient beings are all connected and reliant on each other for survival. A 

Cartesian split is incomprehensible in this thinking as Ecological discourses emphasise 

the importance and connectedness of all that is around, on and in Earth.  Social workers 

who draw upon Ecological discourses highlight interconnectedness, sustainability, 

diversity and the significance of the whole.  
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Introduction 

When the planes flew into the Twin Towers and the Pentagon in 2001, they delivered 

destruction and death, but they also carried with them two things the privileged West 

has invested heavily in forgetting. The first, sparked by the arrival of mega-death in the 

heart of Western civilisation, was a reminder that in spite of an advanced civilisation, 

humans are nature. There is no separation.  The second was the reminder that there are 

‘Others’, out there, who have very different ways of thinking and making sense of the 

world. The carefully established demarcation of Others (including nature), controlled 

and managed by the powerful North63 for its own benefit was violently challenged 

(Naveh, 2002).   

In the pause between the explosions and the outrage, the possibility of living and 

moving forward in a different way hovered in the space between the Global North and 

South. Human Rights discourses, considered in Chapter Five and risk society thesis 

considered in Chapter Six (Beck, 1992, 1999, 2002; Giddens, 1994), provide different 

ways of understanding the way in which the Global North has responded. Solutions are 

sought within existing paradigms, and maintain an emphasis on humans and an 

instrumental interpretation of the Earth. This chapter moves outside of modernist 

frameworks and draws upon ‘pre-modern’ Indigenous and related eco-feminist 

epistemologies. Both have their roots in narratives begun thousands of years ago and 

offer alternative ways of thinking about humans’ relationship with both the Earth and 

each other.  

Introducing Tom 

Tom is a social worker returned to study social work in the late 1990s as a mature aged 

student. I met with him four times and had many phone conversations with him over the 

course of this research. During this time he worked in a number of social work roles 

ranging from an advocate for older people, to a Senior Field officer in the West 

Australian Department for Child Protection (DCP).  He was extremely engaged in this 

                                                        
63 I use the terms global North and global South in this chapter as an alternative to the more common 
terminologies connected to the nation-state. Whilst I acknowledge there are some difficulties with these 
terms, for example Australia and New Zealand are not located in the global North but are considered to be 
a part of it, nevertheless it moves away from the problematic concepts of the West and non-West, first 
and third world and developed and developing. 
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research process and came to interviews with notes he had made in preparation for our 

meetings. The notes included references to a range of books such as ‘The Clash of 

Fundamentalists’ (Ali, 2002), ‘The Theory of Communicative Action’ (Habermas, 

1987), ‘Stupid White Men’ (Moore, 2001), ‘Terrorism and War’ (Zinn, 2002) and 

writers and commentators including Edward Said, Noam Chomsky, Susan George, Billy 

Connolly, and Eduardo Galeano. Tom powerfully connected the Environment and 

individuals through the use of the word suicide (which he uses fourteen times 

throughout the first interview on the 16th October 2003) to make the point that 

environmental destruction inevitably destroys humans.  He is acutely aware of the 

importance of the Ecological and makes a link between a lack of respect and care for the 

Environment and terrorism. He continues, 

So it’s [terrorism], is a kind of intense expression of a system that’s already 

anti-life and that’s suicidal in its path. If you can accept what the 

Environmentalists say and if you can accept a lot of the arguments against 

the destructive aspects of globalisation, you have to accept that we’re on a 

path to suicide and we’re so deluded. 

What I’m saying is you’ll get expressions of terrorism and expressions that 

we don’t pick up as terrorism. That are sort of wreaked upon Nature and 

different life systems, upon the oceans, the sky etc. and all that does is 

undermine our ability to survive and live. And in some people’s desperation, 

the despair and hopelessness is that they don’t see any life so therefore it 

doesn’t matter what they end up doing. We assume that we control and have 

our pulse on life but we’re actually totally deluded and sort of 

unconsciously committing suicide.  

(Tom Lyons, interview, 16th October 2003).  

Knowledges  What the Environmentalists say! 

Western moderns mostly do not relate dialogically to the nonhuman sphere 

and have come to believe that the land is dumb, that culture and meaning is 

‘exclusively an interaction of man on man’ (Thoreau, 1992, p.655), thus 

strengthening both placelessness and what David Abrahm (1996) calls ‘the 

project of human self enclosure’ (Plumwood, 1999, p. 159).  
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Plumwood’s view that Western epistemologies generally do not value or consider the 

Environment beyond an instrumental interpretation, is supported by other theorists such 

as Naess (1999), Shiva (2004), Suzuki (1997)and McConnell (1997).  

Earth Consciousness 

Beck (1999, p. 8) has coined the term “Earth politics” to describe the increasing 

emphasis on the Earth in government policy and practice. Whilst Earth politics has 

emerged as a reaction to risk rather than a proactive response to a valuing of the 

Biosphere, it signals the beginning of a more inclusive way of thinking. Berry (1990, p. 

xiii) takes a more proactive stance and suggests a move from democracy towards a 

“biocracy”, where the Environment is considered as an equal, and key ‘stakeholder’ as 

it were. This idea is expanded upon by Shiva (2004, pp. 16-17), who in a powerful 

essay, proposes a model of “Earth democracy” which emphasises principles of justice, 

sustainability and peace. Ian Lowe (2007), an Australian who has worked for many 

years campaigning for the Earth, provides a summary of the Earth Charter64 initiative 

(Earth Charter International Council, 2006) whose aim is to,  

…protect and restore the integrity of Earth’s ecological systems, with 

special concern for biological diversity and the natural processes that sustain 

life’, to ‘adopt patterns of production, consumption, and reproduction that 

safeguard Earth’s regenerative capacities, human rights, and community 

well-being’, taking a precautionary approach where our knowledge is 

limited (Lowe, 2007, p. 22) . 

The Earth Charter, with which I frame the values discussion later, draws upon and 

expands the idea of the Charter of Human Rights and provides a framework that 

includes the Earth. Whilst this section has flagged some of the terms that incorporate the 

Earth, it is by no means a complete list.  

                                                        
64 The Earth Charter was developed after extensive consultation with a range of individuals and 
organisations across the world during the years 1994 and 2000. The Earth Charter has been endorsed by 
UNESCO, which described it as “an important ethical framework for sustainable development” (cited 
Gruenewald, 2004, p. 98). 
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On Language 

Reser & Bentrupperbäumer (2005, p. 125) emphasise that “…the language being used 

in the environmental arena is evidencing increasing strain and slippage…”. It has been 

coopted and applied across many disciplines as a means of appealing to the increasing 

consciousness of Environmental concerns. This has led to a range of discourses that 

have a variety of meanings and are applicable in a range of contexts. This section 

considers some of the terms commonly used in Ecological discourses and provides an 

indication of the way in which they are used in this chapter.  

Environment 

Social work is renowned for practice which is based on the interaction between 

individuals and their context (environment) (Coates, 2003a, p. 48). The words 

environment and ecological are generally used to flag social work’s emphasis on a 

systems approach. These usages generally refer to person-in-environment or ecological 

models and most often consider individual’s location within the social and cultural 

context, which includes family, community, and political contexts (Marlow & van 

Rooyen, 2001; Zapf, 2005a). Compton & Galaway (1999) highlight that systems 

thinking in social work emphasises what they call an “…optimal goodness of fit” 

between the individual and their context. Simon’s reference to the environment in the 

excerpt below is an example of how environment is commonly used in social work 

discourses.  

It’s certainly one of the things I have drawn from social work is having a 

better framework in my own head for looking beyond, looking even beneath 

what a presenting issue is to find out how you can explain the situation, 

getting to that point and not just accepting that situation as it presents.  And 

if you look at basic social work assessments, then it is actually 

understanding the person in the context of their family and their 

environment and it is not just about this person needing some type of 

financial assistance at this point in time. 

(Simon Young, interview, 10th July 2004).  

It is paradoxical that person-in-environment and/or ecological perspectives do not 

generally consider the actual physical Environment and Ecology for which they are 
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named. This chapter re-establishes the biosphere within these systems and reclaims the 

terms Ecological and Environment as descriptors of the physical Environment as well 

as the social.  I have endeavoured to keep these definitions broad rather than capture the 

nuances and complexities65 that are inevitable aspect of these ecological debates. 

Environment is defined as “the sum of conditions affecting a particular organism, 

including physical surroundings, climate, and influences of other living organisms” 

(environment, 2008).  

Nature 

Social workers and social work discourses use the word nature in a variety of ways. The 

Oxford English Dictionary provides a number of definitions of nature, which are useful 

to explore for the purposes of this section. I begin with a definition that posits that 

nature is the “…innate or characteristic disposition of a particular person, animal, etc.” 

(nature, 1989). This usage is highlighted in the interviews where, in all but one, the 

word nature is used to hint at an essential characteristic. Examples include; the nature of 

law, nature of crime, my nature, and the true nature of al-Qaeda. 

Leonie however, uses a different understanding of nature. I think people have been 

horrible to each other and loving to each other since day one.  So I don’t think that is 

going to change, human nature is what it is and I see humanity evolving.  I mean I think 

the consciousness of humanity is evolving all the time (Leonie Jones, interview, 12th 

January 2004). Again the Oxford English Dictionary provides a useful explication of 

this use. Nature here is the “… basic character or disposition of mankind; humanity, 

humanness” (nature, 1989). 

It is used less often in social work to consider the “…phenomena of the physical world 

collectively; esp. plants, animals, and other features and products of the earth itself, as 

opposed to humans and human creations” (nature, 1989). The tendency in most social 

work discourses is to treat this physical world as extraneous to their practice or as “dark 

and dangerous” (social work student, personal communication, 6th April 2009). 

Exceptions to this position are some community discourses where the importance of 

attending to the Environment is emphasised (Clarke, Connors, Dillon, Kelly, & Kenny, 

2008; Ife, 1995, p. 23; Tesoriero, 2010). This definition considers that Nature is “…the 

whole natural world, including human beings; the cosmos” (nature, 1989). This locates 
                                                        
65 See Dobson (2000), Low (1999) and Martell (1994) for readings that explore these complexities in 
more detail. 
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humans within and as a part of Nature and thus closes the Cartesian gap. In order to 

differentiate between the common social work usage and how these terms are used in 

this chapter I have capitalised Nature, Ecological and Environment. 

Ecology 

The term ecology is said to have originated from the work of Ernst Haeckel who in 

1866 defined ecology as the “…science of relations between organisms and their 

environments” (ecology, 2001). The word Ecology is used to describe a wide range of 

understandings in a variety of disciplines. This range and diversity means that all cannot 

possibly be captured here, however I consider three Ecological strands in the 

Knowledge section below. These three, Shallow Ecology/Environmentalism, Social 

Ecology and Deep Ecology/Ecologism are representative of the main debates and 

controversies within Ecological discourses. The following section begins with a 

consideration of shallow Ecological epistemologies. 

Shallow Ecology/Environmentalism 

Environmentalism, or shallow Ecology as it is often referred to, are embedded in 

modernist views of the relationship of humans to Nature. The Cartesian divide locates 

humans outside of Nature and considers the Environment of value only in relation to 

how useful it is to humans. This is understood as an anthropomorphic or instrumental 

way of understanding the relationship between humans and Nature. It can be considered 

a reformist approach as it argues for change within existing social systems.   

The main critiques of shallow Ecology centre on this reformist approach. There is no 

requirement for humans in the Global North to change their consuming behaviours that 

many argue have led to Environmental problems. Rather there is an increasing reliance 

on science and technology to ‘fix’ environmental problems and damage as they appear – 

an example is the shift to bio-fuels as a response to the diminishing supplies of oil. This 

‘solution’, originally touted as an environmentally friendly alternative to carbon 

producing petroleum, has created a raft of unintended consequences which have 

contributed to more pollution and exploitation in the Global South (L. Smith & Elliott, 

2008). In this example humans are not called to change the way in which they think 

about or act towards the Environment.  
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Social Ecology 

Social Ecology is a strand of Ecological epistemology that is particularly relevant for 

social work. The term Social Ecology was coined by Murray Bookchin (1995) in the 

late 1970s. This chapter uses a definition which considers Social Ecology as  

“…concerned with promoting social changes that could end exploitation and 

domination within human society and establish an ecologically sound relationship 

between humanity and the natural world” (B. Taylor, 2005, p. 1569). The core of this 

perspective is premised on the irrationality of the “… ‘grow or die’ dynamic of the 

corporate capitalist economy” (Levine, 1991, p. 13) and the involvement of the state in 

these arrangements. 

…the vicious circle of demographic pressure and poverty leads to the 

depletion of resources – falling water tables, wells going dry, shrinking 

forests, collapsing fisheries, eroding soils, grasslands turning into desert, 

and so on – and how this resource depletion, exacerbated by climate change, 

produces failing states whose governments can no longer provide security 

for their citizens, some of whom in sheer desperation turn to terrorism 

(Capra, 2008). 

The emphasis in Social Ecology is on changing the way in which humans, particularly 

in the Global North, think about and relate to the Environment using secular 

epistemologies. Central to this is a call to fundamentally transform social structures that 

perpetuate the domination of Others and the Environment in the pursuit of growth and 

consumption. Thus social justice and Earth justice are inseparable in Social Ecology.  

Bookchin (1995) considers that civil society and communitarian responses (as discussed 

in Chapter Five) are best placed to ensure that humans and the Environment are given 

equal and respectful attention. Whilst humans are understood to be a part of nature; their 

consciousness and awareness of the world sets them apart from other beings. It is this, 

Bookchin argues, which gives humans an ethical and moral responsibility to guard 

against exploitation and oppression in both social and Environmental spheres. Social 

Ecology is most closely aligned with social work values and this is considered in more 

detail in the Values section below. 
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Ecofeminisms66 

Eco-feminisms connect the domination and oppression of females with that of the Earth. 

Val Plumwood, an Australian eco-feminist always had an interest in the Environment, 

but this developed into an acute awareness of her own embeddedness in Nature after a 

crocodile attacked her in the Kakadu National Park in Australia in 1985. She elaborates,  

As my own narrative and the larger story were ripped apart, I glimpsed a 

shockingly indifferent world in which I had no more significance than any 

other edible being. The thought, “This can't be happening to me, I'm a 

human being. I am more than just food!” was one component of my 

terminal incredulity (Plumwood, 2000). [Emphasis added]. 

Eco-feminisms link the oppression of females with the exploitation of the Earth, and 

argue that in Othering both, an “…interwoven oppression…” (Plumwood, 1994, p. 211) 

is created, that facilitates the maintenance of power for man (specifically white males). 

Plumwood cites the Cartesian split, which privileges rationality, maleness and science, 

as the main contributor to the domination and continued oppression of both females and 

the Earth. Eco-feminisms challenge these dominant views that construct Nature and 

females as “…silent empty space[s] of absence inviting occupation and self-

imposition…” (Plumwood, 1999, p. 165).  

The emphasis instead is on reconceptualising the Natural world as dynamic, alive and at 

the very least, of equal importance. Central to this is the view that the organic whole is 

more than the sum of its parts and deeper meaning is obtained through fulfilling 

reciprocal relationships between humans and the Environment. Some Eco-feminisms 

emphasise a spiritual dimension that “…combines the mystical and the pragmatic…” 

(Macy cited Hoff, 1994). A reimagining of the relationship between Man and Woman, 

and Human and Nature emphasises reciprocity, care, cooperation, compassion, 

diversity, immanence and balance (Hoff, 1994, p. 21). It is this spiritual dimension that 

locates some Eco-feminisms within Deep Ecology.  

                                                        
66 See Besthorn & McMillen (2002) for a comprehensive review of eco-feminisms. 
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Deep Ecology/Ecologism 

Deep Ecologists such as Arne Naess  (1973) take issue with some Social Ecologists, as 

they believe those social ecologists privilege anthropocentric perspectives and do not 

advocate strongly enough for the Environment. The term Deep Ecology was coined to 

make a distinction between Ecological perspectives that include a spiritual dimension 

and those that do not. Deep Ecology includes a broad body of work and a wide range of 

positions (Drengson & Inoue, 1995). Devall and Sessions (1985), in an excellent 

genealogy, identify features of Deep Ecology in a range of epistemologies and 

ontologies. These include Indigenous ontologies from around the world, Eastern 

philosophies such as Buddhism, along with alternative Western epistemologies. Rather 

than drawing on one definition of Deep Ecology, I refer to the work of Devell and 

Sessions (1985) who have identified eight core principles which are generally accepted 

by Deep Ecologists of all persuasions  (Barry & E. Gene Frankland, 2002). 

1. The well-being and flourishing of non-human life has intrinsic value, 

independent of human usefulness. 

2. Richness and diversity of life contribute to the realization of these values and 

are values in themselves. 

3. Humans have no right to reduce this diversity except to satisfy vital needs. 

4. The flourishing of human life and culture is compatible with a substantial 

decrease in the human population, while the flourishing of non-human life 

requires this decrease. 

5. Present human interference in the world is excessive, and the situation is 

worsening. 

6. Policies affecting basic economic, technological and ideological structures must 

change. 

7. The ideological change is mainly that of appreciating life quality (dwelling in 

situations of inherent value) rather than adhering to an increasingly higher 

standard of living. 
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8. Those who subscribe to the above have an obligation to implement the 

necessary changes (adapted from Devall & Sessions, 1985, p. 70). [Emphasis 

added] 

Bookchin (1995) and others (O'Neill, 2009) are particularly cautious of Principle Four 

as it is this which leads to references of humans as a virus, plague, pox or parasite. For 

example it is argued that treatment for pandemics and plagues should be withheld, as 

they are Nature’s way of controlling the human population. Added to this is often a call 

for a return to ideals consistent with natural selection and eugenics. Social Ecologists 

have raised concerns about the views of some Deep Ecologists who have “…showed a 

callous disregard for human life and a serious ignorance of the underlying social roots 

of the global ecological crisis” (Levine, 1991, p. 19). Whilst these misanthropic strains 

fall within the margins of Deep Ecology, ongoing attention to the rights of vulnerable 

groups remains an important task for Social Ecologists.  

Indigenous Ontologies 

I do not presume Indigenous cultures to be homogenous or unchanging, and certainly do 

not hold the view that we ‘undo’ the strengths of modernity (as highlighted in earlier 

chapters); however Indigenous ontologies provide alternative ways of conceptualising 

the relationship between humans and Nature. I have used the word ontology rather than 

epistemology to emphasis that, in Indigenous worlds, there is no separation between 

mind and body, past and future, man and nature, rather there is an interconnectedness 

which can be captured by the word “everywhen” (Stanner, 1968). This is often 

described as a deep spiritual connection to the land. As the following extract from my 

journal highlights, Australian Indigenous ontologies, incorporate the ideals captured in 

Principle One – that is, that non-human life has intrinsic value.  

Last weekend I went to a music festival in Nannup a small country town in Western 

Australia. Music always calms me and reminds me of humans’ capacity for creativity 

and beauty. This time however, I become impatient as performer after performer sang of 

their personal experiences of death, love and rejection. It is not to say that some of these 

were not beautiful and poignant, because they were. It just seemed to me that they 

resonated with self-absorption and individual angst. Perhaps it could be said that they 

reflected the individualism encouraged by modernity and fanned by neo-liberalism.  
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On Saturday night an Indigenous singer called Geoffrey Gurrumul Yunupingu (a 

Gumatj man) performed. He sat quietly on the stage with his guitar and sang. He sang 

of his totem - the saltwater crocodile, of the orange-footed scrub fowl, of his Bapa and 

of his place in the Universe. His was not a yearning for understanding or a cry of pain- 

it was a rejoicing of his world which incorporated his country, the flora and fauna. They 

were him and he was them. He belonged …and I ached for that. It silenced even the 

woman behind us who had chatted loudly through every other performance.  

(Journal Entry, March 5th 2009). 

The oral tradition of Australian Indigenous cultures means that the amount of written 

work available is not as extensive as modernist tomes (Briskman, 2008a), however 

Fourmile draws attention to a growing body of knowledge which is called Traditional 

Ecological Knowledge or TEK which is, “A term used to describe those aspects of 

traditional knowledge that are directly related to management and conservation of the 

environment” (Fourmile, 1999, p. 220). Henrietta Fourmile (1999) an Indigenous 

woman from the Yidindji nations in Queensland describes the ontological underpinning,  

…in the holistic world view of Indigenous societies, the division between 

‘man’ and ‘nature’ does not exist. Instead, indigenous peoples have evolved 

complex relationships based on systems of eco-kinship with the elements of 

the world that surround them, often expressed through totemic relationships 

with various species, and religious ceremonies that involve the celebration 

of human-nature relationships (Fourmile, 1999, p. 219). 

It is clear that in Indigenous worldviews spirituality is an intrinsic aspect of their 

relationship with the natural Environment. Whilst Ecological discourses certainly 

incorporate a capacity for spirituality, the discussion on Social Ecology emphasises that 

secular understandings and appreciation of Ecological perspectives can be just as 

important.  

Values 

In 2006, there was a controversy when the painting below was selected as a finalist in 

Australia’s largest portraiture competition called the Archibald prize. It was submitted 

as a self-portrait of an Australian Indigenous women, Weaver Jack. Other Australian 

artists educated and raised in modern institutions were indignant and argued that her 
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work was not a portrait but a landscape. For Weaver Jack, however, there is no 

separation as she and her landscape are one: the Cartesian split is non-existent. Weaver 

Jack’s portrait provides a powerful visual representation of the values that are connected 

to Ecological discourses 

 

Figure 7.1: Self Portrait   “Weaver Jack in Lungarung” (Weaver Jack, 2006) 

The Personal is Ecological 

In everyday life we absorb atoms from the air that were once a part of birds 

and trees and snakes and worms, because all aerobic forms of life share that 

same air (aquatic life also exchanges gases that dissolve back and forth at 

the interface between air and water) (Suzuki & McConnell, 1997, p. 38). 

When Park (1996, p. 320) makes the statement the “personal is ecological” she is 

recalling feminisms’ catchcry the “personal is political”67 and re-applying it to the 

Earth. Whilst the Knowledge section highlighted a range of values and principles that 

can be considered within an Ecological framework, there is a convergence of important 

points. These are highlighted and developed in the Earth Charter ("The Earth Charter," 

2001) which is founded on the  “…principle that caring for the earth and caring for 

people are two dimensions of the same task” (Gruenewald, 2004, p. 96).  It is this 

                                                        
67 This work highlighted the effect of social structures on the life chances of females in patriarchal 
societies.   
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interconnection that Weaver Jack’s portrait captures, and Tom is referring to when he 

suggests that by damaging the Environment, humans are unconsciously committing 

suicide.  

Social work 

The two overarching principles, caring for the Earth and caring for people, underpin the 

Earth Charter and are particularly compatible with social work values (Australian 

Association of Social Workers, 2002). However it is evident that social work’s 

attachment to modernist epistemologies has led to a deficit in the “caring for the earth” 

component. This is noticeable when considering the four broad values outlined in the 

Earth Charter, I) respect and care for the community of life, II) ecological integrity, III) 

social and economic justice, IV) democracy, non-violence and peace. Whilst social 

work is strongly associated with the third and fourth value, the first and second are 

generally considered to be the domain of environmental groups (Lowe, 2007).  

There is an increasing call for partnerships that consider all of the Earth Charter’s values 

within a “socio-ecological ethical framework” (Gruenewald, 2004, p. 98).  As Bartlett 

points out, 

Social work theory has seemed slow to respond to change. We are still 

struggling to emerge from a professional identity focused primarily on 

individual and micro level change.... In contrast, environmentalists 

consistently address issues at a macro level, for example, through policy 

making (Bartlett, 2003). 

There are an increasing number of social workers who identify as Eco-social workers 

(Mary, Mosher, Bulla, & Kahn, 2009; Matthies, 2001). Eco-social work is used to 

describe social work that makes “…the connections between social and ecological 

dimensions more visible and even political” (Närhi, 2004, p. 14). This connection 

emphasises sustainability and diversity, two principles that Tom refers to in his 

interviews, and which are considered in more detail below. 

Respect and care for the community of life. 

You can’t really continue in this anti-life destructive path - if you accept 

that’s what it is -and undermine the life supports that you actually depend 
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on, just because you’re deluded into believing that they’re Other and that 

you are the supreme being of reason and civilisation. And that somehow can 

sort of ignore the fact that it draws its life sustenance from these support 

systems and at the same time shits on ‘em every day. It’s just… it’s a kind of 

psychotic madness. 

(Tom Lyons, interview, 16th October 2003).  

Tom’s use of the word psychotic, which means a “…loss of contact with external 

reality” (Oxford University Press, 1995b, p. 1106), powerfully describes the modernist 

disconnect between humans and their life support systems. This disconnect has led to 

behaviours and activities that are not only destructive but also unsustainable, hence 

Tom’s comment that humans draw life sustenance from these support systems and at the 

same time shits on ‘em every day. In contrast, a more lucid approach to the relationship 

could, you would hope, emphasise respect and care through sustainable behaviours and 

activities. At the core of most understandings of sustainability is some connection to the 

idea that, “…it means living in harmony with fellow mankind (sic), bird, beast, air, 

land, sky, and sea…” to “…ensure the continuation of all life on the planet” (Mary, 

2008, p. 33).  

Sustainability 

There is a general consensus across all Ecological discourses that sustainability is 

essential in countering an anti-life destructive path. There is however, a significant 

difference as to which aspect of sustainability is emphasised.  Shallow Ecological 

perspectives tend to focus more on the notion of sustainable development which Barry 

(2002) suggests is, a “…shorthand way of referring to harmonious, secure, stable and 

long-term productive relations between human society and the natural environment”. 

This is a reformist approach, which maintains an instrumental interpretation of the 

Earth. On the other hand, understandings of sustainability connected to Deep Ecology 

and sometimes Social Ecology “…incorporate[s] a concern for the natural world as 

something more than just the means to human development ends” (sustainability, 2002). 

Sustainability in this example applies equally to the Natural world that is considered to 

hold value in and of it self. Central to both understandings is a “sense of futurity” 

(sustainability, 2002) which is more commonly understood as generational 
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sustainability. Children and grandchildren are given a seat at the table, so to speak, and 

consideration is given to the impact of activities and behaviours on future generations. 

The value of sustainability presents a curative to the Cartesian spilt that Tom refers to as 

a psychotic madness. It falls naturally as an extension to social work values and thus 

places social work in an important location in countering Environmental degradation 

albeit suicide. As Mary et al (2009, p. na) point out, what is urgently needed is a “ 

…“sustainable” paradigm of social work that makes connections between threats to the 

family and threats to larger systems”. At the very least, a space for conversations about 

the connections and intersections between sustainability and social work is necessary. 

Ecological integrity 

The second value considered here is diversity. As I read and reviewed literature for this 

chapter my own understandings of diversity shifted from the narrow understanding 

outlined in the excerpt below, to a broader understanding which is considered in the 

biodiversity section.  

Social workers recognise and respect the racial and cultural diversity of 

Australian society, taking into account the further diversity that exists 

among the individuals, families, groups and communities within indigenous 

and other cultures (Australian Association of Social Workers, 2002, p. 9). 

As the extract from the AASW Code of Ethics highlights, diversity dialogues in social 

work have tended to focus on cultural diversity within human societies. This attention 

has ranged from cross-cultural awareness and sensitivity, to a commitment to anti-

oppressive practice (Coates, 2003b). These approaches are generally concerned with 

how to manage difference within a Western framework. Diversity is constructed as a 

complication rather than a value to aspire to. As Tom points out below, the dominance 

of Western culture and a privileging of the four faiths of modernity have contributed to 

homogenisation rather than a flourishing of diversity.  

Western culture is the dominant power and that permeates everything. 

Whether it’s the Environment or Indigenous cultures, or any other trading 

partners. They’re [Western culture]  in a position of privilege and we’ve got 

this sort of notion of Other, where anybody that doesn’t fit in that whole 

perception of civilisation … and that dominant process of production and 
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all the privileges and all that stuff that goes with it, anybody that doesn’t fit 

into that gets defined as Other. … It’s very easy to pathologise them in a 

sense then we can then justify treating them like shit.  

(Tom Lyons, interview, 16th October 2003).  

Tom is clearly troubled by the consequences of a dominant Western culture and links 

this dominance to the diminishment of other cultures and Nature. Whilst he does not 

directly mention diversity in his interviews, it is quietly present as the converse of 

domination. As I read Tom’s words I will Indigenous cultures and the Environment to 

resist and survive. As Suzuki and McConnell state, “…in nature, “best,” “superior” and 

“advanced” are nonsensical terms because on Earth conditions are never constant” 

(1997, p. 138). The narrow understanding of diversity, which is commonly used in 

social work discourses, gives way to a broader understanding, which can be captured by 

an exploration of the term biodiversity. 

Biodiversity 

Biodiversity –is the total hereditary variation in life forms across all levels 

of biological organization, from genes and chromosomes within individual 

species to the array of species themselves and finally, at the highest level, 

the living communities of ecosystems such as forests and lakes (Wilson 

cited Gunter, 2004, p. 11).  

The principles underpinning biodiversity are useful in advocating for and supporting 

cultural diversity.  This places the concept of cultural diversity within Natural processes 

rather than above and outside of them as in the nature/culture split. This is not to say 

that I endorse an uncritical biological determinism, but rather consider the principles 

behind biodiversity to be instructive.  The old adage ‘putting all your eggs in one 

basket’ has an important message that sums up the wisdom of diversity.  The pitfalls of 

a monoculture are powerfully captured by an unnamed Indigenous elder who observed 

in a conversation with Stanner,   “When all the blackfellows are dead all the 

whitefellows will get lost in the bush, and there’ll be no one to find them and bring 

them home” (cited Stanner, 1968, p. 55). 

Moving beyond modernist appeals to conformity requires a shift that highlights that the 

best chance of survival for all is where there is diversity, and that diversity is valued as 
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an end of itself. Thus there are two ways in which diversity can be considered in 

relation to social work values. The first is an expansion of social works’ understanding 

of diversity to include biodiversity, and the second is the use of Ecological and 

biological processes to advocate for and support cultural diversity. Social work’s 

capacity to move beyond a consideration of diversity as a complication, to an 

understanding of biodiversity and its connection to diversity as an aspirational value, is 

one of its most urgent tasks.  

Hope 

 … I mean it’s partly about accepting what you can do and what you choose 

to do that’s important in your own sphere. And then being satisfied that 

that’s enough without taking on the global picture too heavily, and then 

balancing that up with becoming not too sort of insular and self absorbed 

with it either. It’s just trying to find, trying to find a bit of a balance. I mean 

it’s a struggle. It is a struggle. I mean there’s periods where I’m really 

desperate and depressed about the whole situation, and there’s other 

periods where you just pick yourself up and move on. …  I think there is still 

plenty in your life that you can get a lot from. That life’s still worth living 

and that there’s plenty of things out there that you can really enjoy if you 

open your eyes to it. But it’s a daily battle. 

(Tom Lyons, interview, 16th October 2003).  

When Tom speaks of a daily battle, he is referring to his capacity to maintain hope 

when considering the global picture. This is reiterated by Eco-social workers (2001) 

who stress the importance of choosing to  “…immerse our lives in hope” (Mary, 2008, 

p. 44). Broader structural analyses are inevitably linked to tensions and struggles as they 

involve swimming against the tide.  Awareness of and attention to a broader biospheric 

context is bound to lead to some individual tension and struggle, both because it 

challenges modernist discourses and also illuminates the level of global Environmental 

degradation and oppression.  

Alongside of these struggles is a lack of awareness and understanding of what Eco-

social work practice looks like.  Attention to the biosphere in combination with a 

scarcity of visible and proactive models of social work practice have contributed to Tom 
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feeling  …desperate and depressed about the whole situation. The challenge then for 

Eco-social work is twofold: the first is to incorporate Ecological epistemologies and 

values into a proactive and accessible praxis, and the second is to disseminate these into 

normative social work without cooption by dominant discourses (Gruenewald, 2004). 

The following Practice section highlights examples of Eco-social work practice.   

Practice 

North American social workers Hoff and McNutt’s text, ‘The Global Environmental 

Crisis: Implications for social welfare and social work’ (1994), sounds a clarion call for 

all social work discourses to engage more fully with Ecological epistemologies. This is 

not to say that social workers across the world have not engaged with the Ecological in 

the past, there are many examples where they have (Berger & Kelly, 1993; Hoff & 

Polack, 1993; Ife, 1989, 1995), but rather the text calls for social work as a whole, to re-

vision and re-imagine its connection to the four faiths of modernity. Eco-social work 

practice responses range from reformist approaches to radical approaches that call for a 

new paradigm.   

Eco-social work practice can be loosely correlated with the three discourses considered 

in the Knowledge section. Shallow and Social Ecology practice approaches are 

considered briefly as these build upon earlier discourses, whilst Deep Ecological 

practice models are considered in more detail in order to redress the shortage in Eco-

social work practice.  

A Civilised Dialogue – Shallow Ecologies 

The majority of Eco-social work practice examples draw upon reformist Ecological 

discourses (Lovell & Johnson, 1994). This is a normative social work practice that 

includes the Environment through an expansion of the context. In this practice Crisis 

and some Community discourses discussed in earlier chapters, are revisited and the 

Environment added on. For example, instead of a “biopsychosocial assessment” (Silver, 

1994, p. 190), which is commonly undertaken in crisis discourses, a  

biopsychosocialeco assessment would be considered; a mouthful by anyone’s standards. 

The awkwardness of this term represents the difficulties often expressed with an 

expansion of context - it is big and for some, unmanageable. Here, the sum of the parts 

is infinitely more complicated that the whole. It is this that makes an Eco-social work 
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practice appear too hard, complex and irrelevant for some organisations and social 

workers.  

A second example of a reformist Eco-social work approach is where the Environment is 

used as a therapeutic adjunct (Ungar, 2003). In this model the Environment is used in 

much the same way as a medical clinician prescribes medication.  It is summonsed to 

service the needs of humans for meditation (Bartlett, 2003), as a means to revitalise 

mental health and in what Ungar (2003) calls Outdoor Experienced-based Programming 

(OEP) for at-risk populations, for example rafting excursions for survivors of domestic 

violence(Bartlett, 2003). All these practice approaches have significant benefits for 

individuals and are raising awareness of the value of human’s connection to the 

Environment. However, on the whole, they retain an instrumentalist interpretation of the 

Environment. 

I do not want to suggest that this approach diminishes the importance of adding the Eco, 

as this inclusion is often described as a first step in becoming attuned to an Ecological 

sensibility (Coates, 2003b). Whilst reformist Eco-social practices raise awareness of the 

Environment with individuals, groups and communities, they do not address the great 

Cartesian divide and certainly do not encompass structural analyses (Marlow & van 

Rooyen, 2001). They remain firmly tied to a modernist context and constrained by 

connections to the State and neoliberal philosophies. Social work practice is often 

bound by statutory requirements along with funding agreements that prescribe 

individual approaches as the preferred practice method.  As Tom bluntly suggests,  

… you’re still imposing this wanky civilised dialogue to them about how 

they should live, without really acknowledging the fact that the systems 

fucked them and got them where they are in the first place. And that there is 

no real immediate solution to that!  There’s things that they can navigate 

through and make their lives a little bit easier, but that can be seen as just 

adapting to your own oppression in a tokenistic way, rather than resolving 

oppressive structures that are not justified in the first place, and actually 

allowing that person the agency to have a creative and more useful life. 

(Tom Lyons, interview, 16th October 2003).  
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“A Creative life?” Social Ecology 

When Tom argues that individuals should be allowed the agency to have a creative and 

more useful life, he is advocating a shift from practice models that emphasise treatment 

to models where social workers facilitate processes where “…people take action to 

change their own lives and world” (Mary et al., 2009). Maria’s narration of the East 

Timorese story in the Community discourses chapter provides a compelling and 

powerful example of people taking action to make significant changes. At the heart of 

this action is what Freire calls conscientização (1970), whereby the oppressed become 

critically conscious through a combination of education and dialogue. Whilst the 

oppressed in Freire’s work are humans, in Eco-social work the Environment is 

incorporated.  This gives a new meaning to Powell’s assertion that social workers 

should “…  develop their capacity to communicate with [all] subjugated voices in the 

community” (2001, p. 35).  Tom points out (below) that in regard to the Environment 

this requires a different approach, as to date, humans have been missing the signals.  

I kind of think that we’re engaged in Environmental terrorism on a massive 

scale because of our Western cultures and its use of globalised policy and 

trade policy to sort of rape and pillage the earth. And then what we get … 

[The] Palestinians is an example of suicide bombers… but what’s to say 

that the whales that beach themselves aren’t committing suicide out of 

desperation as well. Or you’ve got those kind of expressions that we don’t 

pick up on because we still see ourselves as set apart from and probably 

above this whole notion of other – [Nature]. 

(Tom Lyons, interview, 16th October 2003).  

Critical Community development 

The task then in community Eco-social work is to listen differently and to pick up these 

expressions of the Environment.  Critical community development practice provides a 

framework that has the capacity to both listen for and incorporate the voices of the 

Environment (Butcher et al., 2007; Clarke et al., 2008; Connors, 2009; Ife, 1995; Ife & 

Tesoriero, 2006; Kenny, 2007; Popple & Stepney, 2008). A useful example of this 

approach in practice is demonstrated by the work of José Garcia, an East Timorese 

community worker. José told me of his ongoing work with a community in the 
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mountains of East Timor.  This work includes developing a resource centre, improving 

literacy, supporting the development of community radio, establishing and supporting a 

fishing group and training as required. The emphasis is on education and teaching 

sustainable agriculture practice methods. In this example both caring for the Earth and 

caring for people are given equal attention through consciousness raising, education, 

and direct practice experience (José Garcia, interview, 19th February 2005).  

Alongside of this community development practice, José maintains an acute awareness 

of the broader context and the possible implications for this community. He expressed 

deep concern about East Timor’s entrance into the global market place flagged in the 

National Development Plan 2002 (East Timor Planning Commission, 2002). He 

considers the influence of the World Bank and the expected invasion of capital through 

private investment as a direct threat to the sustainable practices in the village. This may 

lead to a shift to an export orientation where productivity is emphasised leading to the 

introduction of fertilisers and chemicals to an Environment that is unique for its pristine 

state.  As well, farmers have expressed concern that they will be forced off their land as 

larger farming operations are adopted due to their higher economic productivity (José 

Garcia, interview, 19th February 2005). José’s role here is to raise awareness of these 

outside forces so as to enable the villagers to make decisions that are based on a full 

understanding of the likely impacts on the Environment and the community members. It 

is through this educative process that “…communities can be empowered to advocate 

for environmental responsibility” (Marlow & van Rooyen, 2001).  

Community Eco-social work is grounded in communities and carried out by community 

workers that emphasise empowerment over treatment, structural analysis over 

individual assessments and involve listening to both the community and the 

Environment. It moves away from the needs of strangers approach to a more holistic 

grounding where the community worker’s main practice is picture building by listening 

to both the Environment and humans and raising awareness of structural influences. 

From having to being (Fromm, 1976): A new story. 

What interests me more is trying to live a life that’s more sincere. That’s 

based on looking at certain beliefs and then trying to put them into action. It 

can be things like not buying a second car and getting public transport, 
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little things like that, and actually preferring to get a train to work than 

driving a car and being a part of that consumerist stuff. 

(Tom Lyons, interview, 16th October 2003).  

Tom’s aspiration to live a life that’s more sincere is in line with the concept of 

“voluntary simplicity” (C. Hamilton, 2003; Mary, 2008, p. 43). This is a way of life 

where individuals make a choice to eschew the trappings of materialism and acquisition 

in favour of a more simple life.  According to Coates this includes, 

• making systemic connections between our lifestyles, behaviors, 

work, and relationships and their impact on Earth,  

• embedding local actions within a global awareness,  

• supporting voluntary limits on consumption to increase ecological 

sustainability(Coates, 2003b). 

This resonates with Gandhi’s entreaty that “We must be the change we wish to see in 

the world68” and is in line with the work of Eco-social workers like Besthorn (1997, 

2003, 2004; 2002), Coates (2003a, 2003b, 2004) and others (Cetingok, 2004; 

McKinnon, 2004; Scherch, 1998). This connects to models of practice where there is no 

separation between the professional and personal. The links between the Ecological and 

political are made explicit through consciousness raising processes that lead to choosing 

actions like “voluntary simplicity”. This appreciation and valuing of Ecology is often 

called “eco-spiritual”(Coates, 2004; Coates, Gray, & Hetherington, 2006; Suzuki & 

McConnell, 1997; Zapf, 2005a). 

Rediscovering the Sacred: Spirituality 

This concept of Eco-spirituality is captured within Canda’s definition of spirituality 

which is  “… the human quest for personal meaning and mutually fulfilling 

relationships among people, the non-human environment, and for some, God” (Canda, 

1988, p. 243). In Chapter One I considered the philosophical location which Falzon 

calls the “medieval world view” (1998, p. 2), and comprises the notion that there is an 

invisible, higher truth with a clear cosmic order. As Coates points out,  

                                                        
68 This is attributed to Gandhi however a source is elusive. I accessed this at 
 http://www.worldofquotes.com/author/Mahatma-Gandhi/2/index.html on the 1st May, 2010 
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Attention to issues of spirituality will become increasingly important in 

social work practice as the changes called for may be experienced as a 

challenge to people’s ultimate values. To prepare for this role, social work 

educators can provide opportunities for students to become familiar with 

their own spirituality, its importance in the personal development of 

individuals, and various ways it can be expressed and nurtured(Coates, 

2002). 

Social work has its roots in religious institutions across the world (Briskman, 2007; 

Lindsay, 2002; Mary, 2008). The increasing influence of modernist epistemologies has 

diminished the credibility of spiritually based practice and, on the whole, social work 

has become wary of engaging with the notion of spirituality. Zapf  (2005b) believes that 

this denial of the spiritual roots of social work is  connected to the Cartesian 

sacred/secular split. The rise of science and the privileging of evidence-based methods 

have lead to social works’ adoption of these epistemologies at the expense of a 

continued connection to the sacred, however that it is understood.  

Reflection 

Perhaps it is time to consider a more subversive approach and regard social work that 

does not take Ecological dimensions into account as anti Eco-social work, thus 

reserving normative social work as Eco-social work. Given social work’s symbiotic 

relationship with modernity, it is not surprising that social workers from the Global 

North have been slow to engage with Ecological discourses. Increasingly however there 

is a call for a “…reformulation of social work education” which fosters a new 

“Ecological sensibility” (Mary et al., 2009; McNutt & Hoff, 1994, p. 303). Marlow & 

van Rooyen (2001, p. 252) and Besthorn (2003) stress the importance of social work 

education that “… is inclusive of the environment at the broadest level” and propose a 

number of ways to facilitate this process. This is supported by North American Bartlett 

who runs “…a course that links professional values of social justice and models of 

ecology, with an application to nature” (Bartlett, 2003). Eco-social work practice must 

challenge and advocate for social change which considers the needs and rights of 

vulnerable human groups, as well as the Environment. The ravages of modernity have 

left no alternative but to engage with the uncertain and the unknown. Coates (2003a) 
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and Capra (2008) argue for a “new paradigm” and a “change of world view” 

respectively.  

Coates (2004) believes an acceptance of an Ecological ethic may lead to a shift in the 

view of the world which can incorporate personal experiences of spirituality. He goes 

on to recount his own personal development from an Ecological awareness to a 

connection to the Environment that he describes as spiritual. Indeed this mirrors my 

own pathway where my concern for the degradation of a remnant of Natural bush in my 

community led to the formation of a community group. My awareness has flourished 

over the years into a deeper more profound appreciation of my connections to Nature.  

I am a member of a Friends of the Bush group in my local community. This bush is a 

small tract of coastal dunes that was set-aside as a natural area by the local council years 

ago. Despite years of neglect and a lack of attention, the Indigenous flora and fauna 

continue their cycles of life, shrugging off the abuse and disregard afforded by humans. 

Once a month, we (five local residents and the occasional social work student69) meet 

and assist the bush to thrive by removing rubbish and weeds. In all of the chaos and 

uncertainty which marked the period following the terrorist attacks on the United States 

of America in 2001, this bedraggled but resilient patch of earth provided me with a 

sense of purpose, meaning and calmness. I found great comfort in reconnecting with the 

earth and the cycles of life and death.  

(Journal Entry, February 2006) 

A new story 

It's all a question of story. We are in trouble just now because we do not 

have a good story. We are now in between stories. The old story, the 

account of how we fit into it, is no longer effective. Yet we have not learned 

the new story (Berry, 1990). 

                                                        
69 These students worked with the Friends group as a requisite of a 3rd year community development unit 
at the University of Western Australia. Over the past five years twenty students have joined with the 
group in a number of activities. Whilst some students struggled to make the connections between this 
Environmental work and social work, others were inspired and left the group with a more astute 
awareness of their physical surroundings. One student commented that she sees the pelargonium (an 
exotic weed that we spend much time removing) everywhere and made the point that she just didn’t “see” 
before. 
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It is ironic that as humans face some of the most complex challenges in recent history; 

terrorism (Beck, 2002), environmental degradation (Lowe, 2007) and a global financial 

crisis (Rudd, 2009); it is Indigenous or the traditional/primitive knowledges which offer 

signposts towards ensuring the best chance of survival for all. It is as if we have come 

full circle; the civilised have become the barbarians and the ‘primitive’ wise and 

learned. This is not to say that Indigenous ontologies should be accepted uncritically, 

indeed there has been a tendency, noted in the literature, for these to be “falsely 

romanticized” (Hoff, 1994, p. 23). The use of the word signpost is instructive here, as it 

is the direction that is important, rather than a call to return to the past. 

The other day I was listening to an interview between Phillip Adams and John 

Greatorex (coordinator of the Yolngu Language and Culture Studies Program at Charles 

Darwin University in Australia) (Adams, 2005). In this interview Greatorex was 

highlighting the conceptual differences between an Indigenous language from North 

East Arnhem land and the English language. He goes on to highlight how, in this 

particular language, the word for wood is the same as the one for tree and the same as 

the one for forest. It made me stop with its sense and beauty. Of course! There is no 

distance; it is all interconnected. Beyond dichotomy!  And as I read Falzon (1998) (who 

by the way has helped me immensely), I wonder at all the words needed to close the 

distance when it was all there to begin with (Journal, September 2005).  
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Conclusions 

 Bringing it all Together (literally) 

I would encourage social work students to search their hearts and minds to 

form a working relationship with terrorism. It’s the same as how you do 

business with paedophiles.  How do you do business with psychopaths?  It is 

the same process you have to go through. You know this is abhorrent 

behaviour but somehow you have got to accept that these are human beings 

and they are the way they are for reasons. And what are we going to do 

about it? They won’t go away, so you have got to find a way of doing 

business with them.  

(Leonie Jones, interview, 12th January 2004). 

The terrorist attacks in North America in 2001 and my curiosity about them was the 

impetus for this research. The aim of the thesis rapidly came to foreground social work, 

and terrorism became another social ill with the imperative of the international. These 

explorations facilitated a consideration of how I wanted to ‘be’ a social worker. Eight 

years on, I can say without hesitation, that I have achieved both. I have a better 

understanding of the knowledge, theories, and practice methods of the six social work 

discourses identified and considered here.  Whilst I have a clearer idea of what type of 

social worker I want to be, my own social work identity continues to evolve, as it 

should. However, the most potent impression on my learning has come from the 

individuals I met in Western Australia and Timor Leste′. They have informed and 

inspired me as whole people working to make the world a better place. 

Terrorism: Social Ill Writ Large 

I have come to see, sadly, that people have done appalling things to each other since 

time immemorial. In the introduction to this chapter, Leonie succinctly points out that 

terrorism is another of a long line of social ills that social workers encounter in their 

daily practice and lives. What is different about these acts of violence is that they cross 

the borders of the nation-states within which Western social workers are ensconced. 
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Terrorism ruptures these carefully maintained boundaries and because of this, an 

important aspect of doing business is to attend to this international context. It requires 

social work to move outwards from the private lives of troubled citizens and enter into 

the global world where terrorism can be considered to be a metaphor for social ills writ 

large.  

Gathering Together a Framework 

Social work has always been a global activity through its’ ‘enabling’ of modernity 

through ameliorating the contradictions inherent in the welfare state.  However this 

connection has generally been under theorised and unacknowledged. There are a 

number of social work[er]s engaging with the international in a variety of ways, and in 

the international chapter the categories of border projection, border pushback and 

osmosis were used to discuss the nature of these engagements. These discussions 

reiterated the importance of theorising internationally and then highlighted the pitfalls 

and possibilities of these international discourses. It concluded by emphasising that 

Western social workers have much to learn from the social work activities carried out in 

non-Western countries. 

In the Crisis Chapter I discussed two crisis discourses; crisis intervention and crisis 

attention. Jeremy70 and Mary are social workers who work with individuals in crisis 

and both highlight the importance of genuine relational attention. In her role Mary sits 

with the mothers and fathers of children murdered whilst on a holiday in Bali and listens 

with gentle compassion. She guides individuals when needed and listens respectfully as 

they negotiate their way through their pain; activating services and supports as required. 

Jeremy quietly listens to individuals who have suffered torture and trauma and then 

provides a space for the noisy screams of their bodies that remember (Rothschild, 

2000). Both Jeremy and Mary stress the importance of a strengths approach that 

includes broader social support systems like the family, community groups, and 

organisations.  

 

                                                        
70 All the people discussed here embody dialogues with social work discourses but they are not 
representative. 
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In Chapter Four the complexity of communities was outlined using Maria’s story. Her 

understanding of civil society is based on her lived experiences and included a tolerance 

of uncertainty, complexity, and contradiction, as well as an understanding of human 

fallibility. The Timorese resistance work highlights the importance of community 

development processes in challenging state oppression using genuine dialogue and 

action.  Maria embodies the East Timorese men and women who risked their lives in 

order to realise their right to self-determine. The challenges of these community driven 

processes are that they can lead to discrimination, exclusion and the use of violence. 

The use of violence as a change strategy is controversial and creates a fundamental 

dilemma for social work, which is a profession grounded in non-violence.  

A human rights approach has the potential to address and resolve some of the 

difficulties identified in the Community Chapter. There is a group of social work writers 

and practitioners including Briskman (2008b; Briskman et al., 2008), Ife (2000, 2001, 

2004), and Reichert (2003, 2007) who advocate strongly for social work to engage 

more fully with human rights. This advocacy is based on the importance of a moral 

framework for social work as well as the existence of International institutions and 

agreements. However on the whole, social works’ relationship with human rights has 

failed to thrive. This is somewhat puzzling given that a large proportion of social work 

practice is concerned with the realisation of the 2nd and 3rd generation of human rights. 

A capabilities framework provides a means by which social work can operationalise 

human rights through attention to individual needs and structural constraints using a 

discursive process. This locates social workers explicitly as human rights practitioners. 

Risk society – All participants have something to say about the consequences of 

modernity and the need to critically consider the contexts in which they practice. This 

chapter highlights the importance of being critically curious about the contexts in which 

social work is practised. A risk society analysis provides a particularly relevant exposé  

of the post 9-11 context where social work’s emancipatory task is weakened using 

discourses of risk.  This is particularly relevant to policy formulations and social work  

Tom powerfully suggests that modernity has seeded the destruction of Environment and 

that humans are committing suicide by maintaining an attachment to the four faiths of 

modernity. This chapter considers Ecological discourses that are offered as an 

alternative to modernity.  Social and Deep Ecology, which draw upon Indigenous 

ontologies offer new ways of comprehending the world that emphasise 
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interconnectedness, sustainability, diversity and the significance of the whole.  Tom’s 

cynicism is tempered with a sense of longing for a more just and peaceful world and the 

chapter concludes by underscoring the importance of maintaining hope.  

A comment on hope 
…maintaining people’s hope is a fundamental social work skill.  

(Leonie Jones, interview, 12th January 2004). 

Leonie points out that the maintenance of hope is fundamental to social work practice. 

There is much talk of the potency of hope when it is present, and of the despair when 

hope is absent. Giroux (2004)  talks about resurrecting hope and Obama (2006) 

considers the ‘The Audacity of Hope’. It was hope that fuelled the East Timorese 

through their darkest hours and it is hope that revitalises me.  

A temporary matrix 

This matrix (below) gathers together aspects from each chapter that I have identified as 

significant and important for social workers in the post 9-11 context.  

 

Figure 8.1: Temporary Matrix 

From matrix to model 

I have reshaped the matrix into a circular model in order to capture the dynamism and 

interplay; there is no end and no beginning. Placing the acronym HOPE71 in the centre 

                                                        
71 Whilst I was somewhat hesitant about placing this acronym in the centre because it seemed clichéd, I 
have come to see that without hope there is nothing.  
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serves as a reminder that every social work action inevitably begins with hope. And 

here I envisage an active hoping that Freire describes well.   

Hope, however, does not consist in crossing one’s arms and waiting. As 

long as I fight, I am moved by hope; and if I fight with hope, then I can 

wait. As the encounter of men [and women] seeking to be more fully 

human, dialogue cannot be carried on in a climate of hopelessness. If the 

dialoguers expect nothing to come of their efforts, their encounter will be 

empty and sterile, bureaucratic and tedious (Freire, 1972, p. 80). 

 

Figure 8.2:  Rights practice in the Biosphere 

 

In this section I outline and expand on the model “Rights practice in the Biosphere”. 

The model is specifically named to capture the importance of a principled practice in a 

broader context that incorporates the Earth. This is not a colonising or objective set of 

principles, but a framework that has the capacity to provide a place and space from 

which to begin principled conversations within a context that must be broader than 

current modernist formulations.  

As I have journeyed through this research, I have been challenged and invigorated by 

participants, by ideas that have stretched through time carried in the words of powerful 
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writers72, and by the actions of brave social workers whose courage is fanned by their 

sense of justice and compassion.  Through the period of this research, four key practice 

tenets have bubbled to the surface time and time again. These four, Holistic attention, 

Observe carefully, consider Presence and Exchange, form the core of the “Rights 

practice in the Biosphere” model, and are considered in more detail below. 

Holistic attention:  Tom’s conceptualisation of humans’ suicidal tendencies through 

their destruction of the Environment particularly resonated for me. At every level; 

individual, social systems and in the broader community, there is an increasing urgency 

to reclaim and revalue human’s connection to Nature in all its forms. This sounds a 

clarion call to challenge the epistemological foundations of social work and to begin a 

social work practice that involves a deliberate engagement with all systems to facilitate 

a re/unification of humans with Nature.  For myself this involves trying to live a life of 

voluntary simplicity as well as working towards developing social work practice and 

knowledge that closes the Cartesian gap and proffers a new way forward.  

Observe carefully: The art of observation has always been important in social work. 

Here I take this art and expand it to include critical lenses. The critical social work 

tradition has waned over the years, which means that Western social workers who ask 

questions about context are increasingly rare. We are reminded here that the personal is 

not personal but political. A reinvigoration of a critical curiosity towards social work 

practice contexts ensures an ongoing attention to and identification of structural 

constraints. A capabilities approach, which highlights the gaps between what a person 

would like to do and whether she possesses the means etc to do so, is one way that 

rights practice can be enacted discursively. This, in turn, enables the formulation of 

advocacy and community work that attends to disadvantage and seeks ways to change 

it.  

Presence: In nominating presence as an important tenet, I am emphasising what I have 

come to see as one of the most significant offerings that all humans can bring to any 

exchange. This is an authentic engagement with Other including Nature. This involves 

being fully present and truly listening. The importance of this attention has been 

particularly highlighted to me over the period of this research through a number of 

experiences. The most profound emerged out of an accident, when I was too tired to 

apply my own knowledge frameworks, and too hot and sweaty to do anything but be in 
                                                        
72 These include Sen & Nussbaum, Freire, Obama, and Gandhi.  
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the same space and listen to a participant. Maria, the Timorese woman whose narrative 

frames Chapter Four, thanked me for being the first outsider to truly listen to her story. 

There is some work to be done in relearning how to listen to all of Nature as 

encompassing also the human and to reconnect with her cycles and rhythms to which 

we are intimately connected.  

Exchange: The tenet of exchange signals a shift away from the language of being ‘done 

to’ by caring strangers. Dialogic Action calls for practice that is inclusive and takes into 

account the lived experience of Others by identifying and building on the strengths of 

individuals and communities.  Consciousness raising processes that include genuine 

dialogic action proffer alternative ways of being in community which are less likely to 

be damaging and exclusive of Others. The Earth Charter which extends Human rights 

frameworks provides a moral framework, which, in combination with these grounded 

dialogic processes, ensure that community driven processes incorporate the lived 

experiences of local people and the Environment without exclusion, discrimination, and 

violence. The final aspect of Exchange includes taking action to ensure that change 

occurs. Here the Timorese, and I suspect many ‘developing’ countries, have much to 

teach the “West” who have relied on strangers to support and meet our needs.  

My journey: from novice to Ecosocial worker 

This is not intended to be a fixed model for practice as I imagine it as an evolving and 

developing process. I am looking forward to trying this in my own engagement with the 

world- not just as a social worker but as a global citizen. As for my own social work 

identity, I am increasingly reconnecting with my Ecological embeddedness and, as I do 

so, the modernist project seems increasingly bizarre and ontologies centred on the 

Environment sensible.  And now I can say with contingent certainty that I am an Eco-

social worker.  

Recommendations for further research 

The key recommendations for further research include the following; 

1. Apply the model to social work practice and education using reflective processes 

as well as feedback from other practitioners and students in order to ascertain if 

this is a useful and/or relevant. 
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2. Conduct research to find examples of Eco-social work activities across the 

world.  

3. Compile examples of Eco-social work practice across the world in order to make 

Eco-social work more accessible.   

4. Establish research partnerships with Ecologists and other Environmental 

workers and develop ways to address constraints for sustainable living, 

particularly for marginalised groups. 

5. Explore the possibilities of a capabilities framework for social work practice.   

Reflection 

But the encounter with the other is not only disturbing or threatening. It also 

represents relief from claustrophobic self-enclosure and sterile repetition, 

from the nightmare of being confronted only with one’s reflection. From the 

outside, a breath of fresh air comes into the cobwebbed room (Falzon, 1998, 

p. 34).  

And here I am, arrived at an end. After searching the hearts and minds of social workers 

to form a relationship with terrorism, I have come away, not with ‘the answer’ but with 

renewed connections to whole people whose struggle with contradiction, uncertainty 

and doubt is tempered with a vision and hope for the future. Their stories have become 

parts of my story and have inspired me to move forward with hope and energy. I finish 

now with the words of Greg. 

I am comfortable in a chaotic world, semi-chaotic world, of not fitting.  You 

know nothing I ever do; nothing anyone ever does is exactly, absolutely 

what they wanted.  And I say if they have got exactly what they wanted, 

they’ve got a narrow view of what they want, I think.   Yeah, so I am 

comfortable living in a chaotic world and I’m comfortable with the ongoing 

discomfort, the measure of discomfort. That’s part of life; that is what life is 

about really. 

(Greg Taylor, interview, 26th February 2004). 
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Appendix  i  –  Literature  search 
process 

Searched Search Process Outcomes 

Terms “Social work and 
human rights” 

1. Google 
2. Library 

Catalogues 
3. Journal databases  

a. A range of articles and 
texts  
 

 
Terms “Human Rights” and 
“United Nations”  

1. Google 
2. Library 

Catalogues 
3. Journal databases 

b. Various literature and 
researches outlining 
history and 
development of human 
rights 

c. United Nations and 
three generations 

Outcomes A, B and C  Identified seminal authors 
and texts using Web of 
Knowledge current 
contents and Google 
Scholar73 “cited by” 
functions 

a. Ife (2001) 
b. Briskman (2008b) 
c. Reichert (2007) 
d. Skegg (2005) 
e. Witkin (1998) 
f. etc 
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Appendix  ii – Email Lists, Documents 
and Artefacts 

For information and updates on the East 
Timorese context 

east-timor@igc.topica.com  

Statewatch News Online: an 
international organisation that raises 
awareness of human rights violations by 
states across the world. 

http://www.statewatch.org/news/index.html 

This is an Australian Union email list 
which monitored the Australian 
government’s response to terrorism, 
paying particular attention to civil 
liberties.  

victradeshall-news@lists.labor.net.au 

Human Rights Watch: This organisation 
monitors and then raises awareness of 
human rights violations across the world.  

hrw-news@topica.email-publisher.com 

BMJ alert list: This is a list which 
summarises the work and research 
included in the British Medical Journal  

bmj-mailer@liontamer.stanford.edu 

Civil liberties list that provides 
information and articles on violations 
across the world. 

civilliberty.guide@about.com 

Australian Strategic Policy Institute  
(ASPI) 

Subscribed to regular updates  

 

The Centre for Independent Study (CIS) Subscribed to updates  

Australian Policy Online (APO) Subscribed to weekly updates 

ABC Radio National Highlights Weekly list with highlights of following weeks 
programming 

Western Australian Government Media 
Statements Notification service 
 

Subscribed to list 

TerrorLaws A list for information and 
action on anti-terrorism laws in 
Australia. This list seeks to highlight the 
impact of new and existing’ anti-terror 
legislation on civil rights.  

AustraliaTerrorLaws-subscribe@topica.com 

 

 

1. Policy Documents Australia 

a. Commonwealth  of  Australia.  (2003).  Let's  Look  out  for  Australia: 
Protecting our way of life from a possible terrorist threat. Canberra: 
PMP Print Pty Ltd. 

b. Commonwealth  of  Australia.  (2004).  Protecting  Australia  against 
Terrorism:  Australia's  National  CounterTerrorism  Policy  and 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Arrangements. Canberra: The Department of the Prime Minister and 
Cabinet 

c. Government  of  Australia.  (2004).  Transnational  Terrorism:  The 
Threat  to  Australia.  Retrieved  7th  May  2007  from  
http://www.dfat.gov.au/publications/terrorism/transnational_terro
rism.pdf 

d. Australian  Government.  (2005).  Working  Together  To  Manage 
Emergencies. Retrieved 2nd May 2007 from 
http://www.ema.gov.au/communitydevelopment 

e. Commonwealth  of  Australia.  (2006).  Protecting  Australia  Against 
Terrorism:  Australia’s  National  Counterterrorism  Policy  and 
Arrangements. Canberra: The Department of the Prime Minister and 
Cabinet. 

f. Emergency Management Australia. (2006). Psychological Services in 
the Disaster  Context: Guidelines  for Disaster Management Practice. 
Emergency Management  for  Communities  Final Draft.  Retrieved 5th 
December, 2007, from 
http://www.ema.gov.au/agd/ema/emaInternet.nsf/AllDocs/RWP62
4132D4B80AF55ECA256CB3008301BF?OpenDocument 

g. Commonwealth  of  Australia.  (2007).  Defence  and  Industry  Policy 
Statement 2007. Canberra: Department of Defence. 

h. Government  of  Western  Australia.  (2006).  Working  Together. 
Involving  Community  and  Stakeholders  in  DecisionMaking.  Perth: 
Department of Premier and Cabinet. 

 

2. Policy Documents East Timor 

a. East  Timor  Planning  Commission.  (2002).  National  Development 
Plan. Retrieved 1 May 2010 from 
http://www.pm.gov.tp/NDP_Part1.pdf 

b. East  Timor  National  Statistics  Directorate  (Direcção  Nacional  de 
Estatística).  (2004).  Census  of  Population  and  Housing  2004. 
Retrieved. From http://dne.mof.gov.tl/census/index.htm. 

 

3. Presentation Notes (Chronological order) 

a. Andrew  Hamilton  (January/February  2003).  Terrorism.  UWA 
Extension Course. University of Western Australia. 

b. Anne‐Marie Fortier (18th August 2004). Too close for comfort: Loving 
thy  neighbour  and  the  management  of  interethnic  propinquity. 
Presentation at the University of Western Australia. 

c. Margaret Jones (20th September 2005). Evidencebased Interventions 
for  Children  affected  by Disaster  and  Terrorism.  Presentation  at  the 
Health Department of Western Australia. 

d. Peter Wood  (8th September 2006). Defending OurselvesBoundaries 
and Limitations. Presentation at the Regional Terrorism and Security 
Conference, Perth. 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4. Radio Programmes Transcripts (Selection only) 

a. Late  Night  Live.  Radio  National:  Australian  Broadcasting 
Corporation (ABC). 

i. 23rd May 2002. Refugees in Australia: Beyond the Rhetoric.  
ii. 2006. Death's Door: Modern Dying and the Ways We Grieve.  

b. The Religion Report. Radio National: ABC 
i. 23rd July 2003. Religion and Violence (Part 1) 
ii. 3rd September 2003. Religion and Violence (Part 2) 

c. All in the Mind. Radio National: ABC. 
i. 19th January 2003. Summer Series 4. Defending Civilisation. 

d. Australia Talks Back. Radio National: ABC. 
i. 5th November 2003. Anti-Terrorism Legislation  

e. Big Ideas. Radio National: ABC. 
i. 26th  October  2003.  Australia  Forums:  Are  we  spooking 
ourselves? 

f. Perspectives. Radio National: ABC 
i. 21st October 2002. The Hollywood Psychopath 

g. Life Matters. Radio National: ABC. 
i. 4th November 2003. From The Journals: ASIO's Snooping 

Overland. 
5. Television programme notes (Selection only) 

a. Four Corners [Free to Air Television].  ABC. 
i. 4th April 2005. Cornelia Rau's Story. 

b. 7.30 Report [Free to Air Television]. ABC. 
i. Various over the period 2002-2010 

c. SBS Documentaries [Free to Air Television]. SBS.  
i. (2009). Car Bomb Episodes 1 & 2.  

 

6. Newspaper Articles (Selection only) 
Articles were predominantly taken from The Australian and The West 
Australian. Examples are listed below in chronological order. 

a. Jackson, S. (2002, 11th September). The day the world changed. The 
Australian, p. 1. 

b. Unknown.  (2002,  14th  October).  Carnage  as  Bomb  blasts  Destroy 
Clubs Bali Terror. The West Australian, p. 1. 

c. Unknown.  (2003,  13th  February).  World  Heeds  Terror  Alert.  The 
West Australian, p. 1.  

d. Mahathir, M. (2003, 25th February). West bent on world domination. 
The Australian, p. 1 & 7. 

e. Unknown.  (2003,  23rd  December).  My  God,  acting  isn't  ...brain 
surgery. The West Australian, p. 3. 

f. Unknown.  (2004,  11th  September).  New  Terror  Threat.  The  West 
Australian, p. 1.  

g. Smith, L., & Elliott, F. (2008, March 8th). Biofuels threaten 'billions of 
lives'. The Australian, from 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http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,25197,23336840‐
11949,00.html 

h. MacDonald, K.  (2004,  22nd December).  Rise  in  child  abuse  reports 
sparks fears of crisis. The West Australian, p. 1. 

i. Stolley, G. (2009, 29th May). Helpers ‘got it wrong’ as baby boy left to 
die. The West Australian, page unknown. 

j. O'Neill, B. (2009, 22nd June). Beware the greenies who think people 
are parasites. The Australian, accessed from 
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,25197,25667725‐
7583,00.html 

7. Conferences Notes (Selection only) 

a. AASWWE National and AASW WA. (2002) 21st State Joint Conference 
Working across borders. Perth, 29th September ‐ 2nd  October. 

b. The  Centre  for  Citizenship  and  Human  Rights.  (2006)  Community 
development in a global risk society conference. Melbourne 20th ‐ 22nd  
April 

c. IFSW.  (2006) A World  out  of  Balance  Conference. Munich  30th  July‐ 
3rd August. 

d. Institute  of  Advanced  Studies  (2007)  Terrorism  and  Torture:  The 
Media, Psychology and Public Perceptions Symposium. Perth 9th ‐ 11th 
August. 
 

8. Research Journals 
a. These  journals  are  in  a  number  of  forms  including  handwritten, 

taped and on computer  files.  I began this  journaling process on the 
8th April 2002 and concluded on the 17th May 2010. 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Appendix  iii  –  Information  Sheet 
(WA) 

  Dr Sue Young  M256 
  Discipline of Social Work and Social Policy 
  School of Social and Cultural Studies 
  The University of Western Australia 
  35 Stirling Highway, Crawley  WA  6009 
  Phone:  61 8 9380 2992 
  Facsimile:  61 8 9380 1070 
  Email: 
  syoung@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
 

Social Work Responses to Terrorism. 
Information Sheet 
Western Australia 

 
Thank you for taking the time to consider participating in this study.   

This research is being undertaken by doctoral candidate Susan Bailey as a part of her Philosophy of 
Doctorate  (PhD.)  requirements.  Susan  Bailey  is  a  social  worker  who  is  currently  based  at  the 
University  of Western  Australia.  This  research  is  driven  by  Susan’s  desire  for  social  justice  and 
human rights in a world that is increasingly becoming unstable and fearful.  

Recent  events  such  as  September  11  and  the  Bali  Bombings  have  shattered  Australia’s  sense  of 
innocence and security.   The purpose of  this research  is  to gain some insights and understanding 
into  the way  in which  social workers  and  social welfare workers  in Western  Australia  and  East 
Timor are thinking about terrorism in our world.    This interest extends to exploring how you are 
making  sense  of  terrorism,  as well  as  how  you  are  negotiating  your  practice  as  a  social/welfare 
worker.  

Terrorism is understood differently by every individual and an aspect of this research is to explore 
these differing understandings. It is envisaged this research will lead to some understanding of how 
social workers are negotiating both  their personal and professional  life  in a world of  terror. This 
information will in turn inform the development of frameworks for future social work education.  

The interview process is expected to take at least an hour and a half. You will be asked to discuss  
your experiences and thoughts about terrorism, and how you deal with it in your professional life. 
The importance of your personal experiences and other anecdotes is acknowledged and welcomed. 
This  information may  be  used  to  illustrate  particular  points  of  view  but will  at  all  times  remain 
anonymous.  

Please feel free to contact the researcher, if you have any questions or anything further you would 
like to add.  

Thank you for your time, 

 
________________________________      _____________________________________   
Dr. Susan Young (Principal Investigator)          Susan Bailey (PhD Candidate) 
Ph. +61 08 9380 2992                                          Ph.+61  08 99999999 
Email‐ syoung@cyllene.uwa.edu.au  Email‐ sjbailey@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
 
Please Note: 
Your participation in this study does not prejudice any right to compensation, which you may have under statute or common law. 
You  are  free  at  any  time  to  withdraw  consent  to  further  participation  without  prejudice  in  any  way.  You  need  give  neither  reason  nor 
justification for such a decision. In such cases, any record of your participation will be destroyed. 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Appendix iv – Consent Form (WA) 

 
  Dr Sue Young M256 
  Discipline of Social Work and Social Policy 
  School of Social and Cultural Studies 
  The University of Western Australia 
  35 Stirling Highway, Crawley  WA  6009 
  Phone:  61 8 6488 2992 
  Facsimile:  61 8 6488 1070 
  Email: 
  syoung@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
  http://www.socialwork.arts.uwa.edu.au/ 
 

 
 

Social Work Responses to Terrorism. 
Consent Form 

 
I ______________________ have read the information provided and any questions I have asked 
have been answered to my satisfaction.  I agree to participate in this activity, realising that 
I may withdraw at any time without reason and without negative consequences. I 
understand that all information provided is treated as strictly confidential and will not be 
released by the investigator unless required to by law.   I have been advised as to what 
data is being collected, what the purpose is, and what will be done with the data upon 
completion of the research. 
 
I agree that research data gathered for the study may be published provided my name or 
other identifying information is not used. 
 
 
 
 
  Participant:   _____________________________ 
 
  Signature:     _____________________________ 
 
  Date:             ______________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
           The Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia requires that all 

participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding the manner, in which a 
research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or, alternatively to the Secretary, 
Human Research Ethics Committee, Registrar’s Office, University of Western Australia, 35 
Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009 (telephone number +61 08 9380-3703). All study 
participants will be provided with a copy of the Information Sheet and Consent Form for their 
personal records. 
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Appendix v – Recruitment (WA) 

 
  Dr Sue Young  M256 
  Discipline of Social Work and Social Policy 
  School of Social and Cultural Studies 
  The University of Western Australia 
  35 Stirling Highway, Crawley  WA  6009 
  Phone:  61 8 9380 2992 
  Facsimile:  61 8 9380 1070 
  Email: 
  syoung@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
 
 
 
 
 

Wanted 
Social Workers for Terrorism Research 

 
Susan Bailey is a PhD candidate at UWA and is seeking Western Australian social 
workers from all vocation areas to be participants in her research which is entitled, 
“Social Work  responses  to Terrorism”. Participants will  be asked  to discuss their 
experiences  and  thoughts  about  terrorism,  and  how  they  deal  with  it 
professionally.  The  importance  of  personal  experiences  and  other  anecdotes  is 
acknowledged  and welcomed.  You  do  not  have  to  have  had  direct  experience  of 
terrorism to be involved. It is expected that interviews will take approximately an 
hour and a half. 
 
Please  contact  Susan  Bailey  (PhD  Candidate)  on  Ph:  08  9999  9999:  Email  
sjbailey@cyllene.uwa.edu.au  or Dr. Susan Young (Principal Investigator) 08 9380 
2992:  Email  syoung@cyllene.uwa.edu.au if you would like to be involved. 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Appendix vi – Accuracy Check Letter 

 Dr Sue Young M256 
 Discipline of Social Work and Social Policy 
 School of Social and Cultural Studies 
 The University of Western Australia 
 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley  WA  6009 
 Phone: 61 8 6488 2992 
 Facsimile: 61 8 6488 1070 
 Email:  syoung@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
 http://www.socialwork.arts.uwa.edu.au/ 
 

6th January 2005 

 

(insert name) 

(insert address) 

 

Re: Social work responses to terrorism research. 

Hi (insert name),    

How are you? I am very grateful for your assistance with my research. Your 

observations and perceptions on terrorism were much appreciated and valued.  

I have completed the transcription process and enclose the transcript to facilitate a 

‘validity check’.  

There are several reasons for doing this.   

1. It enables you to read the transcript and determine whether you believe it 

represents and reflects your understandings.  

2. It creates an opportunity for you to ‘correct’ the transcript. For example some 

words may have been misunderstood eg names of organisations, and this enables 

you to clarify any ‘errors’ in transcription.  

3. Enables any thoughts and reflections you have had as a result of the interview to 

be included in the research. This includes feedback on the interview process and 
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the interviewer. There is space at the back of the transcript. (Please don’t be 

constrained by the space allowed if you would like to add more).  

4. Points or issues you believe to be ‘muddy’ or unclear can be clarified.  

(insert name), your participation in this process is entirely voluntary. You can choose 

not to participate in this ‘validity check’ and your transcript will be included as is. You 

can also choose to withdraw entirely and your transcript will be destroyed.   

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact me. Once again (insert name), 

many thanks for your time and energy.  

 

Warm Regards,  

 

 

Sue Bailey  

Wk 9999 9999 

Hm 9999 9999 

Mob 9999 9999 

sjbailey@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
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Appendix vii– Participant 
Pseudonyms and Interview Dates 

List of participant pseudonyms and interview dates 

 

 

Pseudonym  1st  Interview 2nd  Interview 3rd Interview 4th Interview  

Jose Garcia  6th May 2004 19thFebruary 2005   

Grace Fullam  25thNovember 2004  No reply   

Simon Young  10thJuly 2004 5thMarch 2005   

Jeremy Black 2ndMarch 2004 20th October 2004   

Mary Johnson  1stMarch 2004 8th April 2005   

Greg Taylor  26thFebruary 2004 Deceased   

Leonie Jones  12thJanuary 2004 7thJune 2005   

Joanne Lewis  5thJanuary 2004 16thMarch 2005   

Michael Fletcher  13thOctober 2003 7thApril 2004   

Tom Lyons 16thOctober 2003 15thDecember 2003 1ST September 2004 9thMarch 2005 

Astrid Flores  13thMay 2004 16thFebruary 2005   

Mark Dawson  12thMay 2004 18thFebruary 2005 21st February 2005  

Marques 5thMay 2004 10thFebruary 2005   

Francisco  12thMay 2004 11thFebruary 2005   

Sianne O'Brien  20thJuly 2004 No reply   

Sam Athens  3rd May 2004 15thFebruary 2005   

Kaileki 4thMay 2004 10thFebruary 2005   

Maria 10thMay 2004 21stFebruary 2005 24th February 2005  
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Appendix  viii  –  Information  Sheet 
(East Timor) English/Indonesian 

  Dr Sue Young  M256 
  Discipline of Social Work and Social Policy 
  School of Social and Cultural Studies 
  The University of Western Australia 
  35 Stirling Highway, Crawley  WA  6009 
  Phone:  61 8 9380 2992 
  Facsimile:  61 8 9380 1070 
  syoung@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
 
 

Social Work Responses to Terrorism. 
Information Sheet 

Timor-Leste  
 
Thank you for taking the time to consider participating in this study. If you would 

benefit from the services of an interpreter please inform the researcher.  

This research is being undertaken by doctoral candidate Susan Bailey as a part of her 

Philosophy of Doctorate (PhD.) requirements. Susan Bailey is a social worker who is 

currently based at the University of Western Australia. This research is driven by 

Susan’s desire for social justice and human rights in a world that is increasingly 

becoming unstable and fearful.  

Recent events such as September 11 and the Bali Bombings have shattered Australia’s 

sense of innocence and security. The purpose of this research is to gain some insights 

and understanding into the way in which social workers and social welfare workers in 

Western Australia and Timor-Leste are thinking about terrorism in our world. This 

interest extends to exploring how you are making sense of terrorism, as well as how you 

are negotiating your practice as a social/welfare worker.  

Terrorism is understood differently by every individual and an aspect of this research is 

to explore these differing understandings. It is envisaged this research will lead to some 

understanding of how social workers are negotiating both their personal and 

professional life in a world of terror. This information will in turn inform the 

development of frameworks for future social work education.  

The interview process is expected to take at least an hour and a half.  
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You will be asked to discuss your experiences and thoughts about terrorism, and how 

you deal with it in your professional life.  The importance of your personal experiences 

and other anecdotes is acknowledged and welcomed. This information may be used to 

illustrate particular points of view but will at all times remain anonymous. There is a 

counsellor available should you feel the need to talk to someone after this interview.  

Please feel free to contact the researcher, if you have any questions or anything further 

you would like to add.  

Thank you for your time, 

 
_____________________________  _________________________________ 
Dr. Susan Young (Principal Investigator) Susan Bailey (PhD Candidate) 
Ph.+61 08 9380 2992     Ph.+61 08 9999 9999 
Email- syoung@cyllene.uwa.edu.au  Email- sjbailey@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 
 
 
Please Note: 
Your participation in this study does not prejudice any right to compensation, which you may have under 
statute or common law. 
You are free at any time to withdraw consent to further participation without prejudice in any way. You 
need give neither reason nor justification for such a decision. In such cases, any record of your 
participation will be destroyed. 
The researcher gratefully acknowledges the generous support of the Grace Vaughan Award to fund travel 
to Timor Leste.   
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Appendix  ix  –  Consent  Form  (East 
Timor) Indonesian 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Appendix  x  –  Example  of  analytical 
process 

I work for the Department of Justice in a unit called the Victim Support Service and that 
sits within the court’s directorate. So the role that the Agency had was purely working 
with victims of crime and the reason we worked with the Bali victims was because it 
was deemed to be victim – they were victims of a crime of terrorism.  And that’s how 
we got involved.  So in the natural, normal course of work I’d be dealing with 
people who may have been victims of burglaries or robberies or even homicides, 
secondary victims of homicide and, I mean, the homicide cases… they’re very… – the 
families are very, very traumatised as you would appreciate.  So you’re used to dealing 
with very intense feelings and loss and shock and so forth.  And this Bali stuff was 
completely different to anything else I’ve ever been exposed to, you know, as a 
worker. 

(Mary Johnson, interview, 1st March 2004) 

1. Themes developed from interview excerpt. 

a. Natural, normal course of social work, responding to trauma - (crisis 
work) 

b. Bali stuff was completely different - (international, new risk and 
unknown) 

2. Discourses from initial analysis of documents  

a. The world has changed discourse (risk) 

 
3. Combined analysis 

a. International Discourse 
b. Crisis discourses 
c. Discourse of risks 
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Appendix xi – Free Nodes 

Social Work responses to Terrorism 

NVIVO Free Nodes 

 

1 ~the West~ 

2 70's 80's 

3 absence in curricula 

4 absence of belief 

5 abuse 

6 activism 

7 adaptations 

8 agency collaboration 

9 agitator 

10 Ahm, mostly, mostly, ahhhm, I 
respon 

11 Aid 

12 Amrosi 

13 anniversary 

14 anti mortem 

15 anti war protest 

16 armour 

17 Arms 

18 Asia Pacific 

19 ASSETS 

20 assumptions 

21 AusAid 

22 Australia 

23 Australia foreign policy 

24 Australia people and law process 

25 avoid 

26 Awareness and education 

27 Bali 

28 Bali bombing 

29 Bali bombing response 

30 Bali harder 

31 be informed 

32 beat up 

33 belief systems 

34 better informed 

35 bewilderment 

36 big business 

37 blame 

38 boat people 

39 Bosnia 

40 both sides of the coin 

41 boundary 

42 box 

43 brave 

44 Buddhist 

45 bureacracy 

46 Bush 

47 can't imagine 
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48 Cartesian dualism 

49 Catholicism 

50 CAVR 

51 child abuse 

52 children face 

53 civil society 

54 clients 

55 CNN 

56 colonialism 

57 come together 

58 common people 

59 communication 

60 communism 

61 community 

62 community development 

63 community development 
acceleration 

64 compelling s11 

65 complacency 

66 complexity 

67 conflict 

68 confusion 

69 connection 

70 connections 

71 context 

72 continuum 

73 control an illusion 

74 control of media 

75 crime 

76 cross cultural 

77 curriculum 

78 daily occurrence 

79 de facto 

80 death 

81 debriefing 

82 defence industry 

83 definition 

84 definitional issues 

85 degrees of separation 

86 Democracy 

87 deranged conspiracy theorist 

88 description of work with Bali 
famili 

89 desperate 

90 detention 

91 Dialogue 

92 different views 

93 disaster defining 

94 disaster management 

95 discourse 

96 discourse silence 

97 disempower 

98 distance 

99 distancing 

100 distrust of government 

101 divergent view 

102 division 

103 DNA 

104 do it to each other 

105 dog barking 
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106 done what I could 

107 don't know what's true 

108 dualism 

109 ecology 

110 Education 

111 effectiveness 

112 email response 

113 Embodiment 

114 emphasis 

115 empowerment 

116 enemy unknown 

117 environment 

118 environmental terrorism 

119 epistemological shift 

120 everybody was talking about it~ 

121 excluded 

122 exclusion 

123 execution of powers 

124 eye for an eye 

125 family 

126 family support 

127 fear 

128 fishing rights 

129 forgiveness 

130 Freedom 

131 fundamentalism 

132 future 

133 gangster 

134 gap 

135 Gee that's like my son 

136 Getting into the wrong party~  

137 global war 

138 going to the barricades 

139 goodies and baddies 

140 government trust 

141 Govt 

142 grew up with 

143 grounded 

144 groups labelled 

145 guerilla 

146 hard subject 

147 hard to language 

148 hard to make sense of it 

149 hatred 

150 anxiety 

151 Health 

152 heroic 

153 hijab 

154 hope 

155 Howard EastTimor visit 

156 huge just huge 

157 human connection 

158 human induced 

159 I wonder how long it will be 
before 

160 I would never of had anything 
out of 

161 idealism 

162 Identity 

163 ignorance 

164 IMF 
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165 impact 

166 impact of discourse 

167 importance of research 

168 Independence 

169 Indonesia 

170 Indonesian military 

171 influences 

172 innocent 

173 insurance 

174 interconnection 

175 internal 

176 international communication 

177 International relations 

178 International view 

179 intuition 

180 Iraqi deaths 

181 Irish 

182 Islamic 

183 jigsaw 

184 Jihad 

185 Jimeoin 

186 John Howard 

187 John Pilger 

188 judgment 

189 just a name 

190 Justice 

191 KEMH 

192 Kings Park 

193 Kingsley group 

194 law 

195 Law 2 

196 Law 3 

197 law process ET 

198 left wing 

199 liberation theology 

200 life essence 

201 like minded 

202 limitations 

203 listen 

204 local 

205 local global link 

206 logistics 

207 looking for answers 

208 loss of ignorance 

209 Loss of innocence 

210 making sense of it 

211 manageable response 

212 many shapes and sizes 

213 Martin Bryant 

214 mass media 

215 meaning systems 

216 media 

217 media as trauma 

218 media replaying things over and 
over 

219 memorial 

220 mental health 

221 Michael Moore 

222 Middle East 

223 modesty 
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224 money 

225 motivation 

226 motivations 

227 Multi nationals 

228 multiple selves 

229 murder 

230 Muslim 

231 muslim as terrorist 

232 Muslim discrimination 

233 Muslims 

234 mysterious 

235 narratives as learning 

236 Nature 

237 Nature 1103 

238 neighbour 

239 networks 

240 Never solve the problem 

241 new country 

242 new word 

243 NGO 

244 Ninja 

245 no remorse 

246 nobody has come out of it 
unscathed 

247 non violence 

248 non word 

249 not easy 

250 not having control 

251 Not new 

252 not supportive 

253 not the devil 

254 nothing ever came up about 
terrorism 

255 number of deaths 

256 occupation 

257 off line 

258 oh  yes but it’s all for religion 

259 Oil 

260 Oil 2 

261 old school 

262 Omagh 

263 one truth vs multiple realities 

264 order from God 

265 ordinary people 

266 Osama 

267 other perspective 

268 others perception 

269 ou know, they are frightening 
times 

270 outcomes focus 

271 outreach 

272 over protection 

273 overwhelming 

274 own interests 

275 past experience 

276 patience 

277 Peace 

278 people 

279 people going about there 
business 

280 perception of threat 
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281 Personal contribution 

282 Personal identity 

283 personal proximity 

284 perspective of oppressed 

285 perspective of ruling 

286 Philip Adams 

287 philosophical 

288 pith helmet and sandbags 

289 point of view 

290 polarised 

291 political campaigning 

292 Political power 

293 politician work load 

294 politics and business 

295 politics as activism 

296 politics sanitised 

297 positive side of things 

298 possibility for change 

299 power of small things 

300 pretty shabby sort of basis for 
maki 

301 private and public 

302 professional 

303 professional role 

304 profit 

305 propaganda 

306 protection 

307 provocation 

308 public servants 

309 publicity 

310 push the boundary 

311 putting my heart away 

312 Quakers 

313 racism 

314 random 

315 reaction 

316 reconciliation 

317 Recruit disenfranchised 

318 Red Cross 

319 referendum 

320 reflection 

321 refugee 

322 refugees 

323 Regional Security 

324 reinforced 

325 relationship 

326 relationship with terrorism 

327 religious communities 

328 reminders of importance 

329 research description 

330 resilience 

331 response to bad things 

332 response to trauma 

333 responses 

334 responsibility 

335 rights 

336 Rights search 

337 ripple effect 

338 risk factors 

339 risk level of 
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340 risk management 

341 role model 

342 safety 

343 sanctity 

344 Sari Club 

345 search for social work identity 

346 Seattle 

347 self care 

348 self perception 

349 sense of direction 

350 senseless 

351 senselessness 

352 September 11 

353 shadow 

354 shame and proximity 

355 skills 

356 sleep at night 

357 small tasks 

358 smiling assassin 

359 Social conscience 

360 social security 

361 social work 

362 social work identity 

363 social work practice 

364 Soviet Union 

365 spatial 

366 Spiritual belief 

367 spirituality 

368 spread of 

369 state 

370 statement of protest 

371 subjectivity and structure 

372 subsistence 

373 suffering 

374 suicide 

375 supervision 

376 support 

377 surprise as method 

378 surreal 

379 survival 

380 systems 

381 take a lot for granted 

382 talking helps 

383 teaching 

384 technology 

385 terror 

386 terror anoia 

387 terror as profit 

388 terrorism more intense 

389 terrorists aren’t going to change  

390 the Government forgot the 
people~S~ 

391 There but for the grace of God 

392 Third world 

393 threat 

394 tick box bureacracy 

395 time to think 

396 tolerance 

397 translate that back into practice 

398 trauma 
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399 trauma work 

400 travel 

401 trust 

402 Twin Towers 

403 unaware 

404 uncertainty 

405 understanding 

406 unemployed 

407 unexpected 

408 United Nations 

409 unknown 

410 unzips you 

411 use of violence 

412 valuing of the family, of human 
being 

413 van Tongeron 

414 vicarious trauma 

415 victims 

416 victims of crime 

417 village 

418 Violence 

419 violence as resistance 

420 violence as revenge 

421 voyeurism 

422 voyeuristic 

423 vulnerable 

424 waiting 

425 war is good for the economy 

426 war on terror 

427 watching 

428 We hate the violence actually~ 
So we 

429 weapons of mass destruction 

430 Well I think for this country 
depend 

431 we're all capable 

432 what happened is not new for 
East Ti 

433 What I think is exciting about 
the p 

434 Who benefits 

435 why 

436 work load 

437 World Bank 

438 world view 

439 WTO 

440 Xanana 

441 Yes Minister 
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Appendix xii – Tree Nodes 

Social Work responses to Terrorism 

NVIVO Tree Nodes 

Preliminary Categories Created 

 

442 (1) /Personal Experiences 

443 (2) /When shall we be free from 
this free 

444  (3) /who are they 

445 (3 2) /who are they/how 

446 (3 3) /who are they/Recruit 
disenfranchised 

447 (3 5) /who are 
they/Fundamentalists 

448 (3 6) /who are they/freedom 
fighters 

449 (3 7) /who are they/IRA 

450 (3 8) /who are 
they/environmental terrorism 

451 (3 9) /who are they/Al Quaida 

452 (3 10) /who are they/Osama Bin 
Laden 

453 (3 13) /who are they/van 
Tongeron 

454 (3 14) /who are they/human 
induced 

455 (3 15) /who are they/many 
shapes and sizes 

456 (3 16) /who are they/Martin 
Bryant 

457 (3 17) /who are they/not the 
devil 

458 (3 18) /who are they/mysterious 

459 (3 19) /who are they/Ninja 

460 (3 20) /who are they/Dog 

461 (3 21) /who are 
they/governments 

462 (3 22) /who are they/damaged 

463 (3 36) /who are they/Amrosi 

464 (3 36 1) /who are 
they/Amrosi/no remorse 

465 (3 36 2) /who are 
they/Amrosi/number of deaths 

466 (3 36 3) /who are 
they/Amrosi/smiling assassin 

467 (4) /LABELLING 

468 (4 1) /LABELLING/not the 
devil 

469 (4 6) /LABELLING/Ninja 

470 (4 7) /LABELLING/freedom 
fighters 

471 (4 8) /LABELLING/conspiracy 
theorists 

472 (4 9) 
/LABELLING/Communists 

473 (4 10) /LABELLING/guerilla 

474 (4 12) 
/LABELLING/communism 

475 (4 16) /LABELLING/gangster 

476 (5) /violence 

477 (5 1) /violence/type 
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478 (5 2) /violence/weapon 

479 (5 3) /violence/injury 

480 (5 4) /violence/weapons of mass 
destruction 

481 (5 5) /violence/We hate the 
violence actually~ So we 

482 (5 6) /violence/violence as 
resistance 

483 (5 7) /violence/violence as 
revenge 

484 (5 8) /violence/Violence 

485 (5 9) /violence/victims 

486 (5 12) /violence/child abuse 

487 (5 13) /violence/continuum 

488 (5 14) /violence/daily 
occurrence 

489 (5 15) /violence/DNA 

490 (5 16) /violence/do it to each 
other 

491 (5 17) /violence/grew up with 

492 (5 18) /violence/innocent 

493 (5 19) /violence/Iraqi deaths 

494 (5 20) /violence/murder 

495 (5 21) /violence/new word 

496 (5 22) /violence/people going 
about there business 

497 (5 23) /violence/provocation 

498 (5 24) /violence/suicide 

499 (5 25) /violence/technology 

500 (5 34) /violence/what happened 
is not new for East Ti 

501 (5 36) /violence/war 

502 (5 37) /violence/corporeal 
punishment 

503 (6) /oppression 

504 (6 2) /oppression/Internalised 

505 (6 6) /oppression/Freedom 

506 (6 7) /oppression/occupation 

507 (6 12) /oppression/reflection 

508 (7) /Security 

509 (7 1) /Security/ASIO 

510 (7 2) /Security/liberty vs security 

511 (7 3) /Security/personal 

512 (7 4) /Security/crime 

513 (7 5) /Security/detention 

514 (7 6) /Security/neighbour 

515 (7 7) /Security/protection 

516 (7 8) /Security/Regional 
Security 

517 (7 9) /Security/social security 

518 (7 10) /Security/invasion 

519 (8) /Location 

520 (8 1) /Location/Israel 

521 (8 2) /Location/Australia 

522 (8 2 1) /Location/Australia/loss 
of ignorance 

523 (8 2 2) /Location/Australia/Loss 
of innocence 

524 (8 2 3) /Location/Australia/John 
Howard 

525 (8 2 4) /Location/Australia/van 
Tongeron 

526 (8 2 5) /Location/Australia/van 
Tongeron 2 

527 (8 2 6) 
/Location/Australia/Australia people 
and law process 
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528 (8 2 7) 
/Location/Australia/Australia foreign 
policy 

529 (8 2 8) 
/Location/Australia/Australia 

530 (8 2 9) 
/Location/Australia/AusAid 

531 (8 2 10) 
/Location/Australia/Howard EastTimor 
visit 

532 (8 2 11) 
/Location/Australia/John Howard 2 

533 (8 2 12) 
/Location/Australia/Kings Park 

534 (8 2 13) 
/Location/Australia/Kingsley group 

535 (8 2 14) 
/Location/Australia/memorial 

536 (8 2 15) 
/Location/Australia/fridge magnets 

537 (8 3) /Location/England 

538 (8 3 1) /Location/England/IRA 

539 (8 4) /Location/South East Asia 

540 (8 5) /Location/Iraq 

541 (8 5 1) /Location/Iraq/Saddam 
Hussein 

542 (8 6) /Location/Aceh 

543 (8 7) /Location/Angola 

544 (8 8) /Location/Mozambique 

545 (8 9) /Location/Bali 

546 (8 9 1) /Location/Bali/Bali 

547 (8 9 2) /Location/Bali/Bali 
bombing 

548 (8 9 3) /Location/Bali/Bali 
bombing response 

549 (8 9 4) /Location/Bali/Bali 
harder 

550 (8 9 5) /Location/Bali/Kings 
Park 

551 (8 9 6) /Location/Bali/Kingsley 
group 

552 (8 9 7) /Location/Bali/memorial 

553 (8 9 8) /Location/Bali/Sari Club 

554 (8 9 36) /Location/Bali/Amrosi 

555 (8 9 36 1) 
/Location/Bali/Amrosi/no remorse 

556 (8 9 36 2) 
/Location/Bali/Amrosi/number of 
deaths 

557 (8 9 36 3) 
/Location/Bali/Amrosi/smiling assassin 

558 (8 10) /Location/Palestine 

559 (8 11) /Location/Asia Pacific 

560 (8 12) /Location/Bosnia 

561 (8 13) /Location/Indonesia 

562 (8 14) /Location/Ireland 

563 (8 14 1) /Location/Ireland/Irish 

564 (8 15) /Location/Middle East 

565 (8 16) /Location/Omagh 
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1059 (42 23) /East Timor/Clandestine 

1060 (42 24) /East Timor/trauma 

1061 (42 25) /East Timor/female 

1062 (42 26) /East Timor/Tropical 

1063 (42 27) /East Timor/Mirror 
woman 

1064 (42 28) /East Timor/window 
cleaner 

1065 (42 29) /East Timor/Bishops 
Ordination 

1066 (42 30) /East Timor/Bairo Pite 

1067 (42 31) /East Timor/rubbish 

1068 (42 32) /East Timor/Escola 
Canossa 

1069 (42 33) /East Timor/Umbilical 
cord jar 

1070 (42 34) /East Timor/Tooshalima 
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1071 (42 35) /East Timor/He doesn’t 
think there is much anxie 

1072 (42 36) /East Timor/hungry boy 

1073 (42 37) /East 
Timor/relationships 

1074 (42 38) /East Timor/Atauro 

1075 (42 39) /East Timor/cats 

1076 (42 40) /East Timor/Alola 
Foundation 

1077 (42 41) /East Timor/the 
Government forgot the people~S~ 

1078 (42 42) /East Timor/justice 
system 

1079 (43) /Who benefits 

1080 (45) /Isolation 

1081 (47) /Environment 

1082 (47 46) 

/Environment/Sustainability 

1083 (48) /Discourse 

1084 (48 1) /Discourse/Government 

1085 (48 5) /Discourse/cultivation of 

fear 

1086 (48 8) /Discourse/media 

1087 (48 10) 

/Discourse/multinationals 

1088 (48 14) /Discourse/discourse 

silence 

1089 (48 15) /Discourse/don't know 

what's true 

1090 (48 19) /Discourse/propaganda 

1091 (49) /inequality 

1092 (49 1) /inequality/disempower 

1093 (49 4) /inequality/excluded 

1094 (49 8) /inequality/perspective of 

oppressed 

1095 (49 9) /inequality/perspective of 

ruling 

1096 (49 10) /inequality/statement of 

protest 

1097 (49 11) /inequality/racism 

1098 (49 12) /inequality/rights 

1099 (49 13) /inequality/unemployed 

1100 (49 14) /inequality/social 

security 

1101 (49 15) /inequality/education 

1102 (49 16) /inequality/common 

people 
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Appendix  xiii  –  2nd  Stage  Manual 
Analysis (a & b) 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